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ABSTRACT

The design, developmentand calibration of three flow sensorsto measurethe speedand
direction of fluid flow is presentedin this thesis. The force exerted by the fluid flow on
the sensorsare measuredusing strain gauges.Multidirectional fluid flow measurement
has been made possible by vectorial addition of the orthogonal flow components. The
fluid speedand direction are generatedirrespective of eachother.
Electrical resistancestrain gauges are used as the force measuring device for the first
version of the flow meter. These strain gauges are bonded to the four longitudinal
surfacesof a square-sectioned,elastic, rubber cantilever having a drag element attached
to its free end. An attempt has been made to oPtimise the shapeand dimensionsof the
elastic beam to obtain a constant drag co-efficient over a wide flow range. Calibration of
the electrical strain gauge flow sensor has been performed in a wind tunnel to measure
air flow. The sensorhas a repeatability of 0.02%, linearity within 2% and a resolution of
0.43 m/s. The most noteworthy feature of the flow sensoris its quick responsetime of
50 milliseconds. The sensoris able to generatea measurementof flow direction in two
dimensionswith a resolution of 3.6". Preliminary measurementsin a water tank enabled
the speedof water to be measuredwith a resolution of 0.02 m/s over a range from 0 to
0.4 m/s.
An optical fibre strain sensorhas been designedand developedby inserting grooves into
a multimode plastic optical fibre. As the fibre bends, the variation in the angle of the
grooves causes an intensity modulation of the light transmitted through the fibre. A
mathematicalmodel has been developed which has been experimentally verified in the
laboratory.
The electrical strain gauge was replaced by the fibre optic strain gauge in the second
version of the flow sensor. Two dimensional flow measurementwas made possible by
attaching two such optical fibre strain gauges on the adjacent sides of the squaresectioned rubber beam. The optical fibre flow sensor was successfully calibrated in a
wind tunnel to generateboth the magnitude and direction of the velocity of air. The flow
sensorhad a repeatability of 0.3% and measuredthe wind velocity up to 30 M/s with a
magnituderesolution of 1.3 m/s and a direction resolution of 5.9'.
The third version of the flow sensor has used the grooved optical fibre strain sensorby
itself without the rubber beam to measurethe fluid flow. Wind tunnel calibration has
been performed to measuretwo dimensionalwind flow up to 35 m/s with a resolution of
0.96 m/s.
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dynamic viscosity of the fluid (Nshn)

V

kinematic viscosity of the fluid (m2/s)
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Density of the fluid (Kg/m)

Ir
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friction drag (N)
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velocity of fluid flow (m/s)

R

Resistanceof a conductor(CI)

L

Length of conductor (m)
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cross-sectionalarea of conductor (M)
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V
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a

Stressin the conductor (NIm)

C,

axial strain in the conductor

6t

transversestrain in the conductor

SA

electrical strain sensitivity

E13

bridge excitation voltage (volts)
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gauge resistance(fl)
actual strain
indicated strain

E

Young's modulus
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Area of the drag element

a

beamthickness(m)

b

beamvAdth (m)

U

magnitude of wind velocity (m/s)

U.

x-component of wind velocity (m/s)

Uy

y-component of wind velocity (m/s)

0

direction of wind velocity (degrees)

Strain.x-componentof strain
Strainyy-componentof strain

ft

Vi.it

unstrainedvoltageof the strain gauge(volts)

V.8

voltagereadfrom the strain gauge(volts)

n,

refractiveindexof the core

n2

refractiveindexof the cladding

0.

ray propogationangle(degrees)
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depthof the groovein the POF(m)

2zo

width of the groovein the POFprior to straining(m)
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width of the groovein the POFafter applicationof strain (m)
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apexangleof the grooveprior to straining(degrees)
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Pi

Power transmitted through the POF before grooving (W)
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Power transmitted through the POF after grooving at zero strain (W)

P"

Power transmitted through the POF after grooving at strain 'x'(W)

PLO

Light lost from a groove at zero strain (W)

PL.
X

Light lost from a groove at strain Y(W)

so

optical strain sensitivity

n

number of grooves
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INTRODUCTION

The measurementof fluid flow is vital for a wide range of industrial processesand
it
is
learn
history
flowmeters,
that
Looking
environmentalapplications.
one can
at the
of
only in the pasttwenty yearsthat sometechniqueshavebeenperfectedwhile othersare
showingsignificantpromisefor the future.This thesis describesthe design,development
andcalibrationof threeflow sensors,all of which arebasedon the principleof cantilever
beamdeflection.The first flow sensorhas usedconventionalresistancestrain gauges
while the latter two haveusedoptical fibre straingaugesto sensethe deflection.These
sensorswere specificallydesignedto measurefluid flow in the naturalenvironmentand
in industry.
Conventionalelectricalresistancestraingaugeshavebeenin the marketfor the last five
decades.Continuouscommercialdevelopment,and extensiveindustrial and research
investigations,have resulted in excellent performancecharacteristicsparticularly in
stability,temperaturecompensation,
and creep.Suchadvantagesin turn has led to the
resistancestrain gaugebecomingthe basicsensingelementof very high precisionload
transducersand weighingsystems.In this project the resistancestrain gaugehasbeen
usedto sensethe deflectionof a rubbercantileverdueto force exertedby fluid flow. The
combinationof the two haveled to the developmentof the resistancestraingaugetarget
flow sensorto measurethe speedanddirectionof two dimensionalfluid flow.
A novel methodto measurestrain using plastic optical fibres will be discussedin this
thesis.While resistancestraingaugesare oneof the few accurate,sensitive,versatileand
The
easy-to-usesensorsavailabletoday,they haveproblemsin hazardousenvironments.
optical fibre strain gauge that has been developed,optimisedand calibratedin this
project could be usedin suchhostile areasand wherethere is a needfor immunityto
interferenceor corrosion.The fibre optic straingaugehasbeenusedto
electromagnetic
measurefluid flow by attachingit to the surfaceof a rubbercantilever.The deflectionof
the rubbercantileverproducesa changein the intensityof light transmittedthroughthe
optical fibre which can be relatedto the velocity of the fluid. The measurement
of two
dimensionalfluid flow hasbeenmadepossibleby attachingtwo suchfibres on the two
adjacentsidesof the rubberbeam.This hasenabledthe speedand directionof the fluid
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flow to be measured.The third flow sensorthat has been developed and calibrated, has
used the above mentioned optical fibre strain gauge itself as the drag element, by
completely removing the rubber beam. This configuration of the optical fibre flow sensor
has better performance characteristicsthan the optical fibre flow sensor with the rubber
cantilever.
The structure of the thesis is as follows:
Chapter One reviews the flow measurementtechniqueswhere a background of concepts
is built up from first principles, which may be utilised in the application of fluid dynamics
to problems in different fields of engineering. This chapter also reviews the various
flowmeters that have been in the market with a brief description of their working
principle. In particular, a literature review on the target flow sensorshas been discussed.

ChapterTwo discusses
the resistancestraingaugesthat havebeenin use since1940.In
this chapter,the operatingprinciple,installationand instrumentationusedby the strain
gaugesare reviewed.

The choiceof a suitablematerialfor the sensingbeamof the flow sensordescribedin this
thesiswas an importantaspectin the designof the flow sensor.ChapterThreeassesses
the suitability of rubber as the material for the sensingbeam. Comparedto other
materials,rubbersoffer the most useful rangeof moduli and many different types are
available.The uniquecombinationsof usefulpropertieswhich rubbersexhibitmakethem
the idealmaterialfor the sensingbeamof theseflow sensors.
ChapterFour describesthe design,developmentand calibrationruns of the resistance
straingaugeflow sensorto measureone and two dimensionalair flow, which in turn
measuresthe speedand direction of wind velocity. The results of the experiments
performedin a wind tunnelandpreliminaryexperimentsin a water tank to measureone
dimensionalwater speedarepresented.
ChapterFive investigatesthe performancecharacteristics
of the resistancestraingauge
target flow sensorto evaluateboth the static and dynamiccharacteristicsof this flow
sensor.
ChapterSix reviewsthe opticalfibre sensordevelopment
to
the
attention
particular
with
opticalfibre flow sensorsthat havebeenin the market.Someof theseoptical fibre flow
2
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sensorsare based on the existing conventional techniquesof flow measurement
discussed in Chapter One.

Chapter Seveninvestigatesthe constructionand optimisationof a fibre optic strain
gauge where a novel intensity based sensorusing a plastic optical fibre has been
developed.A mathematicaltheory has beenpostulatedwhich has been confirmedby
experiments
performedin the lab.
Chapter Eight evaluatesthe design and operation of two optical fibre flow sensors,both
of which have used the optical fibre strain sensordescribedin the previous chapter. The
first optical fibre flow sensor has sensedthe deflection caused by the fluid using the
rubber cantilever on which the strain sensoris attached.The secondflow sensorhas used
unsupported sensitised Imm diameter plastic optical fibre sans the rubber beam to
measurethe fluid induced deflection.
Finally, in Chapter Nine, the novel features and application areas of these flow sensors

arediscussed.
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CHAPTERI
TECHNIQUES OF FLOW MEASUREMENT

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Flow measurementis important to the economy of any businesswhere fluids of all types
are bought and sold. There is an ever increasing need for accurate and reliable flow
measurementat realistic cost. The importance of measuringthe flow of fluid is apparent
in someareas,such as oil and gas, but there are many other less obvious oneswhere it is
equally important, such as power generation and the chemical and process industries.
The impact of flow measurementis universal. At one end of the scale, it challengesus in
spacecraft, not only in ensuring correct fuelling of the thruster motors but also in
accurately ventilating the spacesuitsof the occupants.In more mundaneaffairs, it has a
widespreaduse on land and on sea;so much so that flow and its measurementform part
of our daily lives.

In any assessment
the form takenby the fluid also assumesan importantpart. We have
purelyliquid and purelygas statesat a variety of pressuresandtemperatures.To these
multi-phaseversionsmust be added,somebeingliquids or gasescontainingparticulate
solidsor liquids containinggases,gaseswith tracesof liquid, or mixturesof liquids or
gases, etc. All this adds to the complexity of the operational procedures and
computationaltechniqueswhich must be appliedin a specificsituation,whetherin an
openchannelor a closedduct. Now, morethan ever,the needfor the conservationand
the efficientutilisationof the reservesof energyexistingon this planetare comingto be
is to be found on the forefront as an essential
realised.Once againflow measurement
constituentin meteringconsumption.
This introductorychapterdealsinitially with the fluid flow theory, wherea background
of conceptsis built up from first principles,which may be utilised in the applicationof
fluid dynamicsto problemsin differentfieldsof engineering.This is followedby a review
of the different flowmeterswhich havebeenin use over the past century,with a brief
descriptionof their theory along with their advantagesand disadvantages
in industry.

4
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Finally this chapter will focus on the target flow sensorby presentinga literature review
on the different drag-force sensingtechniquesthat have been published.
1.2

FLUID FLOW THEORY

1.2.1 Properties of fluids

The scienceof fluid dynamicsconcernsitself with the determinationof the characteristics
flow
flow
bodies
Before
the
the
of
analysis
of
past
proceedingwith
of various shapes.
fluid
to haveanunderstanding
the
problems,it is necessary
mediumwith whichwe are
of
dealing.Fluids are of two types,liquid and gaseous.In this project, we are concerned
flow
fluid,
but
the
to
of
the
with a gaseous
air,
conceptsapply equallywell
many of
liquids.
1.2.1.1 Realandperfectfluids
Most theoreticalinvestigationsin the field of fluid dynamicsarebasedon the conceptof
fluid. In the motion of sucha perfectfluid,
a perfect,i.e. frictionlessandincompressible,
two contactinglayersexperienceno tangentialforces(shearingstresses)but act on each
fluid
forces
(pressures)
is
This
that
to
a perfect
otherwith normal
equivalent stating
only.
offersno internalresistanceto a changein shape.The theory describingthe motion of a
perfect fluid is mathematicallyvery far developedand supplies in many cases a
satisfactorydescriptionof real motions, such as the motion of surfacewaves or the
formationof liquidjets. On the otherhandthe theoryof perfectfluids fails completelyto
body
for
drag
it
body.
leads
In
that
the
to
the
this
a
account
statement
of a
connection
drag
fluid
infinity,
through
to
which movesuniformly
experiencesno
a
which extends
fluid
WAlembert's paradox).[1.1] This unacceptable
the
theory
of a perfect
result of
canbe tracedto the fact that the innerlayersof a real fluid transmittangentialaswell as
normal stresses,this being also the casenear a solid wall wetted by a fluid. These
tangentialor friction forcesin a real fluid are connectedwith a propertywhich is called
the viscosityof the fluid.
Becauseof the absenceof tangentialforces,on the boundarybetweena perfectfluid and
a solidwall thereexists,in general,a differencein relativetangentialvelocities,i.e. there
is slip. On the otherhand,in real fluids the existenceof intermolecularattractionscauses
the fluid to adhereto a solidwall andthis givesriseto shearingstresses[1-11.
5
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The existence of tangential (shearing) stressesand the condition of no slip near solid
walls constitute the essentialdifferences between a perfect and a real fluid. Fluids like
water and air, which are of great practical importance, have very small coefficients of
viscosity, but unlike in perfect fluids, the condition of no slip near a solid boundary
prevails. A perfect fluid may be defined as non-viscousor inviscid; thus no shearstresses
exist for this fluid when it is in motion.
1.2.1.2 Viscosity
The viscosity of a fluid is a measureof its resistanceto flow. It is this property of all real
fluids that distinguishesthem from ideal or non-viscous fluids. A gas consists of a large
number of molecules each of which has a random motion. If a gas is in motion with a
velocity V, then each molecule has in addition to its random speed V an ordered
velocity V. The concept of viscosity has meaning only for gasesthat have an ordered
velocity. The viscosity of a fluid is manifested itself by its tendency to adhere to a
surface. [ 1.1] The nature of viscosity can best be visualisedwith the aid of the following
experiment: Consider the motion of a fluid held captive between two very long, parallel
plate; one at rest, the other moving with a constant velocity parallel to itself as shown in
Figure I. I. Let the distance between the plates be W, the pressure being constant
throughout the fluid.
U

Figure]. ]:

I.

Velocitydistributionin a viscousfluid betweentwoparallelflat walls
(Couelleflow)

Experiment
[1.1] teaches
thatthe fluid adheres
to bothwalls,so that its velocityat the
lower plate is zero, and that at the upper plate is equalto the velocity of the plate,U.
Furthermore,the velocity distributionin the fluid betweenthe platesis linear,so that the
fluid velocity is proportionalthe distance'y' from the lower plate,andwe have
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Yu
U(Y)=
h
In order to support the motion it is necessaryto apply a tangential force to the upper
plate, the force being in equilibrium with the frictional forces in the fluid. This force,
frictional shearing stress, r, resists the motion of the upper plate and is proportional to
the velocity U of the upper plate, and inversely proportional to the distanceW, which in
generalcan be substitutedby du/dy, the velocity gradient. Therefore,
du
T=ýL dy

(1.2)

where p is a factor of proportionality known as dynamic viscosity which dependson the
'T"'
its
fluid.
XU;
dimensions
dynamic
The
the
and units
nature of
of p, the
viscosity are
in the SI system of units is Ns/mý and in the cgs system, the poise [0.1 Ns/m2]. The

dynamicviscosityof waterat 20'C is approximately1.002x 10-3Ns/M2andthat of air at
20'C is 18.2 x 10-6Ns/m2.It was Newton who postulatedthat the shearstress,-C,is
proportionalto the velocity gradientand consequentlyEquation 1.2 is referredto as
Newton'slaw offriction, and the fluids that conform to this law are consideredto be
Newtonianfluids.[ 1.1]
In all fluid motions in which frictional and inertial forces interact, it is important to
considerthe ratio of the viscosity,p, to the density,p , known asthe kinematicviscosity,
V.

du
p

(1.3)

The dimensionsof the kinematicviscosityare07"' andthe units aren?/s. Water,air and
gasare essentiallyNewtonianfluids becauselinearityexistsbetweenshearstress,c and
velocity gradient.
1.2.2 Reynolds number

A very important dimensionlessparameterused to define the regions within the
operatingflow rangeof a meter,wherethe meterperformanceis sensitiveor insensitive
to fluid parameters,is the Reynoldsnumber.The Reynoldsnumberis a ratio of the
inertialforce to the viscousforce actingon the body. The viscousforce is that neededto
7
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maintain motion through the fluid. The inertial force is the force that would be neededto
stop the body which is moving along steadilywith its own inertia. [1 .21
The inertial force (FI)of a parcel of air or water is proportional to the squareof its speed,
U2, divided by its length scale, d. The frictional or viscous force(Fv) working on an

objectof diameterd movingthrougha fluid at speedU is givenas
Fv =

Uv
d2

wherev is the kinematicviscosityof the fluid and
F,

u2

The ratio of these forces, Re, is a dimensionlessparametergiven by
(1.6)

Re = Ud/v

Twoflow regimesare consideredidentical if theyhavethe sameReynoldsnumber.This
allowsthe flow aroundan obstacleto be modelledin a tank or tunnelsimplyby choosing
U, d andv so that Re is the sameasin the atmosphere
or ocean.
1.2.3 Types of flow

Experimentalobservationshave shownthat two distinct types of flow can exist; the
laminaror strean-Aine
flow andturbulentflow.
1.2.3.1 Laminar and turbulentflows
The first type of flow is laminar or streamline or viscous flow. Larninar flow is defined
as flow under conditions where forces due to viscosity are more significant than forces

dueto inertia. This is shownfor a circularpipe in Figure 1.2. This type of flow hasthe
characteristicof havingadjacentfluid particlesmove alongessentiallyparallelpathsin a
highly orderedmanner.Thus larninarflow in a circular pipe can be consideredas a
numberof annularlayers:the velocityof theselayersincreasesfrom zero at the pipewall
betweeneachlayer.
to Maximumat the pipe centrewith significantviscousshearstresses
Figure 1.2 shows the resulting velocity profile; a graph of layer velocity, v, versus
distance,r, of layerfrom centre,which is parabolicin shape.

8
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Figurel.

2:

Velocityprofile

of laminarflow

in a circular pipe

Measurements show that the type of motion through a circular pipe in which the velocity
distribution is parabolic exists only at low and moderate Reynolds number. The second
type of flow, turbulent

flow, is shown in Figure 1.3. This is highly disordered; each

particle moves randomly in three dimensions and occupies different relative positions in
successive cross sections. As a result, the velocity and pressure at a given point in the
pipe are both subject to small random fluctuations with time about their mean values.
The viscous friction forces which cause the ordered motion in laminar flow are much
smaller in turbulent flow.

Figurel. 3:

Velocityprofile of turbulentflow in a circular pipe

O.Reynolds(1842-1912)demonstrated
in his classicpaper,that this characteristicof the
motion can be made clearly visible by introducing a dye into the stream and by
dischargingit through a thin tube[I.3]. At the moderateReynoldsnumberassociated
with laminarflow, the dyeis visiblein the form of a clearlydefinedthreadextendingover
the whole length of the pipe. By increasingthe flow velocity, it is possibleto reacha
stagewhenthe fluid particlesceaseto movealongstraightlinesandthe regularityof the
motion breaks down. The coloured thread becomesmixed with the fluid, its sharp
outlinebecomesblurredandeventuallythe whole crosssectionbecomescoloured.There
irregular radialfluctuationswhich effectthe mixing. Sucha flow
arenow superimposed
9
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laminar
from
is
to
Reynolds
the
transition
turbulent.
the
that
pattern called
ascertained

turbulenttype of motiontakesplaceat a definitevalueof the Reynoldsnumbercalledthe
critical Reynolds number.
The actual value of the critical Reynolds number dependsfurther on the details of the
experimental arrangement,in particular on the amount of disturbance suffered by the
fluid before entering the pipe. With an arrangementthat is as free from disturbancesas
possible, a critical Reynolds number exceeding 104can be attained. With a sharp edged
entrancethe critical Reynolds numberbecomesapproximately
R

(ULd)
V crit

(1.7)

-- 2300 (pipe)

where U denotesthe meanvelocity averagedover the cross-sectionalarea.

This value can be regardedas the lower limit for the critical Reynoldsnumberbelow
do not causethe flow to becometurbulent. Accordingly,
whichevenstrongdisturbances
flows for which the ReynoldsnumberRe < Fit are supposedto be laminar,andflows
for which Re > Fj, are expectedto be turbulent.The numericalvalue of the critical
Reynoldsnumberdependsvery stronglyon the conditionswhichprevailin the initial pipe
length as well as in the approachto it. Reynoldspostulatedthat the critical Reynolds
fact
increases
decreased.
This
disturbances
in
before
flow
the
the
the
number
as
pipe are
was confirmedexperimentallyby Barnes[1.4] and later by Schiller[1.5] who obtained
in
[1.6]
Reynolds
Ekman
20,000.
the
to
critical values of
succeeded
numberof up
maintaininglarninarflow up to a critical Reynoldsnumberof 40,0000by providing an
inlet which was madeexceptionallyfreefrom disturbances.
The upperlimit to which the
criticalReynoldsnumbercanbe driven,if extremecareis takento freethe inlet from the
disturbances,
is not known at present.
Experiments[1.7] showthat it is possibleto maintainlaminarflow to very high Reynolds
numbersif care is taken to increasethe flow gradually,but normally the slightest
disturbancewill destroythe laminarboundarylayer if the value of Reynoldsnumberis
greaterthan 4000. Similarly,flow initially turbulentcanbe maintainedwith careto very
low Reynoldsnumbers,but the slightestupsetwill resultin laminarflow if the Reynolds
numberis lessthan2000.The Reynoldsnumberrangebetween2000 and4000is known
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as the critical zone. Flow in the zone is unstable, and designersof piping systemsmust
take this into accounQ 1.7].
1.2.3.2 Other classifications offlow

Varioustypesof flow canbe distinguished.For example,flow may be steady,unsteady
or pulsating,compressible
or incompressible
andsubsonicor supersonic.
Flow is steady when conditions do not vary in time, or when, in the case of turbulent
flow, the statistical parameters(mean value and standarddeviation) do not vary in time.
The steady flows observed in pipes are, in practice, flows in which quantities (such as
velocity, pressure,mass,density and temperature)vary in time about mean values which
are independentof time; theseare actually "statistically steadyflows".

Unsteadyflow, on the other hand,is a flow in which the flow rate fluctuatesrandonýy
wit t me andfor whichthe meanvalueis not constant.
Pulsating flow is definedas havinga flow rate that varieswith time, but for which the
meanflow rate is constantwhen obtained over a sufficiently long period of time.
Flow is incompressible if there are no or negligible density changes. Compressible

effectscanoccurin gasflows at highvelocities.
Subsonicflows involvesflow with velocity lessthan sound.(Sonicspeedsin air at STP
is 330 m/s. Mach number(M)is a dimensionless
is
if
flow
deflne
the
to
quantityused
subsonicor supersonic.It is the ratio of the fluid speedto the local speedof sound.
WhenM<l, the flow is subsonicand if M>l, the flow is supersonic.For M<0.3, the
flow is incompressible.
1.2.4 Fluid forces on a body
A body in the flow experiencesa fluid force when there is a relative motion between the
fluid and the body. Relative motion meansthat there exists a velocity difference between
the body and the fluid; i. e. the body may be at rest or moving at a velocity lower or
higher than that of the flow. The fluid force acting in the direction of the motion of the

body is known asthe dragforce.The fluid force actingnormalto the directionof motion
of the body is calledthe lift force. Theoretical determinationof the fluid forces is
not yet possible.The usual approachis to determinethe fluid forces via
11
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the introduction of the drag and lift coefficients (CD and CL), which are deten-nined
experimentally.

Since the flow around a body may be in the larninar, turbulent or

transitional regime, the fluid forces (or better the drag and lift coefficient ) are strongly
related to the type of flow which is characterised by the Reynolds number (Re). Thus
CD and CL are functions of Re. CD, the drag coefficient, depends on:
1.

the shape of the body

2.

the roughness of the body surface

3.

the type of flow characterised by the Reynolds number.

Figure 1.4 shows the experimentally determined drag coefficients, as a function of Re,
for smooth bodies of different shapes.
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Drag coefficient of smooth bodies. (Courtesy Deffit Hydraulics, 1981)
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1.3

REVIEW

OF THE FLOWMETERS IN CLOSED CONDUIT SYSTEMS

A flow meter is a device for measuring the quantity or rate of flow of a moving fluid in a
pipe or open channel. It may consist of a primary device and a secondary device. The
primary device generates a signal responding to the flow from which the flow rate may
be inferred. A secondary device receives a signal from the primary device and displays,
records, and/or transmits the signal as a measure of the flow rate. In most cases, the
primary device is wetted by the fluid and the secondary device is outside the process.
This section is a critical review of the major types of pipe-mounted flowmeters in current
use in closed conduit systems; most of the details taken from references from Brain
(1982)[1.8]

and Furness (1986)[1.9].

For each flowrate sensing element considered,

physical descriptions are presented together with the flow meter's operating principles
and their theoretical derivation. Measurements of both liquid and gas flowrates are
considered and for each meter, guidelines are offered giving typical accuracies attainable
and pointing out their advantages and pitfalls.

In Table 1.1, an attempthasbeenmadeto list the morewidely availableflow metersin
their respectivegroups.Thesegroupsfall convenientlyinto two basiccategories,those
which extract energyfrom andthosewhich add energyto the fluid being metered.The
extractiveapproachinvolvesthe placingof an obstructioninto the flow. This obstruction
maybe a rotor, a bluff body or merelya changeof section.The potentialenergyof the
streamis convertedinto kinetic energyand this is used to infer flow. In the additive
approac, the additioncould be in the form of a magneticfield, ultrasoundor light. The
flowing fluid acts on this additionand any changefrom the input value is usedto infer
flowrate.

13
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Table1.1: Flow meterclassification
I Group 1: Volume flow
meters

IIa: Variableareameters
I la: (1)

1b: Pressuredifference meters

Tapered tube and Float meter

lb: (I) Orifice plate
(2) Nozzles
(3) Venturi tube
(4) Elbow meter

IGroup 2: Mass flow meters
2a: True massflow meters

2b: Inferential massflow meters

(1) Full momentum massmeters

(1) Coriolis massmeters

Group 3: Velocity flow meters
3a: Point velocity meters

(1) Pitot tube

3b: Full flow velocity meters
(1) Electromagneticflow meters
(2) Turbine flow meters

(3) Vortex-sheddingflow meters
(4) Ultrasonicflow meters
(5) Target flow meters

1.3.1 Volume flow meters

The mainmethodsof measuringthe volumetricflow rate of liquids canbe dividedunder
the headings'variablearea'and'pressuredifference'.
1.3.1.1 Variablearea meters
In Figure 1.5the morewidely usedform of variableareameteris shown.In this tapered
tubeandfloat meter,the fluid flows upwardsin a verticaltubewhich tapersdownwards.
14
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Figure 1.5: Basic tapered tube andfloat meter (Morris A S.- 1993)

Figure 1.6 a :Nozzle (Escudier M P: 1983)
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The flow supports a float, which is often provided with slots that cause the float to
rotate in order to give it central stability. Since the tube is tapered, at a given flowrate
the velocity of the fluid varies along the length of the tube, and the float assumesan
equilibrium position, at a height within the tube dependanton the rate of flow. If the tube
is made of a transparentmaterial, such as glass, the equilibrium position of the float can
be observed directly against a scale. Since the variable area meters give a direct
indication of the rate of flow at the instant of observation, they are well suited for
processcontrol applications.The flow measurementaccuracy claimed for such meters is
usually within ±2% of full scale reading. They cover flowrates which range from near
zero to 0.5 m3/sfor gasesand 0.1 mý/sfor liquids.
1.3.1.2 Pressure difference meters
To meter flow using a pressure difference method, a constriction is introduced to the
flow, causing the velocity of the fluid to increaseas it passesthrough the constriction.
Owing to this increasein velocity, the static pressureof the fluid decreasesas the fluid

streamcontractsand a pressuredifferenceis createdbetweenthe pressureupstreamof
the contractingfluid and the pressureat the constriction.Flowrate is determinedby
measuringthis pressuredifferenceas well as the density and static pressureof the
flowing liquid. The pressuredifferencemetersare nozzles,orifice plates and venturi
tubes.
A nozzleis a pressuredifferencedevicewith a shapedconvergententry, which is often
followed by a short cylindrical throat. The pressure difference across the nozzle is
measuredusing pressuretappings and the volume/ unit time is given by Equation 1.8.
Orifice plat :A restricted opening through which fluid flows is known as an orifice. An
orifice meter consists of a plate with a sharp edged circular hole that is inserted between
two flanges of a piping system. Figure 1.6 shows a typical arrangementfor an orifice
plate. The volume/ unit time, Q is given by Equation 1.8.
A2

ý(Pl

A
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Figure 1.6 b: Orifice plate (Escudier M P: 1983),
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Figure 1.7: Venturitube (EscudierM P: 1983)
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(1.9)

A standardventuri tube is shownin Figure 1.7 whereit can be seenthat the pressure
differenceis determinedusing tappingsat the inlet and throat. Sincethis devicehas a
diffusersectionat its exit, it allowsthe fluid pressureto recoversmoothlyandhenceit
gives excellentpressurerecoverywhen comparedwith orifice platesor nozzles,which
causesubstantialpressureheadloss.
1.3.2 Mass flow meters

Mass flow meterscan be divided into two main groups: true massflow metersand
inferentialmassflow meters.A true massflow meteris one in which the reactionof the
basic sensingelementis dependanton the massflow of liquid through the device.In
inferential massmeters,volumetric fluid flowrate and density at line conditionsare
measuredandby multiplyingflowrateby density,massflowrateis obtained.
1.3.2.1 True massflow meters
In this review we will restrict our attention to the main types of true massflow meters in
current use - fluid momentum meters. An example of this category is the Axial flow
transverse momentum mass flow meter. The basic principle of this flow meter, first
introduced by Orlando and Jennings(1954) [ 1.10] can be describedwith the assistance
of Figure 1.8, where it can be seen that the main components are a constant speed
motor, an impeller and a turbine arrangedas shown. The fluid entersthe annular spaceof
the impeller, and the fluid is given an angular momentum by an impeller driven at
constant speed and then its rotational velocity is brought to zero by a second rotor
whose movement is restrainedby a spring. The massflowrate is measuredby the angular
displacement of the second rotor. These meters give a direct indication of the mass
flowrate, provided they are operated within the density ranges specified by the

However,their constructionis rathercomplex,they tend to be expensive
manufacturers.
to buy andare susceptible
to wear;alsotheyrequirerotatingsealsaswell asan accurate
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Figure 1.9: Coriolis massflow meter (Furness and Heritage: 1986)
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liquids
both
for
driving
be
These
and
constant speed
gasesand
motor.
meters can used

accuraciesof betterthan±1% of readingcanbe achievedover a 10to I flow range.
1.3.2.2 Inferential massflow meter
An exampleof the inferential massflow meter is the Coriolis massflow meter, shown in
Figure 1.9. In Coriolis massflow meters, measurementof the torque required to give the
fluid streama Coriolis accelerationgives a measureof the massflowrate of the fluid.

The fluid is passedthrougha U-shapedtube which is mountedso that the tube can be
U-shaped
legs
its
frequency.
flow
tube
At
the
the
two
of
vibrated at
resonant
zero
by
from
depart
legs
but
parallelism
remainparallel
owing to the coriolis componentthe
angularvibration
an amountdependanton the massflow throughthem.The subsequent
is measuredby two optical sensors,whoseoutput is processedelectronicallyto generate
a massflow signal.
but they
Thesemetershavenot yet beendevelopedsuccessfullyfor gas measurements
can be usedto meter liquids (singleand multi-phase),slurriesand solid particle/liquid
mixtures.Accuraciesof within ±0.4% of readingare claimedand each meter has a
rangeabilityof approximately25 to 1.
1.3.3 Velocity meters

1.3.3.1 Point velocitymeter: Ae pitot tube
The pitot tube primary elementis simplya tube havinga short sectionof one end bent
toward the flow direction, therebyallowing the flow to impact the tube openingas
shownin Figure 1.10.In operation,the differentialpressurebetweenthe stagnationor
impactpressureandthe staticpressureat the wall of the closedconduitis measured.The
secondaryelementemployedto measurethe differentialpressuremaybe simplya U-tube
manometeror any one of the various forms of differential pressure measuring
instruments.The differentialpressureis proportionalto the squareof the velocity. A
deviceof this type is normallyemployedin large conduits.Advantagesof the pitot tube
over other forms of flow meter used for this applicationare its low cost and its slim
form, which allows insertion into the conduitthrougha smallopening.Disadvantages
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are its ability to measurethe flowrate only at a point (the impact pressure point), its
susceptibility to clogging in dirty fluids, and its sensitivity to the relative direction of
flow. To overcome the disadvantageof a single point measurement,several ports are
placed along a tube in an attempt to measure an average impact pressure. Although
devices of this type are reported to be flow-rate averaging devices,they are affected by
nonsymmetricalflow velocity profiles.
Pitot static tubes are used for flow direction measurement as well as flow rate
magnitude. A simple, rugged, two dimensional direction probe configuration is
comprised of a cylinder inserted normal to the plane of the angle measurement.As seen
in Figure 1.11, the three-hole direction probe is constructed with a stagnation pressure
tap between the two direction taps. To provide for maximum sensitivity, the direction
taps are located at 450 on either side of the stagnation-pressuretap. If the probe is
rotated in the fluid streamuntil the pressuredifference between the two direction taps is
zero, the bisector of the angle between the holes gives the flow direction and the
stagnationpressuretap gives the true impact pressure.The differential pressurebetween
the impact pressure and the static pressure,as measuredby one of the directional taps,
provides the true velocity measurement.The device has been useful for measurementsto
within 0.10at velocities over 33 m/s.
The velocity using the pressuremeasurementstaken with a pitot or pitot-static tube is
VI

2P, - P,

(1.10)

Pi

where V, is the velocity of the fluid stream at the location of the probe tip, P. is the
stagnationor impact pressuremeasuredat the probe tip, P, is the static pressureand p, is

the densityof the fluid at the locationof the staticpressure.
1.3.3.2 Fullflow velocity meter: Electromagnetic meter

Thesemetersutilise the principleof inductiondiscoveredby NfichaelFaradayin 1832.
When an electrically conductingfluid flows through a magneticfield, a voltage is
inducedin the axisperpendicularto the
field.
The
flow
direction
the
andmagnetic
axisof
strengthof the inducedvoltage,which is proportional to the flowrateis measured
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Figure 1.12: Electromagneticflow meter (Morris A S: 1993)
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using the electrodes on the pipe wall. This type of meter (Figure 1.12) is non-invasive
and is used extensively on large water flows, slurries and corrosive liquids. Another
advantage is the wide size range available (2.5mm to >3000mm). The problems
associatedwith this flow meter are the possibility of polarisation at, or corrosion or
erosion of the electrodes. A novel development is a meter with contactless electrodes
(Al-Khazraji, 1979) [ 1.111i. e. the electrodesare physically isolated from the fluid being
metered. This design of the meter is, however, more sensitive than others to external
interference effects becauseof the high source impedancefeature. The electromagnetic
flow meter is relatively expensivein the larger sizes.Typical accuraciesare ±1% of full
scaleflow for more conventional AC types and approximately half that for DC versions.
Flow rangeability is typically 10 to I for eachvelocity range setting.

1.3.3.3 Fullflow velocitymeter: Turhinemeter
The turbinemeteris a first choicemeterin batching,blendingand bottling applications
for liquids[I.8]. From Figure 1.13 it will be seenthat a turbine rotor is mounted
centrallyin the fluid streamin the pipelineto act asthe transducingelementof the meter.
Rotary motion takes placethrough the fluid streamimpingingupon the bladesof the
rotor and thus producingan equivalentangularvelocity. The rotational speedof the
turbineis proportionalto the fluid velocity over a wide rangeof volumetricflowrates.
An externallymountedpick-off unit sensesthis rotational speedas the meter output
signal.Functionally, the pick-off arrangementmay be electro-magnetic,RF type or opto-

electronic.
One manufacturer quotes the flow range of his production range as between 9 to I and
27 to I dependingon meter size. In calibration, repeatabilitiesof around ±0. I% are not
uncommon and accuraciesof ±0.5% of actual flow over the normal operating range of
the meter are typical in modem equipment.

1.3.3.4 Fullflow velocitymeter: Vortexsheddingmeters
The vortex-sheddingflow meter [1.8] is a modem practical applicationof a natural
phenomenonwhich has been known to man for centuries.The meter relies on the
body is located in a fluid
principle (Figure 1.14) that when a bluff (non-streamlined)
from its surface,
stream,vortex sheddingoccurs. As the flow roundthe body separates
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irregular and therefore,unreliable,for metering purposes.Mechanical,electrical or
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body.The thermalsensorsare describedin Section1.3.4.1.
The repeatabilityof vortex sheddingflow meters is generally good( 0.1%) and a
flow
A
for
frequency
is
±0.5%
output system.
representative accuracy
a
of point
rangeability of up to 15 to I has been quoted.
1.3.3.5 Fullflow velocity meter: Ultrasonic meters
The most commonly encountered types in this group are the Doppler meter and the
transit time meter. The transit time method of measurementis based on the time it takes
for sound to travel between two transducers. (Figure 1.15). The transit times are
dependanton whether the sound is travelling with or against the direction of the flow
and the difference between theseis used to calculatethe velocity of the fluid. [ 1.91.
If to is the time for signal to travel distanceL at speedc, then
to = L/c

(I. 11)

If fluid is flowing at velocityV in the directionof soundtravel,time for signalto travel
(1.12)

L/(c+V) ;t; L/c(l -Wc)
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Hence

At = t_to

=LV/C2

(X V

(1.13)

Transit times are suitable for clean liquids and although they are susceptibleto distorted
(i.
be
by
e.
this
two
paths
velocity profiles
or more acoustic
effect can
using
reduced
multi-beam systems).Accuracies can be around 0.5% of reading with the sophisticated
multi-channel systems.
Doppler types depend on the change in frequency causedwhen sound is reflected by a
moving object in the fluid. (Figure 1.16). The frequency changeis approximately 2fv/c,
where f is the frequency of the incident beam and V is the velocity of the scattering
is
frequency
The
is
therefore
a
the
centre.
object and
shift
related to the velocity of
devices
Doppler
fluid
if
both
the
the
they
measureof
samespeed.
are
moving at
velocity
are usually clamp-on and they are inherently much less accuratethan transit time meters,
their accuracybeing typically 5-10% of rate devices.
1.3.4 Miscellaneous flow metering techniques

1.3.4.1 Aermalflow meters
belonging
The hot wire and hot film anemometers
to the
the
two
are
major sensors
(Figure 1.17)
category of the thermalflow sensors[1.12]. The hot wire anemometers
commonlyare made in two basic forms: the constantcurrent type and the constant
temperaturetype. Both utilise the samephysicalprinciplebut in different ways. In the
constant-currenttype, a fine resistancewire carryinga fixed current is exposedto the
flow velocity.Thewire attainsan equilibriumtemperaturewhenthe i2R heatgeneratedin
it is just balancedby the convectiveheatlossfrom its surface.Sincethe convectionfilm
coefficientis a functionof flow velocity,the equilibriumwire temperatureis a measure
of velocity.The wire temperaturecanbe measuredin termsof its electricalresistance.In
the constant-temperature
type, the currentthroughthe wire is adjustedto keepthe wire
temperature(as measuredby its resistance)constant.The current requiredto do this
thenbecomesa measureof flow velocity.
For equilibriumconditions,the energybalancefor a hot wire canbe written as
2R=hA (T,
-Tf)

(1.14)
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Figure 1.17: Hot wire anemometer(Doebelin E 0: 1990)
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Figure 1.18:Schematicofthe LaserDopplerAnemometer(EscudierM P: 1983)
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is
Tf
the
is
is
is
I
T.
R.,,
temperature,
the wire
the wire current,
the wire resistance,
where

heat
is
A
heat
the
flowing
fluid,
h
is
film
transfer
temperatureof the
the
and
coefficientof
transfer area. For a given fluid density h is mainly a function of flow velocity. This
function (called King's law) has the generalform

h= Co+ CIJSo 12Ris a function of -FV, V being the fluid velocity.
Hot wire sensorsare fabricated from platinum, platinum coated tungsten or a platinum-

iridiurn alloy. Since the wire sensoris extremelyfragile, hot wire anemometersare
usually used only for clean air or glassapplications.

A variation of the hot-wire anemometer,intendedto extendits utility, is the hot-film
transducer[ 1.12].Here, the resistanceelementis a thin film of platinumdepositedon a
have
film
base.
film
hot
The
The
transducers
the
greater
takes
the
glass
placeof
wire.
mechanicalstrengthand may be used at very high temperaturesby constructingthem
internal
with
cooling-waterpassages.
1.3.4.2 LaserDopplerAnemometer
The hot wire anemometerfirst came into use in the 1920sand is now a standard
laboratoryinstrument.In contrast,the laserDoppler anemometerwas first appliedto
dualflow measurement
in
diagram
].
A
1960
typical
the
of a
only
schematic
early
s[1.13
beamforward scatterLDA systemis shownin Figure 1.18.Low power (5mW) HeliumNeon lasersare commonlyused as the coherentlight source,althoughsomesystems,
especiallythosedesignedfor the simultaneous
measurement
of two velocity components,
usehigh power (5W) Argon-ionlaserswhich havethe usefulpropertyof roughly equal
power at two differentwavelengths(488.0 nm-blueand 514.5 mn-green).For a given
velocity component,the laser beam is split into two parallel beamswhich are then
broughtto a commonfocus.Particlespassingthrough the regionwherethe two beams
crossscatterlight asthey crossthe light interferencefringesin that region.The scattered
light is focusedon to a photodetector.The fringe spacing,8 is givenby Equation1.16.
8=A

(1.16)

2 sin(a/2)
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in
beams
is
between
is
laser
light,
the
two
wherek the wavelength of the
and a the angle

the flowing medium.The beatfrequencyof the scatteredlight is then
2V sin(a/2)

(1.17)

A

whereV is the componentof the particlevelocityorthogonalto the fringes.
Evident advantagesof the LDA over the hot-wire anemometer,are that it is an absolute
measuring instrument requiring no calibration and is a non intrusive device producing
in
difficult
is
disturbance
is
flow.
drawback
A
and
to
the
that
virtually no
access often
in
be
instrument
the
limited
that
the
to
used
must
most practical applications
one side so
back-scattermode.
1.4

TARGET FLOW SENSORS

Sincethe work undertakenfor this projectinvolvesa categoryof target flow sensors,an
entire sectionhas beendevotedto describethis type of flow sensorin greaterdetail.
Sinceits introductionseveraldecadesago,the targetflowmeterhasprovento be one of
the most reliable,versatileand easyto useflowmeters[ 1.14]. The inherentflexibility of
the target flowmeterprovidesmanyadvantages
to the userwhen comparedto the other
typesof flowmeters.Certaintypesof targetflowmeterscanhandlewide temperatureand
pressureranges.They also can use specialalloy materialscompatiblewith almostany
fluid, andcanbe easilyfield calibrated.
1.4.1 Principle of operation of target flow sensors

The target flowmeter utilises the principle of fluid drag on a three-dimensional
body.
[ 1.14].The total dragon anythree-dimensional
in a fluid stream,gasor
body suspended
liquid is the sumof the friction dragandthe pressuredrag.
FD = FF + Fp

(1.18)

The friction dragis dueto the shearingstressesin the thin layer of fluid nearthe surface
of the body called the boundarylayer. The pressuredrag or form drag is due to the
disturbanceof the flow streamas it passesthe body, creatinga turbulent wake. The
characteristics
of the disturbanceare dependanton the form of the body and sometimes
on the Reynoldsnumberof flow andthe roughnessof the surface.The pressuredrag is
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therefore equal to the integration of the componentsin the direction of motion of all the
pressureforces acting on the body's surface.For different shapesthe distribution of the
total drag between ffiction drag and pressure drag varies widely. For a flat plate or
For
drag.
drag
the
flow,
to
all
the
cylinder placed perpendicular
produces nearly
pressure
a well-streamlined shape, ffiction becomes more significant. When considering an
is
drag
describe
flowmeter,
total
the
of
to
the
target
the
equation
only
response of
interest, which in this caseis the pressuredrag and the equation becomes,
2
FD=

CD

p A-

(1.19)

2

whereCDiSthe overalldrag coefficient,p is the fluid density,V is the fluid's velocity at
flow.
In
body
is
A
to
the point of measurement,
the
the
normal
projectedareaof
and
additionto the form of the body, three other parametershavean effect on the pressure
drag coefficient and hence on the overall drag coefficient.These are the Reynolds
free
fluid
in
degree
body,
the
the
turbulence
the
the
number, surfaceroughnessof
of
and
for
[
drag
1.15]
in
Effects
Reynolds
small
stream.
coefficientare
numberon
of variation
Reynoldsnumbergreaterthan 10,000.[1.16] Effects of variation in Mach numberare
also small for Mach numbersless than 0.75. [1.16] However, at transonic Mach
numbers,variationsin drag coefficientare not negligibleand causea non-linearrelation
between drag force and velocity. The drag coefficient is relatively insensitive to flow
angle for angles to within 200 of normal to the beam surface. [1.17] The overall drag

coefficientis determinedby empiricaldata.
For very low flow rates i. e. for Reynolds numbers less than 1.0, the drag is almost

entirelydueto ffiction and so the dragbecomesa functionof viscosityandis described
by Stoke'slaw,
FD

(1.20)

=3 7cýiDV

where p is the dynamicviscosity and D is the body's diameter.If Equation 1.20 is
in the form involvinga dragcoefficient,the resultingvalueOfCDisgivenas
expressed
CD =

24
Re

(1.21)
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This plots as a straight line at the left of Figure 1.4. During this linear portion of the
is
little
boundary
layer
body
becomes
turbulent
wake
the
curve,
and very
attachedto the
drag
As
Reynolds
increases,
the
produced.
number
separation occurs and pressure
becomes more significant. Those shapes which have sharp edges always cause the
boundary layer to separateat the sameplace. [1.15] Therefore, the drag coefficient for
these shapes,and hence for the beam used in this project is nearly independentof the
Reynoldsnumber.
1.4.2 Literature review of target flow sensors
The target flowmeter is a force transducer since the drag is essentially a force. Three
primary transducershave beenused to measurethe force or the deflection that occurs to
the target body during flow [ 1.14]. They are:
" measurementof the displacementof the body immersedin the fluid,
" measurementof the balanceforce, and
" measurementof the strain produced in the sensingelement.

The simplestform of the target flow sensoris the vane meter which utilises the first
linear
A
body
displacement
the
that
the
methodof measurement
undergoes.
of
physical
variabledifferentialtransformer(LVDT) is usedto measurethis smalldeflection.The
limitationto this approachis the requiredsensitivityto very smalldisplacements,
andthe
requirementfor ac excitationwhich doesnot lenditself to two-wire direct currentloops.
De Carlo[I. 18] describesa simple form of this type of meter called the vane-type
flowmeter shown in Figure 1.19. Fluid flowing through the device causesa plate to
swing outward, away from the fluid jet. At no flow, the plate rests againstthe end
sectionof the meter.In its simplestform, the deviceis usedas a flow indicatoronly and
no flow scaleis provided.However, the meter may be provided with a scalefor the
determinationof flow rate, wherethe scalemight be the anglethroughwhich the target
or vaneswings.
In the force balanceapproach,the target is returned to its original position. This
restoringforce is the measurandof the force balancesystem.A feedbackforce is
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Figure 1.19: Vanetypeflowmeter (De Carlo: 1984)
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Figure 1.20: Force halance targetflowmeter (De Carlo: 1984)
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applied and sensesthe equilibrium position. A literature searchon this approachhas once
more pointed to De Carlo [ 1.18] where a target or disk is mounted perpendicularto the
flow direction and a secondaryelementmeasuresthe force on the target by meansof the
force balance system (Figure 1.20). An annular orifice configuration is formed by
the disk shapedtarget in the circular pipe and the target is fixed to a rod which transfers
the force to the force balancemechanism.
De Carlo emphasisesthe point that target flow sensorswere 'explored for application on
dirty, sediment-ladenand high melting point liquids that could not be measuredby other
head-classdevices, like the orifice plate'. He also mentions that at that time (1984) it
was the known meter to be specified when difficult applications arise and when
repeatability or precision is the main concern rather than absolute accuracy.However, he
decided that with proper calibration and installation, the device provided accuracies
comparableto other head classflowmeters.
Although, there are many applications where the force balance and LVDT approaches
will work satisfactorily, the strain measuring approach is by far the most versatile and
reliable. Waldron et al [1.19] used a semi-conductorstrain gauge as a sensingelementto
provide a quantitative measure of turbulent velocity fluctuations in a marine water
column. The noise performance of the instrument was poorer than that of contemporary
instrumentsusing ultrasonics, hot film anernometryand doppler scatter techniques.

A straingaugetargetflow meter[ 1.14]was developedto meterthe productionof heavy
water wherehigh strengthmaterialswere usedfor the target rod and sensingtube. This
meterwas usedto measurebi-directionalfluid flow in one dimension.The sensorhasa
like a rapid responsetime makingit
numberof noteworthyperformancecharacteristics
possible to throttle a pulse as small as 10 milliseconds,extreme accuracy and
repeatabilityover a wide flow range,long term reliability and stability and ability to
handletemperaturerangesof
high
degree
F
6500
F
to
of reliability.
with
a
-3200
KrauseandFralick [1.17] describesa drag-forceanemometerwhich measuresunsteady
aswell assteadystatevelocityhead.This sensoralsomeasures
the flow anglein the inlet
of a turbofanengineduringtransientflow conditionsfor which two beamsarerequired.
The variousforce and strain measurement
been
have
flowmeters
for
techniques target
reviewedin this chapterto give the readera betterunderstandingof the novelty of the
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target flow sensorsthat have been developedin this PhD project and discussedin
Chapters4 to 8 of the thesis.The flow metersthat havebeendevelopedby the author
measurestwo dimensionalwind and water flow with successfulcalibrationperformed
for two dimensionalair flow measurement
flow
dimensional
measurement.
water
andone
An advantageof the instrumentsis that they canbe madeto generatea measurement
of
flow direction in two dimensions,or even in three dimensions.Provided that the
deflectingforcesare independentin the sensingdirections,the resultingoutputscan be
addedvectorially to generatevaluesfor speedand direction of fluid flow which are
independentof eachother. This approachof vectoriallyaddingthe fluid componentsto
generateboth the speedand direction is a novel drag-forcesensingtechniquewhen
comparedto the existingtechniquesusedin targetflow sensors[ 1.14- 1.19].
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CHAPTER 2
ELECTRICAL

STRAIN MEASUREMENT

2.1 INTRODUCTION
The bonded electrical resistancestrain gauge has been the most powerful single tool in
the field of experimental stress analysis since 1940. It is one of the most accurate,
sensitive,versatile and easy-to-usesensorsavailable.The strain gauge is relatively low in
cost, is linear in output, is easily installed, and is available in a broad variety of
configurations, sizes and materials, to meet a very large spectrum of measurement
requirements.

The strain gauge has becomethe basic sensingelementof very high precisionload
becauseof its exceptionalperformancecharacteristics
in
transducers
particularly stability,
temperaturecompensation,and creep.In spite of the relative easewith which strain
gaugescan be employed,the proper and effective use of them requiresa thorough
understanding
of their characteristics
andperformance,andof applicationtechniquesand
associatedinstrumentation.This chapteris devotedto those featureswhich affect the
behaviourof the resistancestrain gauge, the adhesives,installation and protection
techniquesandinstrumentation.
It is essentialto recordthe following definitionsfrom the British Standards[2.1] before
further: Strain is the changein lengthper unit lengthin a specifieddirection
proceeding.
of a specimenof a material,i.e. dIA, where L is the initial length in the specified
directionanddL is the dimensionalchangein that direction.Strain is normallyexpressed
in micrometersper metercolloquiallyknown asmicrostrain(ge).
The bonded electrical resistancestrain gaugeis a device which when strainedafter
bondingto a surfacegivesa changein electricalresistanceproportionalto changein the
length.
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2.2 BRIEF HISTORY
The electrical resistancestrain gauge is based on principles establishedby Lord Kelvin
[2.2] in a classic series of experiments conducted in 1856. In these experiments,Lord

Kelvin provedthat :
Mires subjectedto loadsand/orstrainschangeresistance.
2.Wiresfabricatedfrom differentmaterialsexhibitdifferentstrainsensitivities.
imposed
3. Resistance
in
from
the
the
strainsare small,
changes
wires resulting
but they canbe accuratelymeasuredwith a Wheatstonebridge.
The bonded electrical resistance strain gauge was first used in the USA in 1938.
Simmons at the California Institute of Technology and Ruge at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology both discovered that small diameter wires made of electrical
resistancealloys, such as copper-nickel, could be adhesively bonded to a structure to
measuresurface strain.

The strain sensitivityof resistancewires wasfirst utilisedsomeyearsprior to this in the
unbondedwire straingauge.This consistedof an arrangement
of wire, wound arounda
seriesof pins actuatedby linkages,any movementof which stretchedthe wire and
changedits resistance.[2.3] This was essentiallyan electrical extensomete, and the
principleis still usedtodayin somespecialtypesof transducers.
Followingthe developmentof the techniquesfor bondingresistancewires to structures,
discoveredby Simmonsand Ruge, strain gauge measurementswere adopted for
structuraltestingduringthe rapidlygrowing aircraftdevelopmentprogrammesof World
War IL Metal-foil straingaugeswere first developedby SaundersandRoe in Englandin
1952as the requirementsof the aircraft industryincreased.At that time, printedcircuit
developedthe idea of making a strain
techniqueswere appearing,and Saunders-Roe
gaugeby etchingthe grid from a thin foil of the appropriateresistancematerial.This
permitsminiaturisationof the grids, versatility of the grid configuration,economiesof
production,andenhancedcontrol of qualityof the gauge.
Semiconductor strain gauges were developed as a by-product of research at Bell

TelephoneLabs. The characterisationof
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provided the foundations for the commercial developmentof piezoresistivestrain gauges
that becameavailablein the 1960s.
The metal alloys used in the production of metal-foil electrical resistancestrain gauges
have maximum strain limits of approximately ±5%. For very-large-strain applications
where specimen elongations of 100% may be encountered, liquid-metal strain gauges
which is made of a rubber tube filled with mercury or a gallium-indium-tin alloy have
beendeveloped.
2.3 BASIC OPERATING PRINCIPLE
Lord Kelvin (2.2] first observed that a change in the strain imposed on a wire is
accompanied by a change in resistance AR of the wire. The relationship between
resistancechangeAR and strain e can be derived by considering a uniform conductor of
length L, cross-sectionalarea A, and specific resistancep. The resistanceR of such a
conductor is given by the expression
PL
A

(2.1)

Differentiation of Equation (2.1) and division of the result by R gives
dR

=
RpLA

dp

+

dL

dA

(2.2)

_

However, as indicated in Equation A-4 in the Appendix,
dA
= -2vL
AL

+ V2(dL
L)

2

(2.2a)

where v is the Poisson'sratio of the metal used for the conductor,providedthat the
deformation of the conductor is elastic. All electrically conductive materials possessa
strain sensitivity SAdefined as the ratio of the relative electrical resistancechangeof the

conductorto the relativechangein its length.
dR/R

(2.3)

Substituting Equations. (2.2) and (2,2a) into Equation. (2.3)
yields
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SA=

dp'p

dL/L

+1+2v-

(19
V2

(2.4)

The last three terms in Equation. (2.4) are due to the dimensional changes in the
conductor (dL and dA). The first term is due to the changein the specific resistancewith
strain. The change in specific resistanceis due to variations in the number of electrons
basic
(2.3),
(2,1)
increased
the
Equation.
From
their
and
and
mobility with applied strain.
strain sensitivity can be establisheddue to the dimensional changes,assumingthat the
in
for
is
If
a given change
resistivity remainsconstant. the conductor stretchedelastically,
length (AL) there will be an associated reduction in cross-sectional area due to the
Poisson effect. These two effects are additive in increasing the resistance of the
for
is
(
Poisson's
the
0.3
same
conductor, and assuminga
ratio of
which approximately
The
(I
1.60).
2v
L
is
factor
(SA)
1.6,
+
the
e.
"zi
most resistancematerials)
about
sensitivity
last term is usually neglected for elastic strains in metals since it is small (<O.I

C)

comparedto the two middle terms (I + 2vsel. 60). Therefore,
SA

-'ý

dp1p+I+
dL/L

(2.5)

2v

Testson variousresistancematerials[2.3] haveshownthat they exhibitwidely different
values of strain sensitivity (Table 2.1). These variations indicate that the specific
resistivity(p) of the materialsmustbe affectedby strain,or perhapsmore directlyby the
associatedinternalstressin the material.Strainsensitivityis, therefore,a combinationof
the effects of geometric changesplus a resistivity changedue to changinginternal
(Equation2.5)
stresses.
Bgyond the elastic limit of the material, however the changein internal stressapproaches
zero, and Poisson's ratio approaches0.5. In this case, resistancechangesdue to strain
are primarily due to dimensional changes and the strain sensitivity (SA = 1+2V)
approaches2.0. This means that materials which have a strain sensitivity appreciably
different from 2.0 in the elastic range will have values approaching 2.0 in the plastic
range, with the associatednon-linearity which this variation implies. So only those alloys
which have a sensitivity of approximately 2.0 in the elastic range will remain essentially
linear over a wide strain range, and this is generally true of the most commonly used
in
high
Some
have
strain gauge materials.
sensitivity the
materials which
an attractively
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in
fact
highly
elastic range are
non-linear, which means that the sensitivity varies with

strain,renderingthemundesirablefor straingaugepurposes.
Table 2.1: Strain sensitivity of various materials
(Courtesy of WindowAL& Holister G S)
Material

Typical strain

Trade name

sensitivity
Copper-nickel (55-45)

Constantan

+2.1

Nickel-chromium(80-20)

Nichrome V

+2.2

Nickel-chromium(75-20) + iron and aluminium

Karma

+2.1

Iron-chromium-aluminium(70-20-10)

Armour D

+2.2

Nickel-chromium-iron-molybdenum

Isoelastic

+3.5

(36-8-55.5-0.5)
Platinum-Tungsten(92-8)

+4.0

Copper-nickel-manganese(84-4-12)

Manganin

Nickel

-12.0

Iron

2.4 THE BONDED ELECTRICAL

+0.6

+4.0

RESISTANCE STRAIN GAUGE

The bonded electrical resistancestrain gauge in its present form consists of a strain
sensing element (the grid), a thin film that serves as an insulator and a carrier for the
strain sensingelement(the backing) and tabs (or terminals) for lead-wire connections.
2.4.1 The grid

The strain sensingelement(shown in Figure 2.1) consistsof a grid that is either
stampedor photoetchedfrom a very thin sheetof metallicfoil. The grid configurationis
usedto developthe requiredresistance(-- 100 fl) of the sensingelementwhile keeping
the length1.andthe width w,,of the gaugesmall.The sizeof the grid is adjustedby the
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manufacturer to suit a wide variety of applications. Gauge lengths are available
throughout the range from 0.178 mm to 150 mm. [2.4] The size of the sensingelement
is selectedby the experimentalist to minimise error due to non-linear strain gradients
and the alloy is selected to accommodate test conditions, including temperature,
duration of the measurement,and dynamic or cyclic loading.

easurement
xis

auge alignm2nt
arks

ansverseaxis
rid line
ctive grid element
atrix or backing

id loops
older tabs
erminats)

Figure 2.1: Outline view ofthe bonded electrical resistance
strain gauge

Someof the featuresof a strainsensitiveresistanceelementare:
1. Linearstrainsensitivityin the elasticrange for accuracyandrepeatability.
2. High resistivity for smallersize.
3. Low hysteresis- for accuracyandrepeatability.
4. High strain sensitivity for maximum electrical output for a given strain.
-
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5. Low and controllable temperaturecoefficient of resistance- for good temperature
compensation.
6. Wide operating temperaturerange - for the widest range of applications.

7. Goodfatiguelife - for dynamicmeasurements.
Table 2.1 summarises
the strain sensitivityof a numberof resistancematerialswhich
few
be
for
In
alloys come close
might
considered
strain gauge purposes, practice, only a

to meetingthe mostdesirablefeatures.
2.4.2 Backing
The strain sensingfoils are extremely thin (approximately 0.0025 mm) and very fragile.
Therefore, they must be supported by a thin film that is bonded to the foil prior to
photoetching. The backing or carrier material [2.3] of a strain gauge serves several
important functions, including the following:

1. The film servesas a carrier during productionand testingbeforepackagingand for
handling the sensingelementprior to installation;
2. The carrier also serves as an insulator between the grid and the test material after

installation;
3. The backingprovidesa readilybondablesurfacefor bondingthe gaugeto the test
material;
4. The film faithfully transmits the strain from the test material via the adhesiveto the
gaugegnd.

Theseprimaryfunctionsleadto the needfor somevery specificpropertiesof the backing
to achieveoptimum overall strain gauge performance,and these are:

1. High shearmoduluswith minimumthickness,to ensurecompletestraintransmission;
2. Strength and flexibility, to reduce the possibility of damageduring installation;

3. High elongationcapability,for useat high strainlevelsinto the plasticrange;
4. Good bondability,for good 'peel' strengthbetweenthe grid andbacking,and good
adhesionbetweenthe backingandtest material;
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5. Inherently high insulation resistance,to eliminate measurementproblems and
inaccuracies
dueto shuntingeffectsof low insulation;
6. Good stability,with minimumcreep;
7. Retention of all the above characteristicsover as wide a temperaturerange as
possible.
The different materials [2.4] employed as backing in gauge construction include acrylic,
polyimide, polyimide-epoxy, epoxy, epoxy-phenolic, epoxy-glass, phenolic, phenolic
glass, and paper. The carrier material employed with the wire gauges of the 1940's was
paper; but now, in most instances, paper has been replaced with thin-film polymers.
Polyimide, a carrier material that is flexible, tough, and compatible with most adhesive
systems,is used for most general purpose strain gauges.A very thin epoxy film is used
for gauges designed for transducer applications. The linear elastic behaviour of this
carrier material helps the designerto meet the tight linearity and hysteresisspecifications
normally imposed on transducer performance. Glass-fibre-reinforcedpolymers are used
for gaugesthat will be exposed to large magnitude cyclic strains. Glass-fibre-reinforced
epoxy and phenolic carriers are used for strain gaugesthat will be exposed to elevated
temperatures.

In certain field applications,it is advantageous
to employ encapsulatedstrain gauges
where environmentalconditions are very severe [2.4]. These encapsulatedgauges
protect the gaugefrom weatherand abuse.During fabrication,the gaugesare mounted
on a thin sheetof stainlesssteelor brassand then coveredwith sheetmetal,rubberor
polycarbonate.
2.5 PERFORMANCE AND PROPERTIES OF FOIL-TYPE STRAIN GAUGES
2.5.1 Strain cycling

Onemeasureof the performanceof a straingaugesystemC'systern"hereimpliesgauge,
adhesiveand instrumentation)involvesconsiderationsof linearity, hysteresisand zero
shift. Thesethree factors,which are interrelated,are functionsof the characteristicsof
the strain sensitive alloy, the backing material, strain level, and adhesive cure. For

experimentalstressanalysis,modem high performancestrain gaugeswith well-cured
adhesivescan generallybe consideredfree from these effects. For properly installed
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gauges, deviations from linearity will generally be between 0.05 and 0.1% of the

maximumstrain,andhysteresisandzero shift lessthan0.2%of the maximumstrain.
In high performancetransducers,smalldeviationsof this order are significant,andcanbe
minimisedby post-curing the adhesiveat a temperaturehigher than the maximum
operatingconditions,andby load cycling 4 or 5 timesover the working range.
2.5.2 Drift, Creep and Stability
Drift is a time dependentand generally irreversible changein gauge resistancewith time
at constant temperatureunder no-load conditions (i. e. with zero applied strain). Properly
few
drift
foil
manufacturedmodern
of only a
gauges are capable of showing resistance
parts per million per year. All strain gauge alloys, however, display increaseddrift rates
as temperaturesare increased.

Creep differs from drift in that it is a changeof resistancewith time at constant
temperature,but underload (with appliedstrain),and is a function of the behaviourof
the organicbackingandadhesivematerials.It cangenerallybe minimisedby post-curing
the gaugeinstallationaboveits maximumoperatingtemperature,and is frequentlyless
thanthe creepin the materialbeingtested.
Stability can be defined as the lack of drift or creep over long periods of time, typically
months or years. Experiments have shown stability to within thirty parts per million
(equivalent to a strain of 0.003%) over 900 days for Karma alloy with glass fibre
reinforced epoxy-phenolicbacking and a well cured epoxy adhesivesystem.
2.5.3 Resolution
Resolution or the ability of the gauge to detect small changes in strain, could be
considered as being infinite. But, limitations of instrumentation and other performance
charactersgenerally mean that a resolution of 0.1 microstrain (one part in ten million) is
about the smallestpractical value attainable.
2.5.4 Heat Dissipation
It is necessaryto pass an electrical current through a resistancestrain gauge to provide

an output which, in turn, is proportionalto the gaugeexcitationlevel. For maximum
sensitivityand resolution,the highestpracticalexcitationlevel is desirable,althoughthe
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is
This
in
a
the
gauge can produce undesirable self-heating effects.
resulting current
function of the gauge size, resistance,type of backing and adhesiveused, velocity of air
flowing over the gauge installation and heat sink capability of the test specimen.Under
backing
flows
heat
in
developed
the
and
through
the
the gauge
normal conditions, all
adhesive into the specimen. Metallic specimens are fair-to-excellent heat sinks,
depending on their size, shape and thermal conductivity. Unfilled plastics are thermal
insulators rather than heat sinks, so that much of the heat from the gauge must be
transferredto the surroundingsby convection.[2.3].

Errors dueto self-heatingeffectsshowup as instabilityin readingsof the gaugeoutput.
Voids in the adhesiveglueline, or imperfectionsin the gaugegrid, will resultin local 'hot
the
spots' with consequentreductionsin performance.In the caseof plastic specimens,
self-heatingof the gaugeinstallationmay causea severelocal lossin specimenproperties
(e.g. elasticmodulus),leadingto inaccurateandmisleadingresults[2.3]. By knowingthe
approximatelevels of power density for various specimenand test conditions,the
corresponding
excitationvoltagescanbe obtainedusingthe formula:
Power density in grid =EB
4RGAG

(2.6)

where EB = bridge excitation voltage; RG = gauge resistance;Ar, = grid area [(active
gaugelength) X (grid width)]
Table 2.2 lists typical power density recommendationsfor foil strain gauges.
The maximum gauge excitation can be experimentally determined [2.5] by gradually
increasingthe bridge excitation under zero-load conditions until a definite zero instability
is observed.The excitation should then be reduced until the zero reading becomesstable
again, without a significant offset from the low excitation zero reading. For most
applications, this value of bridge voltage is the highest that can be used safely without
significant performancedegradation.
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Table 2.2: Allowable power densities (Courtesy of Kobayaski A, 1987)

Specimenconditions

Powerdensi1yW/mmý

HeavyAluminiumor coppersections

0.008-0.016

Heavysteelsections

0.003-0.008

Thin steelsections

0.0015-0.003

Fibreglass,glass,ceramics

0.0003-0.0008

Unfilledplastics

0.00003-0.00008

2.5.5 Thermal EMFIs

It is possiblefor a thermocouplejunction to be formed by the presenceof dissimilar
lead
When
lead
tabs.
to
the
copper
metalswherestraingauge
gauge
wires are attached
wires are usedwith a copper-nickelgauge,a typical thermocouplecombinationarises,
suchthat changesin temperaturecanproducesmalld.c. voltages.Normallytheseeffects
tend to cancelout becauseof the two opposinglead wire connectionson a standard
straingauge,providedthat both connectionsare at the sametemperature.With modern
be
is
the
the
strain gauges and protective coatings where this generally
effects can
case,

ignored.
2.5.6 Magnetic fields
Errors can be introduced in strain gauge measurementsby strong magnetic fields. There
are various ways of overcoming this problem by paying particular attention to the gauge
wiring and shielding. Another method is by using a special strain gauge consisting of
two identical grids superimposedon top of each other, separatedby an insulating layer,

in
andthenconnectedin series.This arrangement
results almostcompletecancellationof
the voltageswhich maybe inducedin the gaugedueto magneticfields.
2.5.7 Temperature Effects on gauge resistance

All electricalconductorshavea temperaturecoefficientof resistance,which meansthat a
in
from
these
strain gauge made
materialswill undergo a change resistivity with
temperature.In a bondedelectricalresistancestrain gaugethere is an additionaleffect
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is
bonded
in
When
to a test
temperature.
producinga change resistancewith
a gauge
materialwhich hasan expansioncoefficientdifferentfrom that of the gaugematerial,a
changein temperaturewill producea strainin the gaugeand hencea resistancechange
dueto the differencein expansion.The combinationof thesechangesof resistancewhich
occur, is interpretedas a mechanicalstrain and is referredto as temperatureinduced
tapparentstrain'.This is oneof the most seriouspotentialsourcesof error in the practice
large
Some
exhibit
of staticstrain measurements
straingaugealloys
with straingauges.
capparentstrain' errors but others can be processedto producevery small resistance
be
Both
temperature.
can
changeswith
copper-nickeland modified nickel-chromium
processedby heat treatmentto adjustthe basictemperaturecoefficientof resistanceto
compensatefor the resistancechangedue to differentialexpansioneffects on various
materials.Thesearereferredto asself-temperature
gauges(STC).
compensated
2.5.8 Elongation capability
All bonded strain gauges are limited in the maximum strain level that can be applied
before failure by characteristicsof the grid, the alloy, the backing and the adhesive.High
performancegaugeswith glass fibre reinforced backings are usually limited to maximum
strains of I to 2%. General purpose STC gaugeswith copper-nickel grids are normally
capableof measuringstrains of up to 5% in other than very small grid sizes.
2.5.9 Fatigue life
In common with all metals, strain gauge grids will eventually fail in fatigue due to cyclic
straining at reasonablyhigh strain levels. Wire gaugesbecome completely open-circuited
for
intact
few
limit.
fatigue
Foil
their
within a
cycles of attaining
gaugesusually remain
hundreds or thousands of cycles before complete grid failure occurs becausecracks at
the line edges progress gradually across the width. This first manifests itself as an
irreversible increase in resistance,producing a positive zero shift, which increaseswith
additional cycling. The presenceof these cracks in the foil grid also produces an apparent
increase in sensitivity. This is becausethe opening and closing of the cracks produces
due
in
is
to
change resistancewhich not proportional to the normal resistancechanges
strain. This phenomenonis referred to as super-sensitivity.Becauseof all this, the fatigue
limit for foil strain gauges is normally defined as that point at which the zero shift has a
value of between 100 and 300 microstrain, dependingon the required test accuracy.
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2.6 STRAIN GAUGE SELECTION PARAMETERS
The installation and operating characteristicsof a strain gauge are influenced by all of the
various parameterswhich have already been reviewed. The processof selecting a gauge
for a particular measurementsituation consists of determining the compromise of the
combination of parameterswhich are compatible with environmentaland other operating
considerations allied to the installation and operating requirements, such as accuracy,
stability, maximum elongation, test duration, cyclic endurance, simplicity and ease of
installation. Table 2.3 lists the influence of size, resistanceand end loop size on some of
the main performancecriteria which have alreadybeen discussed.
2.6.1 Gauge length
Gauge length is an important consideration in

Strain
selection.
strain gauge

measurementsare usually made at the most critical or highly stressed points on a
machine part or structure. These highly stressed points are associated with stress
concentrations,where the strain gradient is quite steep, and the area of maximum strain
restricted to a very small region. Since the strain gauge tends to integrate or averagethe
strain over the area covered by the grid, and sincethe averageof any non-uniform strain
distribution is always less than the maximum, a strain gauge which is larger than the
maximum strain region will indicate a strain magnitudewhich is too low. [2.3].

Largergaugeshaveseveraladvantages
like beingeasierto handle(in gaugelengthsup to
about 13 mm) and providing improvedheat dissipationbecausethey introduce,for the
samenominalgaugeresistance,lower wattageper unit of grid area.This consideration
canbe very importantwhenthe gaugeis installedon plasticor other materialwith poor
heattransferproperties.
2.6.2 Gauge resistance
Strain gauges are generally available with two grid resistances typically 120 ohms and
350 ohms. When the choice exists, the higher resistancegauge is preferable in reducing
the heat generation rate by a factor of three (for the same applied voltage across the

in decreasinglead wire effects
gauge).1-fighergaugeresistancesis also advantageous
such as spurious signals causedby lead wire resistancechangeswith temperature
fluctuations.In addition,the signalto noiseratio canbe improvedwith high resistance
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gauges(by using higher voltages) when the gauge circuit includes switches, sliprings or
other sourcesof random resistancechange.[2.3].
Table 2.3: Effects of gauge size, resistance and end loop length on foil gauge
performance criteria. (Courtesy of MicroMeasurements)

Performance

Desirablefor optimumperformance

criterion

Gaugesize

Gaugeresistance End loop length

Gaugefactor

Large

Medium

Medium

(a) uniformity

..... . .......................................
.
...............................
...........
...
.......
........
...
....................................
..........
...............................................
Long
Medium
High
maximum
Low transversesensitivity
..............
.
.........
.
......
Apparent. .............................
strainuniformity
High strain

Small

High

Long

.
.........................
.................
.........
......................
...................................................
Medium
Medium
Him.
Medium

Low

Short

.
...........................................................................
.....
....................................
.
.
.......
.
........
........
..
....................
................................................
High fatiguelife
Large
Low
short
Low creep
.......
.
...............
..............
.............
.......
Maximumtemperature
limit
Low selfheating

I Medium

I Medium

i Medium

. ...........
.
................
....
.....
.
.....................
.....
.......................
................
...........................
Long
High
Large
Large

High

Medium

.
.
......
.......
.........
.
.
.............
.
........................
.
....
....................................
....
......
.
............................
...................................................
.
......
....
Easeof installation
Medium
Low
Low noise

High

......................................
............................
....
...
.
.................................
. ........
.........
.........
...............
.
........
.
.........
.........
..............
............
Low cost
Medium
Low
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2.7 STRAIN GAUGE INSTALLATION
Because the strain gauge is an extremely sensitive device capable of registering the
smallesteffects of an imperfect bond, considerableattention to detail need to be taken to
assurereliable, creep-freeinstallations.The first step to be taken before installing a gauge
is the selection of the adhesive. The strain in the test surface is faithfully transmitted
through the adhesivelayer into the gauge grid. Resistancestrain gauge theory assumes
that the strain appearingin the gauge grid is identical to that occurring on the surfaceto
which the gauge is bonded. In addition, the adhesivehas a significant influence on many
installation properties such as gauge factor, creep performance,linearity, hysteresis,zero
shift with temperature and heat dissipation characteristics.An adhesivemust be selected
that has the most appropriate combination of characteristics for the installation to be
undertaken. The two adhesives that are in common use today are cyanoacrylate and
epoxy. Cyanoacrylateis simple to use being single part and hence requires no mixing. It
is very fast curing as polymerisation takes place in less than one minute when the
material is spread into a thin film. Its main limitations are a restricted operating
temperature range of -5'C to SOT and also it is not very waterproof Therefore the
cyanoacrylatesshould not be used for long term installations. On the other hand, epoxies
and epoxy phenolicshave been widely used for the installation of strain gaugesfor many
years.A wide selectionis availablein both room temperature curing form using an amine
catalyst and hot curing form using an acid anhydride catalyst. These are sometimes
modified with phenolicsfor improved performanceup to 300T.
After having selected the appropriate adhesive, the material surface must be properly
prepared. The purpose of surface preparation is to develop a chernically clean surface

having a roughnessappropriate to the gauge installation requirements,a surface
alkalinityof the correctpH, andvisiblegaugelayout linesfor locatingand orientingthe
straingauge.[2.6]
The next stepin the installationof the straingaugeis the bondingitself. The performance
of the electricalresistancestrain gaugeis absolutelydependenton the bond between
itself andthe test part. Practicalconsiderations
dictatethat the straingaugebe mounted
in the area of the higheststrain. This producesthe maximumallowablesignaloutput
consistentwith the strengthof the beam.At the sametime, it minimisesthe likelihoodof
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fatigue originating at points of stress concentration outside of the designatedgauging
from
"W'
the
beam,
1
For
be
location
1/2
to
the
away
site.
a straight
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influence
beam
(where
is
"W'
beam)
the
of
to
the
the
clamped end of
reduce
width of
is
force
The
[2.7].
distribution
in
the
the gauge area.
strain gauge
clamping
on
strain
carefully removed from its acetateenvelopeand placed on a chemically clean glassplate.
Using a cellophanetape the gauge is lifted from the glassplate and positioned on the test
specimen.For applying the adhesive,the end of the tape opposite the solder tabs are
lifted at a shallow angle until the gauge and terminal are free of the specimen.The loose
end of the tape is tacked under and pressedto the surface so that the gauge lies flat with
the bonding side exposed.After applying the adhesiveon the gauge, the tape and gauge
is presseddown into position, wiping excessadhesiveto the outside edges of the gauge
to leave a thin film of adhesivebetweenthe specimenand the gauge.
Care should be taken to see that there are no air bubbles between the adhesiveand the
gauge. Force is applied till the adhesive has set for 5-6 hours. Then the clamps are
removed, the tape is pulled back directly over itself peeling it slowly and steadily off the
,
surface.

After the straingaugehasbeeninstalledandthe adhesivecured,thereare severalquick
teststhat canbe madeto ascertainthat the gaugewill functionproperly.[2.8] First, the
gaugeresistanceis checked.If it showsan opencircuit but all solderedconnectionsare
conductive,the gauge may have been damagedduring installation and is therefore
useless.If, on measuringthe gaugeresistance,a value noticeablydifferent from the
manufacturer'sspecificationsis obtained,the gaugeshouldbe regardedwith extreme
suspicion,for this, too, indicatesprobabledamagein handlingor bondingof the gauge.
Next, the resistancebetweenthe straingaugefilamentandthe metalsurfaceto which the
gaugeis attachedshouldbe measured.A thoroughlycuredgaugewill show a resistance
of 1000megohmsor higherbut a minimumof 50 megohmsis considerednecessaryfor
accurate,stablefunctioningof the gauge.A final check on the gauge bond is done
by connectingthe gauge to a static strain indicator, balancethe bridge (described
in Section 2.8.1) and then press lightly on the strain gauge. When this pressure
is applied, the needle should show a slight deviation,but when the pressureis
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2.8 STRAIN GAUGE INSTRUMENTATION
The definition of strain gauge instrumentation is everything from the energising of the
strain gaugeto the production of test results in the required form. Figure 2.2 shows the
strain measurementsystem in the form of a Venn diagram. The instrument can provide
all the componentsof the sensing circuit except the active strain gauges,and may also
include analog-to-digital conversion of the amplified signal.
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Figure 2.2: The Strain Measurementsystem(Courtesy ofMicromeasurements Group)
Strain instrumentation consists of complex equipment that can perform any or all of the
following functions:
1. Supply bridge power

2. Providebridgecompletionfor quarterandhalf - bridgeinstallations
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3. Zero - balancethe bridge
4. Shunt - calibrate the systemof gauges
5. Condition and amplify the signal from the bridge
6. Set gaugefactor for direct readoutof strain, or gain for scaling output signal from
the instrument
7. Provide analog - to - digital conversion of the signal
2.8.1 The sensing circuit
The Wheatstonebridge is the sensingcircuit utilised to measurethe resistancechanges
producedwhen active gaugesare exposedto strain. The bridge, in effect a dual voltage
divider, is normally powered by a constant voltage source of a few volts dc. It converts
very small resistancechangesin the gauge into millivolt electrical signals suitable for

amplificationand processing.The classicalWheatstonebridge arrangementhas been
usedfor manyyearsfor the accuratemeasurement
of a singleunknownresistance;and
in suchinstruments,the bridgeis balancedat the time of measurement
by adjustingthe
resistances
of the otherarms.The bridgecircuit found in most strain indicators,on the
other hand,is unbalancedby the varying gaugeresistancesat the time of making the
measurement,
and is thereforecommonlyreferredto as the "unbalancedWheatstone
bridge". The output voltage obtainedfrom the "unbalanced"Wheatstonebridge is a
function of the amount of unbalance,and is thereforedirectly related to the strain
appliedto the strain gauge.However,undercertainconditionsfrequentlyencountered
in actualpractice,the bridge output voltage is a non-linearfunction of the resistance
changein the bridgearms;andwhenthis occurs,the strain readingswill be somewhat
in error.
RI

R4

Figure 2.3 : TheWheatstone
bridge
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Consider Figure 2.3 in which Ri, R2, R3, R4 are resistors. Assuming that the condition
RI/R4 = R2/R3is satisfied then the output voltages V,,,,,will be zero, i. e. the bridge is
balanced.A changein resistancein R, will unbalancethe bridge and produce a voltage
acrossthe output terminals.

If a similar change,in both magnitudeand polarity occurs in an adjacentarm of the
bridge,sayR4,then the voltageV.,,,will remainat zero and the bridgewill remainin a
balancedcondition.

If, in adjacentarms,resistancechangesoccur of equalmagnitudebut oppositepolarity,
thenthe voltageV.,,t will be twice that dueto resistancechangesin one arm. For strain
gaugepurposes,the output equation for the bridge is
Fe
N
Vi,,
V.. t =
4

(2.7)

whereF is the gaugefactor, Vi,, is the bridgevolts, e is the strain andN is the number
of activearmsof the bridge
The output voltage,V.,,,, is alsodependenton the resistanceor impedanceof the circuit
that is connectedacrossthe output terminalsof the bridge. In early instrumentsthis
could havebeena low impedancegalvanometeror meter and its effect on the output
voltagewould havebeensevere.With modemamplifiersof extremelyhigh impedances
there is little or no 'loading' effect on the bridge, i.e. the current consumedby the
externalcircuit is negligible.
There are three types of input configurations: the quarter bridge operation, the half
bridge and the full bridgeffigure 2.4)

2.8.LI Quarterbridgeoperation
When a singlegaugeis usedat the measurement
point with resistorswithin the strain
indicatorcompletingthe bridge,then that is termed'quarterbridge operation'.The lead
wires connectingthe gaugeinto the bridge form part of the measurementcircuit and
must be treated with care. To this end the three wire systemis recommendedas the
resistanceof the leadwire, irrespectiveof lengthdoesnot unbalancethe bridgebecause
there are similarlead wires in adjacentarmsof the bridge and their effectswill cancel.
The other two advantages
of the leadwire systemare that the resistancechangesof the
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lead wires producedby temperaturechangesare cancelledout in the bridge and that the

desensitisation
effectsof the leadwires arehalved.

Quiarter bridge

Bridge inputs

Strain indicator
------------

I------------------------

Half bridge

Switches
or cornectors
or sliprings
Full briclge

Figure 2.4: Bridge configurations-measuring circuit: All items within the dotted
boundaries are in the bridge (measuring) circuit and will directly affect
the measurement.(Courtesy of WindowAL and Holister G S)
2.8.1.2 Halfhridge

Whentwo gaugesare usedin adjacentarmsof the bridge,it is known as a half bridge
system.For this to work onegaugemustseetensionandthe othercompression,i.e. one
increasing and the other decreasing in resistance, or one gauge must see zero
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mechanical strain. With the two gauges wired as shown in Figure 2.4 then resistance

bridge.
by
the
the
temperature
changesof
samesigncaused
changeswill not unbalance
The use of the half bridge in any form does not ensurecomplete and automatic
temperaturecompensationand it relies on the two gauges having well-matched
is
half
bridge
One
temperature/resistance
a cantilever
system
characteristics. exampleof a
beamwith onegaugeon top andonedirectlyunderneathwired [Chapter4]. If the output
is measuredand Equation 2.7 rearrangedto computethe strain, then with N=2 the
averageof the two surfacestrainswill be recorded,with N=1 the sumof the two surface
strainswill be recorded.
2.8.1.3 Full bridge

The full bridge using gaugesas all four arms of the Wheatstonebridge, is a logical
extensionof the half bridge and can be used to further increasethe sensitivityof a
measuringsystem.Putting two gaugeson eachside of a beaminsteadof one, gives a
valueof N=4 i.e. the output is four timesthat of a singlequarterbridgeinstallation,with
improved
temperaturecompensation,
possible
andthe cancellationof unwantedsignals.
The greatestadvantageof the full bridge systemis that all the lead wires from the
measuringpoint to the instrumentationincludingplugs,connectorsand slipringsif used,
are outsidethe measuringcircuit and contributeminimal errors to the system.(Figure
2.4) The full bridgeis thereforeoften usedfor installationswherethe measuringpoint is
a long way from the readinginstruments,particularlyfor 'on-site' work wherethereare
largetemperatureandotherenvironmental
variations.
Table2.4 gives the output voltage as a function of the appliedstrain for a variety of
casesrepresentingdifferent strain statesand different arrangements
of gaugeson the
structuralmemberandwithin the Wheatstonebridge.It will be notedfrom this tablethat
only certain bridge configurationsproducea linear output for a linear surfacestrain
effect. The only configurationsthat do producea completelylinear output (output is a
linearfunction of the strain)arethoseemployingbridgeswith equaland oppositearms,
i.e. two fully activearmsandfour fully activearms,whenthe resistancechangesare such
that the currentsin the bridgearmsremainconstant- that is whenA Ri/Ri+ A R4/R4=0
andA R2/ R2+ AR3/R3= 0 (the third , sixth andseventhcases). Table2.4 also
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Table 2.4 : Output voltage for different strain states and arrangements (Courtesy of
MicromeasurementsGroup)
Description

output
mVN

Single active gauge in
uniaxial tension or
.
compression

Eý

Two active gauges in
uniaxial stress field-one
aligned with
max.
principal strain, one
"Poisson gauge"
Two active gaugeswith
equal and opposite
strains- bending beam.

equation

Fe

E

(I

Fe

Four active gauges in
uniaxial stress field-two
aligned with
max.
principal strain, two
"Poisson" gauges:beam

1+

XIO-3

+ V)

-

4+ 2Fc (I - v) XI 0-6

F6

actual strain
-_=6
indicated strain

XIO-3

4+2FeXlO-"

1+

Comments

Non-linear

Fý X10-6
2- Fý X1077
Fý (I

-V)XJO-6

Non-linear

2- Fý (I - v)XIO'"6

Linear

XIO-3

2

Two active gaugeswith EO
equal strains of same E
sign-used on opposite
sides of column with
low
temperature
(bending
gradient:
cancellation)
Four active gauges in
uniaxial stress field-two
aligned with
max.
principal strain, two
Poissongauges:column

in

Fe

Fe

XIO-3

2+Fe XIO-6

(1 + V)

XI

0-3

2+ Fe Q- v)XIO-6

F46

Four active gaugeswith Fe X
pairs subjectedto equal
and opposite strains:
beam in bending or
shaft in torsion.

(I+

V)

XI

0-3

1+

Fý

Non-linear

XIO-6

2-FýXIO

:7

Fý (I - V)XIO-6
1+
2- Fý (I - v)XlO-6

Non-linear

Linear

2

Linear

10-3
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includes,for eachcase,the ratio of the actualstrainto the indicatedstrain,permitting
correctionof indicatedstrainswith theseformulasin the non-linearcases.
2.8.1.4: The sensing circuit used in this PhD project work

For the sensor that was developedin this PhD project (Chapter 4), the strain
arrangementusedwas the third case,in which the output is a linear function of strain.
The half bridge was preferred to the quarter bridge, as automatic temperature
compensationwas ensuredby using two gaugeshaving well-matchedtemperature/
resistancecharacteristics.The full bridge would have been a better alternativeto the
halfbridgearrangement
far
but
device
the
the
as as
sensitivityof
was concerned owingto
the fact that the elasticbeamusedwasnot very wide (0.0135m), it would not havebeen
practicalto install and wire two gaugeson the sameside of the beam.Hencethe half
bridgearrangement
waspreferredandchosen.
2.8.2 Bridge supply
So far the Wheatstone bridge has been discussed,as if powered by a direct current,
constant voltage supply. There are other means of supplying bridge power. The
advantagesof d.c over ax supply are simpler circuitry, a more stable amplifier gain and
hence stable system sensitivity, better systemlinearity and absenceof cable capacitive or
inductive effects. In contrast the ax supply is less sensitive to electromagnetic
interference, system zero is not affected by any amplifier zero drift and thermocouple
voltages are not measured.
A strain gauge is essentiallya resistancewhich, when a current is passedthrough it, has
to dissipatethe heat generated.Most of the heat is dissipatedby conduction through the
material to which the gauge is bonded. If the voltage supply to the bridge is increased,
the current through the arms of the bridge will increase in proportion, and the power
dissipatedin them will increasein proportion to the square of the voltage. If the heat is
not conducted away at a sufficient rate then the gauge temperature rises and its
resistancechanges.If the gauges are not mounted so that they all lose heat equally, a
bridge output will be produced. The effect then is a continuing drift on the output.
Excessivecurrents can produce so much heat in a gauge that the foil melts and becomes
an open circuit. To prevent gauge failure due to overheating,and to limit the spurious
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bridge output to acceptableproportions, manufacturers specify a maximum current for
any given gauge, and this sets a maximum on the bridge supply voltage. Even within this
limit, it is essential to ensure that any heating that does occur produces a negligible
output in any particular application.

So the problem,then, is how to indicatestrainsin the order of I or 2 microstrainwhen
the outputvoltageof the bridgemustbe limited,to be of the order of tensor hundredsof
microvolts.The solution is to amplify thesesmall changesof voltage into much larger
proportionalchangesof voltage,which canthen be usedto activatesomeindicatingor
recordingdevice.
2.8.3 Amplifiers

An amplifieris definedas a devicewhich can consistof a numberof stages.A strain
gaugeamplifieris assumedto includebridgecompletionresistorssuitablefor quarterand
half bridge use, balancefacilities, and a power supply for the bridge. The type of
amplifier is usually dictated by the nature of the task, i.e. static or dynamic
With static measurements
it is usuallypossibleto use only one amplifier
measurements.
be
is
and, if more than one measurement
then
can
a numberof gauges
point needed,
switched,feedingone at a time to the amplifier.In dynamicwork correlationbetween
differentmeasurement
amplification
pointsis usuallyrequiredwhich meanssimultaneous
andrecordingandhenceone amplifierper measurement
point. In addition,the amplifier
will be designedto havea wide frequencyresponseandlow internallygeneratednoise.
2.8.4 Real time processing and display
The output of the strain gauge amplifier is a voltage which is directly proportional to the
strain change at the gauge position. Real time processing is carried out during the
testing, as opposed to post processing which is carried out remote from the test using
stored data. Real time processingensuresthat the pertinent data is immediately available
to the operator in readily understood units. Analogue or digital processingmay be used.
Analogue processingin strain gauge testing, is the manipulation and testing of the signal
voltage. For digital processing,the analogue signals are passedthrough an analogue-todigital converter (ADC) which provides a suitable coded output for access to a
computer. With the analoguesignal processedin an ADC, the signal may be displayedor
printed in a convenient, understandable form, stored in digital form for ease of
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computerisedpost processing,or processedby a computer or processor in the real-time
of the test programme.
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RUBBER AS THE SENSING BEAM MATERIAL

CHAPTER 3
ASSESSMENT OF THE SUITABILITY OF RUBBER AS THE
SENSING BEAM MATERIAL FOR THE FLOW METER

3.1 INTRODUCTION
Natural rubber is a very versatile and adaptable material which has been successfully
by
in
for
hundred
Good
used engineering
over a
years,
weathering resistance,achieved
means of modern protective agents, ensuresthat natural rubber lasts for many years.
Unlike metal, rubber possessessome inherent damping, which is particularly beneficial
when resonantvibrations are encountered,and it can store more energy than steel.

The needfor a suitablematerialfor the sensingbeamof the flow sensordescribedin this
thesisaroseas this was an importantaspectin the designof the flow sensor.Compared
to other materials,rubbersoffer the most useful range of moduli and many different
typesare available.The uniquecombinationsof usefulpropertieswhich rubbersexhibit
makingthemthe idealmaterialfor the sensingbeamof this flow sensorareasfollows:
The first and foremostproperty is elasticity,the ability to deform substantiallyby
stretching,compressionor torsion andthen snapbackto almosttheir original shape
afterremovalof the force causingthe deformation;
"

Low permeabilityto air, severalgases,water andsteam;

"

Good electricalandthermalinsulation;
Goodmechanicalproperties;
The capabilityof adheringto variousfibres,metalsandrigid plastics.

This chapterdescribesthe variousstepstakento processnaturalrubberandthe effectof
variousexternalconditionson rubber.This informationenablesthe suitabilityof natural
be
design
to
carried
rubberas a sensingbeammaterialto be assessed,
and preliminary
out.
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3.2 THE NATURE OF RUBBER

known as high polymers.The
Natural rubber is a memberof the classof substances
distinguishing feature of polymers is the long length of the molecular chain. Polymers

into
be
threegeneralcategories:
can grouped
3.2.1 Thermoplastics
These materials can be softened and resoftened indefinitely by the application of heat,
The
decomposition.
term
is
high
temperature
to
the
cause
provided
as
not so
Such
[3.1]
heated.
implies
becomes
thermoplastic
that the material
plastic when
joined
to each
long-chain
that
chemically
are not
polymers are made up of
molecules
bonds
in
by
held
The
and only
the
together
strong covalent
other.
atoms
molecules are
important
An
bonds
between
the
characteristic
molecules.
very weak secondary
operate
bent
be
long
is
the
molecules can
of these
molecules that they are not straight and stiff;
easily which is why thermoplastics are ductile. Examples of common thermoplastics are
nylon, polystyrene, perspex; vinyls based on vinyl chloride(PVC) and vinyl acetate;
polyolefins based on polyethylene and polypropylene; polyamides, polyacetals,
polycarbonatesand cellulosics.
3.2.2 Thermosets

Thesematerialsarerigid andnot softenedby the applicationof heat.Suchpolymershave
during
to
one another
molecular structures which are chemically cross-linked
polymerisationto form a continuousand quite rigid framework. The cross-linksare
is
break,
bonds.
bonds
heat
Because
the
to
not
effect
this,
calledcovalent
causes
of
when
bakelite,
Examples
melamine,
reversibleon cooling.
arephenolics,aminoresins,epoxies,
FormicaandadhesivessuchasAraldite.
3.2.3 Elastomers

Elastomerscan be characterisedaccordingto the form of their polymer chains,as

follows:
*

Only carbonin the backboneof the polymer chain. This includesnatural rubber,
butadiene-styrene,
butadieneacrylonitrileand butyl rubbers.

is
in
backbone.
Polypropylene
Polymer
the
oxide an example.
e
chainswith oxygen
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*

Polymerchainswith silicon in the backbone.Fluorosiliconeis an example.

*

Polymer chains having sulphur in the backbone.Polysulphide is an example.

*

Thermoplastic elastomers, which are block copolymers with altemating hard and

soft blocks. Examples are polyurethane,ethylene vinyl acetate and styrenebutadiene-styrene.
Such elastomerscan be processedby thermoplasticmoulding
methodssuch as injection and blow moulding.They, like thermoplastics,can be
repeatedlysoftenedby heating,unlike elastomers.
3.2.4 Discussion of the rubber used as the sensing beam material for air, water
and oil flow measurements
The chemical formula of natural rubber is (CA),, where n is about 10,000 and C5H8is
the monomer isoprene [3.3]. The configuration of each isoprene unit is in accord with a
definite and unique geometrical pattern.-(Figure 3.1). Any other arrangement would
give a material of quite different properties. In natural rubber the arrangement is
designatedcis, hencethe chemical name for natural rubber: cis-polyisoprene.
CH3
C=
C--C

H
c

CH3

H

C--c

c

C-C
A

H HH

H

CH3

HHHH

H

C-C

/\

HH

H

Figure 3.1: Cis-polyisoprene, the natural rubber chain before vulcanisation. (Courtesy
Bolton W, 1989)

Generalpurposeelastomersinclude styrene-butadiene,
rubber
rubber (SBR), butadiene,
(BR) and polyisoprene both natural rubber (NR) and synthetic (IR).
-

-H2C\

H2C

/CH2C=C

-H/\HJx
cis-1,4polybutadiene

H

C=C
Lx

H

CH2

trans-1,4polybutadiene

Figure 3.2: Possible configurations of 1,4 polybutadiene: the sensing beam
material. (CourtesyNagdi K, 1993)
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The polymer used as the material for the sensingbeam of the flow sensorwas
Rubber
by
Malaysian
(BR)
the
12olybutadiene whichwasunfilled andvulcanisedsupplied
Company.Figure3.2 showsthe basicstructureof this polymer.BR is a homopolymerof
butadieneshownin Equation3.1. [3.2] The high cis gradescontainapproximately9798% cis-1,4butadieneunits. Oil extendedgrades(with and without carbonblack) are
alsoavailable.
CH2=CH-CH=CH2 polymerisation [-CH2-CH=CH-CH2-]X(3.1)
.
SBR.
Therefore,
they
NR
Polybutadiene
difficult
than
to
or
polymersare more
process
improve
SBR
in
the
blends
IR
NR,
to
or
are normallyused
as
with other rubberssuch
abrasionresistance,
resilienceandlow temperatureflexibility. The blendsusuallycontain
high
have
BR
100%
lessthan 50% of BR and often only 10-25%.The vuncanizates
of
abrasionresistance,the highestresilience(the ability of an elastomericpart to return
quickly to its original shapeafter a temporarydeflection,which indicatesthe speedof
recoveryfor the rubber and negligiblezero drift for the flow sensor)of all known
[3.2].
polymersandthe lowestglasstemperature(Tg) of about-I OOOC.
Nagdi K [3.2], in his ratings on rubber polymersbased on their general chemical
resistance,has quoted that water has the least effect on polybutadienepolymer.
Almost
Thereforethis polymerwould be the idealmaterialfor water flow measurements.
all elastomers(with suitable compoundingingredients)can be used in cold water.
hot
in
be
SuitablyformulatedNBR compounds(acronitrile-butadiene
rubbers)can used
water up to 1000C.For higher hot water temperatures,peroxide cured EPDM
compounds (ethylene-propylenerubbers) provide the highest resistance. The
recommended
materialfor petroleumor mineraloil flow measurementsare the Pola
elastomers like NBR, hydrogenated NBR (HNBR),chloroprene rubbers (CR),
polyacrylate

rubbers(ACM),

ethylene-acrylic rubbers(AEM),

fluorocarbon

rubbers(FPN4), fluorosilicone rubbers(FMQ), polyurethane rubbers(AU/EU),
(CSM)
epichlorohydrinrubbers(CO, ECO), andchlorosulphonated
rubbers
polyethylene
fluids
to
at
which are consistentlymore resistant a wide variety of mineral-oil-based
differenttemperatureranges.All nonpolarhydrocarbonselastomerslike naturalrubber,
by
badly
syntheticrubber and styrene-butadiene-styrene
swollen mineral
polymersare
oils and should be avoided when used to measureoil flow. Water-in-oil emulsions
For
dispersed
in
40%
oil.
mineral
of
consistof approximately
water
a continuousphase
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flow
formulated
be
For
NBR
air
such measurements,properly
used.
elastomers can
measurementsup to 700C, the polybutadiene rubber(BR) used in this PhD project is

recommendedbut for higher air temperatures,this rubber is not recommendedand
shouldbe replacedby AEM or ACM rubbersfor temperatures
up to 1500Candby FPM
rubberfor temperatures
up to 200'C.
This sectionhasdiscussedthe ideal rubbermaterialthat could be usedin the different
fluids and over differenttemperatureranges.Therefore,dependingon the fluid that will
be measuredand the temperaturerange that would be encounteredduring the
measurementprocess,the appropriaterubber polymer from those mentionedabove
couldbe selectedandusedfor the designof the flow sensor.
3.3 RUBBER COMPOUNDING AND MANUFACTURE
Over the past decade the rubber industry has faced an ever increasing demand for
improved product performance.This challengehasbeenmet by improved product design
procedures, by improved materials, and by improved manufacturing. The rising tide of
automation and computer-controlled systemshas affected all areasof rubber processing.
The addition to raw rubber of various chemicals, to impart desirable properties, is
termed rubber compounding or formulation. Typical ingredients include crosslinking
agents (also called curatives), reinforcements, antidegradants,process aids, extenders,
and speciality additives, such as tackifiers, blowing agents,or colourants.
3.3.1 Raw rubber

Rubberlatex occurs beneaththe bark of certain trees, notably 'Hevea hrasifiensis',
which is cultivatedin the plantationsof Malaysiaand other tropical countries.Rubber
treesaretappedfor latex everyother day, producingnearlythreemillion tons of rubber
eachyear. The latex is coagulatedthen processedinto blocks or sheetsfor shippingin
bales.At this stageit is still raw rubberandhaslittle practicaluse.It flows
compressed
underload as the long moleculesslideover eachother, thus preventingrecoverywhen
the load is removed,it crystallisesreadilyat temperaturesaroundO'C andbelow, andit
becomessoft andstickyin hot weather.[3.3]
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3.3.2 Vuleanisation

In order to make it practicalto use, raw rubber has to undergoa chemicalreaction
known as vulcanisation, a process discovered by Charles Goodyear in 1839. A raw

found
that
Goodyear
low
is
liquid
high
strength.
elastomer a
molecularweight
with
doughlike
heated,
the
then
when raw rubberwas masticated,mixed with sulphurand
into
becoming
stable over a much wider
converted
mixture was
an elastic material,
temperaturerange and resistant to flow under load. Vulcanisation or curing causesthe
the
be
form
transforming
linked
thereby
to
to
together
chains
chemically
a network,
increase
liquid
into
Strength
while set and
elastomeric
an elastic solid.
and modulus
hysteresisdecrease.Figure 3.3 shows the structure of vulcanised rubber, sulphur linked
polyisoprenechains.
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Figure 3.3: Structure ofvulcanised rubber (Courtesy: Bolton W, 1989)
During vulcanisation, the long chain molecules of rubber are chemically linked, usually
by sulphur, at intervals along their lengths with adjacent rubber chains. The type of
crosslink produced dependsupon the curing conditions (time and temperature) as well
as the amount and type of vulcanising ingredients in the compound. The chemical
nature of the various types of crosslinks influences the properties of the rubber.
The most widely used vulcanising agent is sulphur.(Figure 3.4a). Crosslinking with
For
[3.4]
hours.
is
inefficient
times
sulphur alone quite
and requires curing
of several
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The
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40-55
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more crosslinks
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in a car tyre may contain between 3 and 5% sulphur; the vulcanisedrubber caseof a car
battery may contain as much as 40% sulphur and is much harder than the rubber in a car
tyre.
To increase the rate and efficiency of sulphur crosslinking, accelerators are normally
is
(Figure
3.4b)
[3.4].
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efficient when
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these combineto create soluble zinc ions that activate the intermediatereactions
involvedin crosslinkformation.A commoninstrumentusedto determinethe kineticsof
crosslinkingis the oscillatingdisk rheorneter.
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Figure 3.4 Varioustypesof crosslinksusedin rubber compounding
Peroxidesare another type of curing agent for elastomers.(Figure 3.4c). Unlike sulphur
be
double
bonds
for
they
thus,
may
curing,
are not required
peroxide vulcanisation, and

free
by
like
Peroxide
curingoccurs a
usedto crosslinksaturatedrubbers
siliconerubber.
radical mechanismand leadsto carbon-carboncrosslinks,which are quite stableand
[3-41.
in
result vulcanizateswith good ageing and compressionset resistance.
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3.3.3 Reinforcement
Particulate fillers can increasethe strength of an amorphous rubber more than 10 fold.
For a filler to causesignificant reinforcement, it must possesshigh specific surface area;
that is, the particles must be small (51gm). Small particles have large surface area to
interact with the rubber and diminished particle-to-particle distance. Two types of filler
that have been the most effective for reinforcing rubber are carbon black and silica. To
be effective, filler particles must be well dispersed.This requires mbdng in a high shear
field and at an elevated temperature. The viscosity of rubber must not be too low, or
shearstresseswill be insufficient to break apart filler agglomerates.Thus, when oil is to
be addedto a stock, it is addedtoward the end of the mixing cycle-after the carbon black
has alreadybeenincorporated and dispersed.
3.3.4 Antidegradants

Oxygenand ozone can react with elastomersand alter network structureby causing
chainscissionand/orcrosslinking.If chainscissiondominates,the elastomersoftensand
eventuallymay becomesticky with ageing.Most elastomers,however, harden and
eventuallyernbrittleduring oxidation- a consequence
of crosslinkingdominance.Even
when presentin the atmosphereat only a few parts per hundredmillion, ozonereadily
cleavescarbon-carbondoublebondsin elastomers.An unsaturatedvulcanizatethat has
beenstrainedand exposedto ozonequickly developscracks.The severityof cracking
increasesrapidly with strain. Antioxidants and antiozonants,which can function
chemicallyor physically,havebeendevelopedto inhibit the action of thesedegradants.
Paraphenylenediamines
(PPD) are effectivein "diene" rubberto reduceozonecracking.
Organicphosphitesarepreventiveantioxidantsandarenonstraining.
3.3.5 Other additives

Rubbersalmost invariably contain not only a polymeric material, but also additives.
Otherthanfillers andantidegradants,
the otheradditivesusedare:
1. Plasticizersto enablemolecularchainsto slide more easilypast eachother, hence
makingthe materialmoreflexible.
2. Stabilisersto enablethe materialto resistdegradationbetter.
3. Flame retardantsto improve the fire resistanceproperties.
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4. Lubricantsandheatstabilisersto assistthe processingof the material.
5. Pigmentsand dyesto give colour to the material.
3.3.6 The mixing and shaping processes
Figure 3.5 shows the cumulative steps of manufacture which determine the product
performance. All rubber product manufacture begins with a mixing process, and the
behaviour of a rubber compound, both in the downstream processesand in the final
product is influenced strongly by the treatment it receivesin this process.Rubber mixing
is dominatedby batch processes,so there is an opportunity to vary the mixing treatment
over a wide range through the manipulation of

operational variables, in contrast to

continuous mixing, where the mixing treatment is much more strongly influenced by the
mixer geometry. This gives the processorthe essentialcapability of mixing a wide range
of compoundswith a single mixing system.[3.5]
E14stomers
Fill ers

Mixing equipment
Y,ometry
Felected

Oils & Plasticizersconditions
Curp $Ystern
Mixing
sequence
Additives
Processinlow)
properties:
phy
chemical
heat transfer
)ýxtrusion,moiAding, calen4ýing
batQhand continuous vulcanisation:
equipment geometry
operating conditions

4

Product dimensions md perfi)rmance

Figure 3.5: Yhe cumulative stepsof rubber manufacture
Rubber compounding is generally carried out on open mills or in internal mixers. An
open mill (Figure 3.6) consists of two adjacent, smooth, hardened-steel rolls set
horizontally. They rotate in horizontal directions, toward each other. Mixing is achieved
by the shearingaction induced in the spacebetween the rolls, which is adjustable. The
mixing process on an open mill involves masticating or breaking down the crude rubber
until an even and smooth band is formed around the front roll. When the crude rubber
becomes soft and plastic, the fillers and other ingredients are added and worked in,
following a definite time, temperature range and sequenceschedule.During the mixing
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operation, cutting and blending is carried out in order to obtain a thorough and uniform
dispersionof the ingredients in the rubber mix. [3.2]

bank
I

frontroil
backroll smooth
rubberbond

Figure 3.6., Open mill (CourtesyNagdi K, 1993)
An internal mixer consists of an enclosedchamber and two rotors with small clearance
between them and the enclosing wall (Figure 3.7). As with the open mill, the rotors
rotate in opposite directions. The mixed batch is dropped from the bottom of the internal
mixer onto a sheetingmill and then taken off for storageuntil further processing.

rotor

Figure 3.7.- Internal mixer (CourtesyNagdi K, 1993)
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After mixing, the green stock requires shaping (forming) into blanks of suitable
dimensions. At this stage the stock will retain the shape imposed on it because it is
predominantly plastic. The basic processingmachinesused for forming rubber stocks are
the calenders and extruders. The calenderis used essentiallyfor producing rubber sheets
of various lengths and thickness. An extruder is used for continuous shaping of

a

material by passagethrough an orifice called a die. The stock is fed in at one end and
the material becomeshot and plastic as it moves to the exit end of the extruder. It is then
pushed through a die having the desired shape. Extrusion is generally used for
manufacturingproducts such as rubber tubes, insulated cablesand weather sealingstrips.

For processmonitoring, quality control and optimisationof rubber manufacture,the
multivariablenature of rubber compoundsand rubber processeshas promptedthe
adoptionof statisticalexperimentdesignand optimisationpackagesby a numberof
companies.
3.4

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF RUBBER AND HENCE THE SENSING BEAM
OF THE FLOW SENSOR

3.4.1 Young's Modulus of the rubber beam of the flow sensor

Vulcanisedrubberis a solid,three-dimensional
in
The
there
are
crosslinks
network.
more
the network the greateris the resistanceto deformationwhen a force is applied.Certain
fillers, notablythe reinforcingblacks,createa structurewithin the rubberwhich further
resistsdeformation.
The load versus deflection curves for rubber in tension and compressionare
approximatelylinear for strains of the order of a few percent,and valuesof Young's
moduluscanbe obtainedfrom these linear regions.The tensiletest servesas the basis
for determiningseveralimportantmechanicalpropertiesof materials.In this test, the
yield strength,tensilestrength,elongation,modulusof resilience,modulusof toughness
and modulusof elasticityare determined.In the tensiletest, the specimenis loadedin
uniaxialtensionuntil the specimenfractures.[3.6]. The specimenis clampedat one end
andweightsareaddedon the other: first in an ascendingorder from I kg up to 6 kg and
thenreducedto I kg. The changein lengthanddiameterof the rubberbeamis noted.
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Stressis definedas the appliedforce, F, per unit original undeformedcross-sectional
area(a) of the specimen,
a= F/a

(3.2)

is
andstrain
(3.3)

where W is the length of the beamprior to the applicationof the load and 'I' is the
lengthof the beamafter the load is applied.The stress-straincurve of a materialwill
dependon many factors, such as chemicalcomposition,heat treatment,prior plastic
deformation,strain rate and temperature.Becauseof the difficulty in determiningthe
elasticlimit, it is commonlyreplacedby the proportionalitylimit, which is the stressat
whichthe stress-strain
curveis out of linearity.The modulusof elasticityor the Young's
modulus,E, a measureof the stiffhessof the material,is the slopeof the curvebelowthe
proportional limit. (Figure 3.6) Lower the Young's modulus, the less stiffer it is and
smalleris the elongation it can withstand.[3.7]
stress
strain

_a

(3.4)

_Fla
AI/I
c

This projectmadeuseof rubberbeamsin the constructionof the flow sensorsdeveloped
during the work. Initially, therefore,experimentswere doneto determinethe value of
Young's modulus for the rubber to be used. Figure 3.8 shows the stress-strain
characteristicof the rubber cylinderwhich was used as the sensingbeamof the flow
sensordevelopedin this PhD project and describedin Chapter4.4.3. The experiments
load.
wereperformedfor both increasinganddecreasing
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Figure 3.8 : Stress-strain curvefor thepolybutadiene rubber beam.
From the graph, the modulus of elasticity or the Young's modulus of the sensingbeam is
found to be 1.2 x 106N/mý. As the curves are continuous through the origin, the values
of Young's modulus in tension and compressionare approximately equal. Two features
lead to the increased stiffness of high strains: one is due to the sections of molecules
between adjacent crosslinks approaching their limiting extension; the other is strain
induced crystallisationwhich occurs only in a few rubbers, notably natural rubber.
Shear modulus (G) can be obtained in a manner similar to the Young's modulus. The
shear modulus is about one-third to one-quarter of the Young's modulus. So for the
sensingbeamused in this PhD project, the shearmodulus is approximately 0.37 MN/m2.
3.4.2 Incompressibility and its effect on the sensitivity of the flow sensor
One of the important features of rubber is its flexibility, which is given by its bulk
modulus. A small bulk modulus usually implies a rubber of low stiffness, which in this
casewill allow the sensorto achieve a good sensitivity. The bulk modulus of rubber E.
(1000-2000 MN/m) is many times larger than its Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio
(which can be taken as 1/2). The very high bulk modulus means that rubber hardly
changesin volume even under high loads, so that for most types of deformation there
must be spaceinto which the rubber can deform. The more restriction that is made on its
freedom to deform, the stiffer it will become. This is a feature used in the design of
compressionspringsand should be avoided for this sensor.The bulk modulus of the
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which
about the lowest possible value for rubbers, indicating a sensor with maximised
sensitivityto force exertedby the fluid flow.
3.4.3 Strength of rubber and its effect on the dynamic range of the flow sensor.
The breaking stress of rubber in tension is about 14-28 MN/m2 when calculated on the
original cross-sectionalarea.When calculatedon the cross-sectionat break, the breaking
stress may be as high as 200 MN/m2 which is only a factor of five or so below the
correspondingvalue for steel. A stresswell in excessof 160 MN/m2 is required to cause
the failure of rubber in compression.This indicates that the sensing beam of the flow
sensor,when made of rubber, can withstand very high wind speedswithout the failure of
the rubber. This enablesthe dynamic range of the flow sensorto be extended to a very
high value.
3.4.4 Hardness
Hardness measurementsare generally used to characterise vulcanised rubbers. For
rubber, hardness is essentially a measurement of the reversible, elastic deformation
produced by a specially shapedindentor under a specifiedload and is therefore related to
the Young's modulus of the rubber, unlike metal hardnesswhich is a measure of an
irreversible, plastic indentation. The unit of the hardnessvalues are given as International
Rubber hardnessdegrees(IRHD) or the British standard Hardness degrees CBS). The
hardnessof the rubber used as the sensingbeam can be found in relation to its Young's
modulus and is 35 ±2 IRHD.
3.4.5 Hysteresis

Hysteresis,which is the work represented
by the areabetweenthe loadingandunloading
curvesin a load deformationcycle,occurswith all rubbers.For naturalrubbercontaining
no filler thereis little hysteresisup to moderateextensions;fillers increasehysteresis.At
high extensions,not normally used in practical applications,the hysteresisis much
greater.This is associatedwith the crystallisationtaking place on extensionand is
responsiblefor the high strengthof naturalrubber.Therefore,althoughthe high strength
of rubberindicatesa flow sensorwith a wide dynamicrange,there is likely to be an
increasein hysteresisif the dynamicrange is extendedwithout calibration.Tests for
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hysteresisof the flow sensor have indicated negligible hysteresisup to a wind speed of
about 35 nVs.
3.4.6 Effects of environment on rubber and the flow sensor
It is necessaryto discuss the effect of the environment on rubber since the major
application area of the flow sensorsdevelopedin this PhD project is environmentalfluid
flow monitoring. Various changescan occur in a rubber component as a result of the
conditions under which it is used or stored. If the conditions are too severethe rubber
may rapidly become unserviceable; conversely it could last indefinitely under less
arduous conditions. The ways in which different conditions can affect natural rubber are
describedbriefly below; in many casesthe effects of the changescan be eliminated, or at
least minimised, by suitable compounding. It is emphasisedthat many of the deleterious
conditions referred to are not encountered in general engineering applications and
especiallynot in flow measurement.

The physicalpropertiesof rubbersare generallytemperaturedependent,and are also
reversiblewith temperatureprovided no chemical changesoccur in the rubber.
However,like manyother organicmaterials,rubberis prone to degradationby oxygen
particularlyat high temperatures.At servicetemperaturesapproachingthoseusedfor
vulcanisation(about 1400C), further vulcanisationmay occur resulting in increased
hardnessand decreasedmechanicalstrength.Conventional rubber compoundscan be
usedat the maximumtemperatures(600C)likely to be encounteredin practice,but with
specialcompoundingnatural rubber can be used for many monthsup to IOOOC
and
intermittentlyeven higher. At very high temperatures(350'C and above) rubber first
softensas molecularbreakdownoccursthen resinifies,becominghard andbrittle. When
maintainedat low temperaturescertain rubbersmay crystallise,and this resultsin a
progressivestiffeningandlossof elasticity.Naturalrubbertakesmanydaysto crystallise
at around-250C,andincreasinglylongerat higheror lower temperatures.Crystallisation
disappears
rapidlyasthe temperatureis increased.Low temperaturecrystallisationis not
generallya seriouspracticalproblemin natural rubber. Sincethe flow sensorthat has
been developedis an environmentalsensor,such extremetemperaturesmay not be
encounteredby it but in applicationswhere this could be a problem, the necessary
precautionswill be taken.
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The effect of o2jygenand ozone on rubber have alreadybeen consideredin Section 3.3.4.

Rubbersareprotectedagainstthis degradationby addingantidegradants.
Light coloured rubbers, when exposed to sunlight, are susceptible to the oxidation
initiated by the ultra-violet radiation, and their surfacesare rapidly degradedto give a
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The swelling of rubber by liquids is a diffusion controlled processand, up to the
equilibriumswellingratio, the volume of liquid absorbedis proportionalto the square
root of the time for which the rubberhasbeenimmersedin the liquid. For most organic
liquids the rate of penetrationdependsupon the viscosityof the swellingliquid rather
than on its chemicalnature.Thus the time to penetrate5 mm is about four daysfor a
mobile liquid like benzene,one to two yearsfor an enginelubricating oil, and about
thirty years for a thick greasesuch as Vaseline(Figure 3.9). When the need for oil
for
flow
this
measurement
using
sensorarises,adequateprotection the rubber sensing
beamagainstoil splashes
by
be
by
cannormally obtained a suitableshieldor coatingwith
an oil resistantpaint. Section3.2.4 gives an accountof the differentkinds of rubbers
availablefor measuringdifferent fluids.
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Figure 3.9: Yhe time taken by a liquid to penetrate a given distance into ruhber
dependson its viscosity. The curve showsthe time taken to penetrate 5 mm
into natural ruhher; it would take four times as long to penetrate I cm.
(CourtesyLindley P.B)

Degradation-bychemicalsother than oxygen and ozone is unlikely to be a serious
considerationin most engineeringapplicationsof rubber.Rubberis resistantto most
inorganicacids,saltsand alkalis(with the exceptionof concentratedsulphuric;acid,the
halogensand strong oxidisingagentssuchas nitric and chromic acids)and is widely
used for the linings of tanks and chemicalbaths, especiallythose containingcaustic
solutions.
3.5

HOW TO ENSURE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF RUBBER AS A
BEAM MATERIAL

SENSING

Having consideredthe way rubberis compoundedand its physicalproperties,someof
the noteworthypointswhich was requestedandusedby the MalaysianRubbercompany
duringthe designof the rubberusedfor the sensingbeamwereasfollows:
*

The use of the right type of curing agent and accelerator to ensure proper
vulcanisation of the rubber

*

Addition of fillers to increasethe strenathof rubber.

*

Use of the appropriate antidegradantto prevent cracking under strain

and

reducing/eliminating the oxidation of the rubber by heat, ultraviolet light and some
metals such as copper, cobalt and manganese.This increases the longevity of

elastornersin air. Thereis evidencethat rubber can survivevery long periods(1478
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year trials of longevity at an outdoor weathering site in Panama[3.8]) in service at
ambienttemperaturesup to at least 300Cwithout any measurabledeterioration.

*

Introductionof liquids betweenchains.The addition of liquids, termedplasticizers,
which fill someof the spacebetweenpolymerchainsmakesit easierfor the chainsto
flexibility.
moveandincreases

e Ensuringthat the shapingprocessis completedbeforethe onsetof crosslinking,but
at the same time ensuringthat crosslinkingwould then proceed as quickly as
possible.This is donefor the efficientmanufactureof the rubber.
fluid dynamicsit hasbeenshown[Chapter
e From elasticitytheoryandincompressible
4] that the extensionor compression(e) at the surfaceof the beam at its longitudinal
centre is given by
c= (3pV2 S CD L) /2

a2bE

(3.5)

wherep is the fluid density,V is the fluid speed,S is the areaof drag element,CD is
the dragcoefficient,L is the longitudinallengthof beam,E is the Young'smodulus,a
is the beamthickness,andb is the beamwidth. Puttingin typical figures,for a beam
100mm x (I Omm)2andmodulusof 5x 106N/M2,anda drag element10 cm2 with
drag coefficientof 1.0, an air flow of 10 m/s would give a strain of 0.04 or 4%,
which is about the largest strain which can be used with polymide/nichromestrain
gauges.As the bestvalueof the Young's moduluswasfound to be 5 MN/m2a rubber
cylinderhavinga valuefor Young's moduluscloseto this value was requestedfrom
the MalaysianRubberCompany.
*

This flow sensor was used in the wind tunnel to measureair flow. If this sensor is

requiredto measurewater and other liquids, the necessaryprecautionsshouldbe
takento protect the rubberbeamagainsttheir effectsand to utilise the appropriat
polyLnerwhich is chemicallyresistiveto the fluid beingmeasuredas discussedearlier
in this chapter.
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CHAPTER4
THE ELECTRICAL

STRAIN GAUGE TARGET FLOW SENSOR

in
is
discussed
A noveltechniquefor the measurement
fluid
flow
this chapter.
of
velocity
The operationis basedon strain measurementof deformationof an elastic rubber
have
is
Strain
the
cantilever.
measuredusing conventionalelectricalstrain gaugeswhich
beenin the marketfor the last five decades.Extensiveresearchhaveresultedin strain
This hasled to the electricalstrain
gaugeshavingexcellentperformancecharacteristics.
gauge(Chapter2) becomingthe basicsensingelementof severalload transducersandin
this project has beenusedto sensethe deflectionof a rubber cantileverdue to force
exertedby fluid flow.
This chapterdescribesthe design,optimisationand calibrationof the original research
work undertakento developa targetflow sensor(reviewedin Chapter1) to measureone
andtwo dimensionalair flow, which in turn enablesthe determinationof the speedand
directionof wind velocity. The resultsof the experimentsperformedin a wind tunnel
andpreliminaryexperimentsin a water tank to measureonedimensionalwater speedare
presentedhere.Rubberhasbeenchosenasthe sensingbeammaterial(Chapter3) asthe
rubberformulationsoffer the most usefulrangeof moduli and there are differenttypes
availablefor the variousfluids andthe differenttemperatureranges.A major advantage
fluid like water
of this flow sensoris that it canbe calibratedin a safeandeasy-to-handle
and then be optimisedfor hazardousapplications,where a calibrationwith the actual
fluid maynot be possible.Therefore,thesedesignfeaturesenablethis target flow sensor
to handlewide temperaturerangesandbe compatiblewith almostanyfluid.
4.1 PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION OF THE FLOW SENSOR
4.1.1 Principle of one dimensional fluid flow measurement

Thedrag equationfrom incompressible
fluid dynamicsis:
FD :

CD pAV2

(4.1)

2
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is
A
density,
is
fluid's
is
fluid
V
the
the
point of measurement,
velocity at
wherep the
the projectedareaof the body normalto the flow, CD is the overall drag coefficient,a
factor;its magnitudedependsprimarilyon the physicalshapeof the object
dimensionless
andits orientationrelativeto the fluid stream.
From the theory of elasticity [4.1], for a cantileverheamof lengthL with a point load
in
beam
in
be
ignored,
beam
Figure
4.0,
the
the
the
since
at end, shown
massof
can
practicewill be vertical.
sectiOn
a
p
)ox

ly

0k

(L-x

Figure 4.0: Thehentcantilever
The shearforce (P) will be constantalong the beam.The bendingmoment,M will be
P(L-x) so that it varies linearly from PL at x=0

to 0 at x=L,

linear
is
the
x
where

displacement
alongthe beam.
The distance'y' is measuredfrom the neutralplane,which for a rectangularsectionis
the mid-plane.
The radius of curvature =I-m
p

(4.2)
EI

whereE is the modulusof elasticityor the Young's modulusand I is the momentof
Inertiaof the crosssectionwhereit is assumedthat the force is appliedperpendicularto

thebroadfaceof widthV.
I=

ba3
12

(4.3)

Throughthe thickness'a' of the beam,the strainis c.,.
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crx

Z=

(4.4)

-

Substituting Equation (4.2) in Equation (4.4) gives:
YM
EI

E=

(4.5)

The strainat the surfacesis
ex

=-=

am

_L
2p

(4.6)

2EI

Substituting Equation (4.3) in Equation (4.6) gives:
aP(L-x)12
2Eba3

=

6P(L-x)
Ea 2b

E=

(4.7)

or the shearforceP is
2b
cEa
6 (L-x)

(4.8)

From Dimensional analysis',we observethat equations(4.1) and (4.8) can be equated.
CD pA V2

2b

sEa
(L-x)

26

Therefore, the strain
3CDp A V2 (L Ea 2b

(4.9)

Dimensional analysis for Equation (4.1):
Lg
M2
kg!
nFD=
*
=N
M,

secý2

sec'

Dimensionalanalysisfor Equation(4.8):
P=

I*N

M-2

6m

M2

M

N
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From Equation(4.9), it can be seenthat the strain is a square law function of fluid
speedThis wasthe fundamentalequationthat wasusedto relatethe fluid speedwith the
output of the target flow sensorthat was developedin this PhD project.
4.1.2. Principle of two dimensional fluid flow measurement

In order to determinethe two dimensionalfluid flow to measurethe magnitudeand
directionof the fluid velocity, it is necessaryto relatefluid speedto strainmeasuredin
two orthogonal directions. The fluid speed, U has orthogonal components U,, and Uy
which are related to strain. and strainy respectively. Since fluid speedis proportional to
the squareroot of strain, according to Equation 4.9, U,,a 4strain" and Uy cc4strainy,and
hencethe magnitude, IUI, of fluid velocity is:
JU

1=,

FU-2
UY2
x+

thus

IUIa

(4.10)

VStrain. + Strainy

Therefore,magnitudeof the fluid velocity, IU1, is proportionalto the squareroot of the
sumof the orthogonalstraincomponents,strain,,andstrain..The fluid velocity direction,
0, is calculatedusing the relation

Tan-'

4.2. ONE DIMENSIONAL AIRFLOW MEASUREMENT
4.2.1. Sensor design
The sensorwas developedby bonding two R-S 308-102 strain gaugeson to the opposite
sides of a square sectioned elastic rubber beam supplied by the Malaysian Rubber

companyusing the strain gaugetechniquesdescribedin Chapter2. Initial experimental
work useda digital strainindicatorto measurethe strain.It was a ten input unit which
could be used for quarter, half, or full bridge inputs. Readingis given directly in
microstrain(which is a strainof I part in 106 i.e. an elongationof I Pm.in I m). The
front panelgaugefactor dial hadvaluesto coverthe rangeof gaugefactorslikely to be
encounteredin use,but gaugefactorsoutsidethis rangecould easilybe accommodated
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by setting the gaugefactor to 2.00 and calculating the strain. A precision two stage zero
adjustment was provided for each channel ensuring ease of zero setting together with
easeof re-setting for subsequenttests. An analogue output was provided on the rear
panel for connection to a C.R.O.

The bridge circuits were energisedfrom an internal

source supplying 2 volts, 5 volts or 10 volts DC. The internal circuit of the strain meter
is shown in Figure 4. Ia.
The strain gauge was connected at the rear of the instrument in the half bridge
configuration with an external dummy arm. The connections were as follows: Supply
positive to P 1, supply negative to P2, gaugejunction to S1, link PI to P3 and P2 to P4
and gauge factor set to 2.00. The active gauge was connectedbetween terminal PI and
SI and the external dummy arm between SI and P2. PI was linked to P3 and P2 to P4
on the rear panel (Figure 4.1b) The bridge voltage was set to 2 volts.
D2 DI Sl P2
00000000

350

-A

00
D2

DI

Sl

P3

PI

32

1x

120

0

P4

1

coo
P2

P4

P3

PI

S2

Figure 4.]a: Internal circuit:
Digital strain meter

Figure4.1b: HajfBridge:
Digital strain meter

4.2.2. Experiments in the wind tunnel

The sensorwasmountedin a 460 x 460 mm closedcircuit wind tunnel,with a maximum
fan speedof 1700revolutionsper minute(rpm). The airflow was calibratedin m/s, as a
function of fan speedin rpm using an anemometerand stop watch. The flow sensor
was mounted in such a way that one gaugeunderwent compressionand the other gauge

underwentan expansionas shown in Figure 4.3. The wind speedwas set at different
valuesandthe correspondingmicrostrainreadingsfrom the digital strainindicatorwere
noted.
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Table 4.1: Strain meter readingsfor one dimensional airflaw measurement
(Fn-icrosýý

Fan speed
(rpm)

Wind speed
(M/S)

microstrain

0

0

0000

0

100

1

0012

0.0035

200

4

0049

0.007

300

7

0140

0.0118

400

11

0262

0.0161

500

14

0402

0.02

600

17

0580

0.024

700

20

0865

0.029

800

23

1099

0.033

900

26

1291

0.035

1000

29

1535

0.039

1100

32

1843

0.042

1200

35

2159

0.046

1300

38

2448

0.049

1400

41

2700

0.051

1500

44

2990

0.054

1600

47

3200

0.056

1700

50

3346

0.057

root strain

Table 4.1 gives the different readingsobtained.A graph of wind speedversussquare
root of the microstrain(referredto as 'root strain') was plotted. (Figure 4.2). 'Root
strain', is a dimensionlessunit that has been defined in this thesis and it refers to ; siýý

for onedimensionalflow measurement
andto 4strain.+strainyfor two dimensionalflow
measurement.
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Figure 4.2: Root strain vs. wind speedfor one dimensional airflow measurement
The plot was linear with a correlation co-efficient of 0.989, indicating a linearity of
1.1%. [2.4: pp 973]. The linearity indicated that the strain is a square-law function of
speed.The sensor had a sensitivity of 0.0012 root strain / (m A). The output voltage
signal of approximately 2 volts available at the rear BNC socket of the strain meter was

connectedto a storageoscilloscopeand the availabledynamicresponseof this output
wasstoredaswaveformswhichwasthenplottedon a X-Y plotter.
4.3. TWO DIMENSIONAL AIR FLOW MEASUREMENT
4.3.1. Design of the Elastic beam

The critical portion of this flowmeter is the elastic rubber beam. There are several
relevantfactspertainingto the elasticbeam.First, if the straingaugebridgeis positioned
on the rubber beam to take advantageof the principal strains, one gauge on the
compressionside and one on the tensionside, an electricalsignalis generatedthat is
sensitiveonly to the generalfluid motion down the conduit. Any stressesand strains
inducedin other directionssuchasby flow turbulenceare not sensed.Second,by nature
of the dimensionsof the rubber beam and the strain gaugebridge circuitry, pressure
induced strainselectricallycancel out. The temperatureinduced strains also tend to
cancel.Third, the drag or force generatedby flow canbe transferredto the rubberbeam
field in
asa couple(bendingmomentandforce). Thesemomentsproducea stress/strain
the walls of the sensingrubber beamthat is uniform and directly proportionalto the
appliedforce.
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One of the major features of this flowmeter is the capability to handle high-pressure
beam
little
The
the
thickness
the
rubber
of
applications with
effect on
output signal.
determinesthe maximum operating pressureand the sensitivity, the electrical output for
a given force. Material properties will limit the operating pressure. The stress-induced
strains from internal pressure will be the same magnitude and positive throughout the
bridge
beam.
Strain
four
bridge
if
the
theory
that
rubber
arms of
gauge
all
states
experience the same strain, the net effect on the output will be zero. For the same
(a)
the
in
A
the
thermal
temperature
tend
to
changes:
reasons,
effects
reduce. change
resistanceof each gauge of the bridge, (b) the gauge factor or the strain sensitivity of
each gauge and (c) Young's modulus of the rubber beam. Ideally, as with the pressure
effect, the gauge resistance change with temperature is identical for each gauge and
should cancel. The net effect is an offset of the bridge voltage, which is termed the
bridge zero temperature coefficient. The other two effects (b and c) are combined in the
characteristictermed spantemperaturecoefficient.
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Drag

RL

Stra
3

2

Fýgure 4.3: Schematicof the electrical strain gaugeflow sensor

Ideally,the straingaugematerialis chosenso that its gaugefactor thermalcoefficientis
matchedto the moduluscoefficient.
A square-sectioned
rubber beam made of polybutadienepolymer (unfilled vulcanised
rubber),0.165 m long and 0.0135mwide, suppliedby the Malaysianrubber company
wasusedas the elasticbeam.In the caseof the wind speeddevice,the modulusof the
beamwill needto be low to achievegood sensitivity. This is why rubberwas chosenas
the sensingbeammaterial.Furtherdiscussionof this was madein Chapter3. A spherical
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drag elementof a radius of 0.0202m was attachedto one end of the squaresection
beam.
(Figure 4.3).
rubber
4.3.2 The force measuring element
Four strain gauges( RS 308-102 ), whose foil materials are made of copper nickel alloy
is attached to the four longitudinal surfaces of the beam. Copper nickel alloy is
is
foil
in
because
the
the resistancechange of
commonly used strain gauge construction
leads
integral
have
to
30mm
All
to
the
virtually proportional
applied strain.
gauges
during
damage
heat
being
due
to
the
to
soldering and
alleviate
applied
gauges
excessive
installation. The strain gauge is stuck to the rubber beam by a special adhesivelayer: the
RS 554-850 quick set epoxy.
4.3.2.1 Specylicationsof the strain gauge used

Measurablestrain

2 to 4% maximum
+/-2 microstrain/deg C

Thermal output 20 to 160 deg C

+/-5 microstrain/deg C

160 to 180 deg C

Gaugefactor changewith temperature

+/-0.015%/degC

Gaugeresistance

120ohms

Temperaturechange

deg
C
deg
C
+80
to
-30

Gaugelength

8 mm

Gaugewidth

2 mm

Gaugefactor

2.1

Baselength

13mm

Basewidth

4 mrn

4.3.2.2 Signal conditioning and amplification

The Wheatstonebridgeis the sensingcircuit utilised to measurethe resistancechanges
producedwhenactivegaugesareexposedto strain. The bridge,in effect a dualvoltage
divider,is poweredby a constantvoltagesourceof a few volts dc. It convertsvery small
resistancechangesin the gaugeinto millivolt electricalsignals.The half bridgecircuit of
the Wheatstonebridge is utilised to which the two gaugesGI and G3 (mountedon
beam)
the
oppositesidesof
rubber
are connectedon the two arms.Two wire wound
resistorsRI andR2 are connectedto the othertwo armsasshownin Figure4.4. V.. t =e
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xVxk/2

is
k
is
is
bridge
in
V
the gauge
the
the
voltage,
strain microstrain,
where e

factor, GI, G2,G3,G4 are the active gauges and RI, R2,R3,R4 are Ikohm 0.1%
is
bridge
The
from
Wheatstone
the
sent to a strain
wirewound resistors.
voltage signal
drift,
low
low
hybrid,
[RS
is
308-815]
designed
noise,
gauge amplifier
which a purpose
linear dc amplifier in a 24 pin package, specifically configured for resistive bridge
measurement.This amplifier overcomesthe problem of common mode by removing the
common mode voltages.

Figure 4.4: Signalconditioningand amplification
This is achievedby controllingthe negativebridge supplyvoltagein sucha mannerthat
the voltageat the negativeinput terminalis alwayszero. Thus for a symmetricalbridge,
a negativebridge supplyis generatedequaland oppositeto the positivebridge supply,
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hence zero common mode voltage. The other two gauges G2 and G4 are likewise

half
bridge
bridge
in
Wheatstone
the
the
circuit andto the amplifier.
mode
of
connected
4.3.3 Data acquisition and analysis
The x and y voltage signalsfrom the two amplifiers are sent to the two channelsof a 12
bit data acquisition board Lab PC+ of a 486 DX PC. The acquisition and analysisof data
libraries
of
are performed using a general purpose programming system with extensive
functions and subroutinescalled Labview suppliedby National Instruments Corporation.
4.3.3.1 Labview
Labview programs [4.2] are called virtual instruments (VIs) becausetheir appearance

from
functions
imitate
identical
instruments.
However,
to
they are
and operation
actual
conventionallanguageprograms.The VIs have three featureswhich are discussed
below:
*

The interactiveuser interfaceof a VI is calledthe front panel,becauseit simulates
the panel of a physical instrument. The front panel can contain knobs, push buttons,

graphs,andothercontrolsandindicators.
The VI receivesinstructionsfrom a block diagram, which is constructedin a
graphicalprogramminglanguagecalledG.
VIs are hierarchicaland modular.They can be used as top level programs,or as
subprograms
within otherprogramsor subprograms.
4.3.3.2 Data acquisition
Two VIs are used to acquire and processthe signalsfrom the two channels.The first VI
it
is
*.
SCL
(Figure
file
data
4.5)
to a
called collect.vi
as
named
writes the voltage
is
data
This
VI
double-buffered
data
the
technique
acquired.
uses
of
acquisition whereby
data
into
buffer
that
time
the
continuously acquired
same
a circular acquisition
at
retrieved from the buffer in each loop iteration is written to file. A file is opened or
created, the acquisition initialised, and the number of channelsbeing acquired from is
written to the file. The acquisition is then started, and "# of scans to write at a time"
scansare read from the acquisition buffer and written to the file in SGL format on each
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loop iteration. When the stop button is pressed,the acquisition is stopped and the file
closed.
The second VI called Display.vi charts the data written to *. SCL file by the Collect.vi.
Figure 4.6 shows the block diagram of this VI and Figure 4.7 indicates the front panel
is
from
display.
Display.
be
the
the
two
vi
where
signals
channelscan
seen on a chart
programmed to display the actual wind speedand wind direction that is sensedby the
flow sensor on the right half of this panel (! he Display Panel) in the form of both an
anologue and digital display. This Display Panel simulates the panel of a physical
instrument. The dc (vi and v2) and ac voltages(v., andVr=2), the corresponding strain
values from the two bridges (strain, and strain2)and the wind speedmagnitude in root
strain which are sensedby the flow sensorare also displayedin this half of the panel. The
top, left half of this panel is the System Control Panel where the unstrained voltages
from both the channels(Vinit, and Vini, for one particular position of the sensor, are
2),
initially read from the sensor and recorded here. The bridge excitation voltage (V.. ) is
the other parameter that is recorded in the control panel. All the parameters in the
control panel are fed into the VI before the application acquiresand displaysthe signals.
The bottom left half of this panel shows the Wind Tunnel Settings in terms of the wind
speedand the position of the sensor ( which is the wind direction). Figure 4.7 indicates
the flow sensorreadout (on the right half) when the wind speedin the wind tunnel was 4
m/s and the wind direction was 450.Figure 4.8 indicatesthe sensorreadout (on the right
halO at a wind speed of 14 m/s and a wind direction of 600. Similar accuracieswere
obtained at all the various positions of the sensor and for the different wind speeds.
Hence the program in Labview has acquired the signals,processedthem by filtering out
the unwanted noise, displayedthe values by performing the necessaryaveraging, thereby
acting as a complete instrument for flow sensing.
4.3.3.3 Data processing
The Voltage signal from each channel is sent to a VI known as an AC/DC estimator
which gives the values of both V., and Vdc. Vdcis sent to a VI called Strain Converter
(Figure 4.9) which converts the voltage read from the strain gauge to root strain using

the formula:
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Figure 4.6: The Block diagram of the VI used to display and process the stored strain
gauge signals
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Strain=

(1+
V,
RL)
-2
GF .
9

(4.12)

where Vr = (V. g - Viit)N..,

(4.13)

V.,, is the excitationvoltage used =10 V, Vwt is the unstrainedvoltage of the strain
beginning
it
is
in
its
is
bridge
This
the
gaugeafter
mounted
configuration.
voltage readat
of the application,savedand passedto this VI. V., is the voltageread from the strain
gauge.GF is the gaugefactor of the strain gauge= 2. RL is the lead resistance.The
default in Labviewis set to 0.1ý is the straingaugenominalresistancevaluein ohms.
Strain,,and Strainy,which are the x and y componentsof the strain gauge signals
respectively,from both the channelsare addedtogetherandthenthe squareroot of the
absolutevalueof this sumis calculatedto obtainthe magnitudeof strainwhich is related
to the magnitudeof wind speed(Equation4.10). The wind direction is calculatedas
indicatedby Equation4.11.

Fýgure 4.9: Processing of the voltage signals
4.3.4 Experiments in the Wind tunnel
4.3.4.1 Magnitude ofwind velocity

The instrumentwas mountedin the 460 x 460 mrn closed circuit wind tunnel, the
photographof which is shownin Figure 4.10. The wind speedin the wind tunnel was
varied from 0 m/s to 23 m/s and the correspondingsignalsfrom the two bridgeswere
acquiredandanalysed.
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Figure 4.11: Root strain plotted against wind speed when theflowmeter is oriented at
45 degreesto windflow.
The Table A-1 in the Appendix shows the results of this calculation for different values
of wind speed, Wind speed was plotted versus (strain.+strainy)"2 as shown in Figure
4.11. The graph shown in Figure 4.11 has a linear gradient, having a linearity within 3%,
indicating that wind speedis indeed proportional to squareroot of strain, thus verifying
Equations 4.9 and 4.10. A linear regression analysisindicates a sensitivity of 0.0065 ±
0.0001 root strain s/m, and a resolution of 0.43 m/s. In this first prototype of the sensor,
the range was limited by noise signals due to beam oscillations at speedsgreater than
23m/s, causingthe strain gauge wires to touch each other, and causing spurious signals.
In principle, greater speedsup to 50 m/s can be monitored by this sensor, if the strain
gaugesare mounted effectively. Considerationof Equation 4.9 indicates that the gradient
of the graph in Figure 4.11, is dependenton fluid density, the area of the drag
by
beam.
dimensions
Therefore,
the
the
element, and
and material properties of
matching the beam material and dimensionsto the fluid, the sensor can be optimised for
particular applications.

The devicewas clampedon a turn table andthis was rotated aboutits longitudinalaxis
from 00to 900at 150intervals.This was donefor two reasons.First, it was necessary
to
showthat the sensoroutput wasindependentof the angleof orientationof the sensorto
the directionof wind flow. Secondly,this experimentwas performedto monitor if the
sensorcould measurethe wind direction. At eachangleV,, and Vy were recordedas a
functionof wind velocity,over a rangefrom 0 to 23 m/s (TableA-2 in the Appendix).
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Figure 4.12: Root strain plotted against wind speed with the flowmeter
various angles to windflow.

oriented at

The graph plotted between wind speed and (strain,,+strainy)1/2 for different angles is
shown in Figure 4.12. Consideration of the 95% confidence limits (Appendix A-4) for
eachplot indicate that the plots are coincident, and that the sensoroutput is independent
of angle of orientation of the elastic beam to the direction of wind flow. Therefore, all
the data presentedin Figure 4.12 can be usedto obtain a calibration curve for the sensor,
which will be valid for multi-directional airflow. When a linear regression was
performed on all the data, the sensitivity was found to be 0.0062 ± 0.0001 root strain
s/rn and the resolution to be 0.64 m/s.
Figure 4.13 shows how the x and y components of strain vary with wind speed, for
different orientations of the sensorto the airflow. When the elastic beam was positioned
at 00 to the air flow, the bridge(By) giving the y component of strain, Strainy was
perpendicular to the air flow, and experienced maximum deflection (indicated as
'Strain y 0' in Figure 4.13). Bridge(B,,) experiencedzero deflection, being parallel to the
air flow, and contributed the x component of strain, Strain, This was indicated as
'Strain x 0' in Figure 4.13. As the sensorposition was rotated by 150,bridge By moved
150 away from the wind flow and experienced slightly reduced deflection than at 00
(Strain y 15) while bridge B,, moved 150 towards the wind flow and underwent
increaseddeflection than at 00 (Strain x 15). These changeswere enhancedat 300(Strain
95

x 30 and Strain y 30). The elastic beam was rotated to 450 to the air flow, and in this
configuration the wind flow produced equal deflection of the elastic beam; thus bridges
Bx and By experienced equal deformation and contributed equal components of strain
(strain x 45 and strain y 45). At 600 and 750,these changeswere reversed,that is Strain,
continued to increase and Strainy continued to decreaseuntil at 900 to the air flow By
indicated a zero value, whereas Bx indicated a maximum strain value for the xcomponent.
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Figure 4.13: Wind Speedplotted against Strain,, and Strainy for different orientations
of the sensor
4.3.4.2 Direction of wind velocity
The direction of wind velocity was calculated according to Equation 4.11 for the
different wind speeds. Figure 4.14 shows the plot& of the wind flow direction at
different wind speeds for various sensor positions. Several authors [4.3,4.4]

have

discussed the inability of calculating the wind direction accurately at low wind speeds.
The situation is similar in this case and the readings get more accurate as the wind speed
increases especially beyond II m/s as obvious from the plots of Figure 4-14. These
plots are co-incident from the consideration of the 95% confidence limits (Appendix A4). From the plots, the directional sensitivity of the sensor is 0.76 ± 0.03 degrees and
the resolution is 3.60.
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Figure 4.14: Calculated direction of wind velocity at different wind speeds.
4.4.

EXPERIMENTS

ON SENSORS WITH
MATERIAL AND DIMENSIONS

DIFFERENT

SENSING BEAM

The design and performance of the first experimental prototype of the sensor has been
described in the previous section (Section 4.3). Depending on the deflection of the
elastic beam for its operation, the dimensions and material of the sensor beam can be
tailored to suit the fluid. Therefore, sensorsof different dimensions and material were
designed and experiments were performed in the wind tunnel using each of these
sensors,a few of which are reported in this section.
4.4.1. Experimental Prototype 2: Hollow plastic beam.
The elastic rubber beam was replaced with a hollow plastic beam (used for hot water
pipe insulation), 0.195 m long and 0.018 m inner width and 0.035 m outer width with a
spherical sphere attached to one end and the other end clamped. The voltage signals
generatedfrom the two Wheatstonebridges were detected by a multimeter due to the
non-availability of a PC at that time. Magnitude and direction of wind velocity were
deducedand the plots are shown in Figures 4.15 and 4.16 respectively.
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4.4.2. Experimental Prototype 3: A steel-spring sensing tube
Since certain applications need a more rugged instrument, it was thought that replacing
the sensing beam with a steel rod might be a good option. Since a flexible rod was
required, a spring element made of steel, 0.335m long and 0.0 15 rn'thick was chosento
be the sensingrod. A heavy, spherical ball, having a diameter of 0.0728 rn was attached
to the free end. The strain gaugesused this time were the 5 mm long gauges [RS 632168]. These gaugesare made of copper-nickel alloy with polyimide as the basematerial
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for mild steel.The rest of the specificationsof the
and are temperaturecompensated
straingaugesaresimilarto the onedescribedin the earliersections.
The steel-springsensorwas too long to be mounted inside the wind tunnel. The length of
the sensorcould not be shortenedany further as a drastic reduction in the sensitivity of
the sensor was observed for shorter lengths. To circumvent this problem, the clamped
end of the sensorwas mounted on the roof of the wind tunnel, with the sensorupside
down, with part of the sensingtube and the drag element facing the wind flow. The plot
of the magnitude of wind velocity versus the sensoroutput is shown in Figure 4.17. The
plots had a linearity within 10% and a sensitivity of 0.0069 ± 0.0002 root strain 1(mls).
However, this sensor had quite a large amount of hysteresiswhich could probably be
reduced by using a suitable form of steel as the sensingtube. But the very presenceof
hysteresiswhen using steel as the sensingbeam material has indicated that rubber is a
more suitablematerial for the sensingbeam. [Chapter 3]
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Figure 4.17: Magnitude ofwind velOcityfor the steel-spring sensor
4.4.3. Experimental Prototype 4: A rubber cylinder of circular cross-section
This version of the sensor consistedof a rubber cylinder of circular cross-section,made
of polybutadiene polymer, 0.162 m long and 0.024 m thick supplied by the Malaysian
Rubber Products ResearchAssociation with a sphericalball of radius 0.0202 m attached
to its free end. The modulus of Elasticity of this rubber was found (as discussed in
Chapter 3) to be 1.2 x 106 N/m2. The four strain gauges were attached to the
longitudinal surfaces of the rubber strip, 900 apart from each other. The signals were
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Figure 4.18 shows the plots for the magnitude of wind velocity versus strain magnitude
for the orientation of the sensorin the first quadrant with its longitudinal axis normal to
the direction of wind flow and Figure 4.19 shows the plots for the sensororientation in
all the four quadrants(0-3600).
While attempting to deduce the direction of wind velocity, an unexpected observation
0
was made. At every position of the sensorfrom 0 to 360 , the direction of wind velocity
was always in the range of 0-50, when the directional flow sensitivity was expectedto
repeat in cycles of 900rotation. That is, this sensorfailed as a direction-sensitive device.
Several reasonswere considered for this behaviour and finally it was concluded that it
was due the shape of the sensing beam. So the circular cylinder was replaced with a
square-sectionedrubber cylinder, the performance of which is described in the next
section (Section 4.4.4). Another advantageof using a square-sectionedbeam is that this
will generatea wake behind the beam that extends over the entire length [4.5]. Such a
geometry gives a constant drag coefficient over a broad range of flow rates; further
discussionof this is consideredin Section 4.5.
4.4.4. Experimental Prototype 5: A square-sectioned rubber sensing beam
The circular rubber strip described in Section 4.4.3 was formed into a square-sectioned
beam by immersing the rubber beam in liquid nitrogen and slicing the beam on all four
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Figure 4.20 : Magnitude of wind velocity in root strain for the square sectioned rubber
sensingdevice.
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sides, parallel to its longitudinal axis. Some amount of surface roughnesswas induced
by this method. The sensorlength was the sameas the previous one (0.165 m) and each
of the four sides was 0.015 m wide. During the experiments in the wind tunnel, the
sensor position was rotated from 0 to 1800 at 22.50 intervals. Figure 4.20 shows the
plots for the magnitude of wind velocity versusroot strain at all the positions.
The next part in the experimental stagewas the most crucial one: could the samerubber
beam be direction-sensitive sensorjust by virtue of the fact that the strip had a different
shape? Figure 4.21 shows the plot for the direction of wind velocity in root strain as the
sensorwas rotated from 0- 1800at a wind speedof 29 m/s. The plot is an indication that
the sensoris directional flow sensitive, repeating in cycles of 900 rotation.
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Figure 4.21.- Directionalflow sensitivity of the sensor at a wind speedof 29 mls
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Figure4.22 showsthe plots for directionof wind velocity versusroot strainat different
wind speeds.As explained in an earlier section, measurementof flow direction is not
very accurateat very low wind speeds(in this case,below 10 m/s).
4.4.5 Comparison of the different prototypes
After conducting experiments on the different experimental prototypes (discussed in
sections4.4.1 to 4.4.4), two conclusionswere made. The first is that rubber seemsto be
a better choice for the sensingbeam material when comparedto steel, as the latter had a

large amount of hysteresis.The secondis that a square-sectioned
rubber beam is
preferredto a cylindricalrubberbeamasthe former is directionalsensitiveandprovides
a constantCD over a wider flow range,therebyincreasingthe dynamicrange of the
sensor.
4.5. COMPARISON OF THE THEORETICAL
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

INVESTIGATION

WITH THE

4.5.1. Circular rubber beam
4.5.LI Yheorelical investigation of the deflection hehaviour of theflow sensor of
circular cross-section

The fourth experimentalprototype of the sensorhaving a rubber cylinder of circular
cross-sectiondescribedin Section 4.4.3 was utilised to carry out the experiments
describedin this sectionin orderto makethe necessary
comparisonwith the theory.
From Equation 4.9, the strain has the form:
3CDp A V' (L-

Ea

(4.9)

2b

whereCD,the drag co-efficientis assumedto be 1. p is the densityof the fluid; in this
caseair with a densityof 1.292Kg/m'. A is the projectedareaof the body normalto
flow; in this casethe combinedareaof the sphericalball andthe circularrubbercylinder
contributesto the value of A. The radiusof the sphericalball is 0.0202m and henceits
surfaceareais 4 7cr' , andevaluatedas0.00512m2.The areaof the circularrubberbeam
is nRl whereR, the radiusof the beamis 0.01289m andL, the lengthof the beamis
0.162m. Therefore,the areaof the rubberbeamis found to be 8.5 x 10'5m2.Hencethe
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combinedarea(A) of the drag elementis 0.00521rný. The symbolx, in Equation4.9,
denotesthe distancebetweenthe gaugelocationandthe clampedendof the beamwhich
shouldideallybe 1/2 to IV to reducethe influenceof the clampingforce on the strain
distributionin the gaugearea.[4.5]. For this sensor,the valueof Y is 0.02 m. The beam
width 'a' andthe beamthicknessV hasthe value 0.024 m. The modulusof elasticity
(Y) has been deducedalready in Chapter 3 to have a value of 1.2 X106N/rn2Substituting all these values in Equation (4.9), the theoretical values of strain for

differentwind speedsareobtainedasshownin Table4.2.
Table 4.2 : neoretical strain at different wind speeds.
Wind
(M/S)

speed Theoretical
strain

0

0

1

0.0002

4

0.003

7

0.009

11

0.021

14

0.034

17

0.050

20

0.069

23

0.092

26

0.117

29

0.146

32

0.178

35

0.214

38

0.251

41

0.293

44

0.337

47

0.385

50
1

10.435
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4.5.1.2Determinationof thedag co-efficientandReynoldsnumber
CD is the overall drag coefficient which is determined by empirical data. The sensor
4
output: Strainx +Strain y in root strain has been found experimentally at varying wind
speeds and at different sensor positions. Considering the experimental strain at one
particular position of the sensor,the actual value Of CD for this particular sensorand at
that particular sensorposition can be obtained according to Equation (4.14):
CD -,

aperimental strain
Theoreticalstrain

(4.14)

Table 4.3 depicts the values Of CDobtained at different wind speeds.
Table 4.3: Determination of CD
Wind speed Theoretical Experimental strain Drag co-efficient
(m/S)
strain
0

0

0

DIV/0

1

0.0002

1.9313-06

0.011

4

0.003

1.35E-05

0.004

7

0.009

0.0002

0.0229

11

0.021

0.0005

0.0213

14

0.034

0.0007

0.0202

17

0.050

0.001

0.0204

20

0.069

0.0013

0.0190

23

0.092

0.0015

0.0173

26

0.117

0.002

0.01725

29

0.146

0.0025

0.0167

32

0.178

0.003

0.0181

35

0.214

0.0038

0.0181

10.251

0.005
1

0.0201

P8

The Reynolds number is determinedusing Equation 4.15;
Re _

pVD

(4.15)
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wherep is the densityof the fluid, V is the velocity of fluid, D is the pipe diameter and
il is the absoluteviscosityof the fluid.
But the kinematic viscosity of a fluid (v) is related to the absoluteviscosity according to
Equation 4.16;
17

(4.16)

p
In the case of air, the kinematic viscosity at 15'C and 101.3 kPa is 14
10.6 MI /scc
.5X
and the pipe diameter is 0.46 m. Thus, the Reynolds numbers obtained for the wind
speeds encountered in the described experiments are plotted in Figure 4.23 indicating a
Reynolds number range from 0 to 1.5 X 106.
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Figure 4.23: Reynolds number versus Wind speedfor a pipe diameter of 0.46 m.
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Figure 4.24 shows the plot between the Reynolds number and CD. The value Of CD is
found to vary for laminar, transitional and turbulent flow. The different rangesof Re for
eachof theseflow regions is indicated in Chapter 1.

4.5.1.3Comparisonwith the experimentalresults
From Table4.3, it canbe observedthatCDvaries for laminar,transitionalandturbulent
flows. For simplificationof the calculations,the optimumvalueOf CDfor this particular
sensoris found to be 0.0175,by calculatingthe meanfrom the different valuesOf CD
obtained. Substitutingthis value back into Equation 4.9, the actual values for the
theoreticalstrain is obtained.Table A-3 in the Appendixshowsthesevaluestabulated
againstthe experimentalstrain for the different wind speeds.Figure 4.25 showsthe
experimentalandtheoreticalvaluesof strainplottedversuswind speedshowingexcellent
conformitybetweenthe theoryandexperiments.
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Figure 4.25: Comparison betweenthe theoretical and experimental strain
4.5.2 Square-sectioned rubber beam
The drag coefficient for the square sectioned rubber sensor is deduced in a manner
similar to the previous section. CD is found to have a constant value over a broad range
of flow rates.(Figure 4.26). This graph has the sameform as those published for CD's as
found in several publishedsources[4.6].
The differences in the constancy Of CD between Figures 4.24 and 4.26 is becausethe
square-sectionedrubber sensor is a sharp-edgedbody. The term sharp-edgedbody is
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Figure 4.26.ýPlot of drag coefficientversuswind speedfor thesquaresectionedsensor
causethe boundarylayer to separateat the sameplace.Therefore,the drag coefficient
for such sharp-edgedbodiesare nearly independentof the Reynoldsnumber.On the
contrary,the cylindricalsensoris a bluff body.With a non-streamlined
or bluff body, the
rate of pressurerise from shoulderto tail is so strongthat the boundarylayer becomes
stalled very rapidly, right near the shoulder itself A broad eddying wake forms
downstreamof the separation.Therefore,a net pressuredrag appearssincethe average
pressureon the forward half of the body exceedsthe averagepressureon the rearward
half. This wake varies with the separationpoint which is a function of the fluid's
velocity. The result is a varying drag coefficient(Figure 4.24) that greatly limits the
dynamicflow rangeof the flowmeter.
4.5.3 Optimisation of the shape and dimensions of the sensing element
With referenceto the experimentalresults describedin Section 4.5.2, it can be deduced
that a square-sectionedsensingbeam is the best choice in terms of a constant CD for
wider flow rangesand directional sensitivity. Ideally, the sphericalball (the drag element)
should also be replacedwith a flat, circular disk especiallyin applicationswhere the flow
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is directedonly on the dragelement.This is not so muchof a necessityhereasthe entire
sensoris immersedin the air in the wind tunnel, and the principal area of the sensor
normalto the flow is both the sensingtube andthe sphericalball.
The optimisationof the length(L) andthickness(a) of the beam is derivedby referring
to the equationswhich describethe sensitivityand naturalfrequencyof the beam.The
sensitivity of the sensoris obtained from Equation 4.9 where the strain, e, is:
(L-x)

eapV2

Ea

(4.17)

2b

is
L
the lengthof the beamand(L-x) is the unsupportedlengthof the beamanda
where
is the beamthickness.The target flow sensoris a simpleplanebeam,supportedat one
end and free at the other. Its motion can be describedby the wave equationfor thin
beamsderived by Sommerfield[4.8] where it has been derived that the natural
frequencyof the beamis:
fn ot

FP

E

(4.18)

So for high sensitivity,a long, thin beamis required(Equation4.17) and a short, thick
beam (Equation 4.18) is required for high frequencyresponse(high Q. Therefore,
dependingon the application,the sensitivityandfrequencyresponsecanbe defined,from
which the lengthandthicknessof the beamcanbe derivedandusedin the designof the
flow sensor.
4.6 ONE DIMENSIONAL WATER FLOW MEASUREMENT
Preliminary measurementsto measure the speed of water were made using the same
sensorthat was used for the one dimensionalair flow measurement,describedin Section
4.2. Water was pumped into a water tank through a triangular weir. The sensor was
positioned so that the water exerted a force on the drag element which caused the
sensingbeam to deflect. The compression and extension resulting from the deflection

wasmeasuredby straingaugesattachedto the oppositesidesof the longitudinalsurfaces
of the rubberbeam.The flow sensorusedfor this projectwascalibratedagainsta current
meterhavingconicalcups.The currentmeterwas calibratedagainsta known standard
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basic
(NBS)
Standards
two
Bureau
is
National
equations
and
to
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traceable
of
which
werederivedfor two flow rangeswhich are:
V=0.2357n+0.015

(4.19)

forn<0.59

(4.20)

V=0.2545n + 0.004 for n ý! 0.59

is
is
is
V
fluid
which
the velocity of the
andn the numberof revolutions/second
where
displayedby a counteron the meter.
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Figure 4.27. One dimensional measurementofwater speed
Figure 4.27 shows the calibration curve that was obtained by measuringthe strain gauge
signalsfrom the target flow sensorand the water speedas indicated by the current meter
at different water speedspumped through the V-notch. Experiments were conducted up
to a speedof 0.4 m/s. The sensorhad a resolution of 0.017 m/s, sensitivity of 0.0515 ±
0.003 root strain /(m/s) and a linearity of 2.8%. Further experiments could not be
performed on this calibration as the current meter that was loaned for this work was
reclaimedby the owner.

However, having performedthe experimentsin the wind tunnel to measureair flow
(Figure4.2) usingthe samesensor,the authorwas ableto predictthe possiblerangeof
the flow sensorto measurewaterflow. Figure4.28 indicatesthat for the measuredrange
flow
for
flow,
is
(right
Y-axis),
50
the
would
of air
correspondingrange water
which
m/s
be 1.2m/s (left Y-axis). Hence,this sensorcould measurewater speedup to 1.2 m/s and
ýr
higher.
higher,
23:
1
turn-down
of
probablyeven
giving a
ratio
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Figure 4.28:Air and Waterspeedmeasurements
in onedimension
4.7 EXTENDING THE TARGET FLOW SENSORTO OTHER FLUIDS

The target flow sensorhas been calibratedto measureflow of air and preliminary
havebeenperformedto measurewater speed.Oneof the major advantages
experiments
of the target flowmeteris that it can providea solutionwith high accuracyfor difficult
anddangerousfluids, wherea calibrationwith the actualfluid may not be possible.The
generalformulato measurethe unknownfluid, after calibrationhasbeenperformedon a
knownfluid, is derivedin this section.
As expressed
in Equation4.1, the dragequationis:
CDpAV2
(4.1)

2

whereF is the force exertedon the drag element,CDis the drag coefficient,A is the
characteristicareaof the sensornormalto the flow, p is the densityof the fluid, andV is
the velocity of the fluid. For a given flowmeter,the drag coefficient(CD) and 'A' are
constantwhencorrectingto anotherfluid. What is to be determinedis the velocity of the
new fluid. Let subscript'o' referto the fluid on whichthe calibrationhasbeenperformed
andsubscript'n' referto the new fluid.
k p. Vj

(4.21)

CDA
where k. 2
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Fn

(4.22)

kn Pn Vn2
-'ý

k,,
where
=

CD A
2

Sincek. = k. and F,,= F., Equations 4.21 and 4.22 can be equated.
pov 02= Pnvn2

Solving for V. yields,
1/2
(4.23)

Equation 4.23 enablesthe calibration of the flow sensorin the new fluid after calibrating

it in an easy-to-handle
fluid by havinga knowledgeof the densitiesof the two fluids.
An illustrationof this is shownbelow basedon the work done on the electricaltarget
flow sensor.The electrical strain gauge target flow sensorhas been used to measurethe

air flow andthe calibrationresultsfrom that hasbeenusedto derivethe velocityof water
(1000
kg/m)
(;::
for
density
I
that
the
the
after substituting values
of water
and
of air ý
kg/m3)in Equation 4.23. Substitutingthe densitiesof air andwater in equation4.23,
F-0-100
Vwater:--Vair x
Vair
0.031623
x
=
-i

(4.24)

The calibrationvaluesobtainedfor the velocity of air from the experimentsconductedin
a wind tunnelare givenin Table4.1. Theseare substitutedin Equation4.24, alongwith
the densitiesof the two fluids to obtainthe velocity of water. The readingsare given in
TableA-4 in the Appendix.
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Figure 4.29: Plot showing the observed water speed (experimental) and pre&cted
water speed(from Equation 4.24) versusflaw sensor output.
The plots of the observed water speed (experimental) and the predicted water speed
(generatedfrom Equation 4.24) versusthe sensoroutput (squareroot of the microstrain)
is shown in Figure 4.29. The correlation between the two plots obtained confirms that
Equation 4.23 is valid and it can be used to extend to any other fluid as long as the
density of the fluid is known or can be measuredusing a hydrometer.

4.8 DISCUSSION
The design,optimisationandcalibrationof a resistivestraingaugetarget flow sensorto
measureone and two dimensionalfluid flow has been discussed.The results of the
experiments
performedin a wind tunnelwhich enabledthe flow sensorto generatewind
speedand wind direction irrespectiveof eachother has also been presented.A brief
in a water tank to measureone
accounthasbeengivenof the preliminarymeasurements
dimensionalwater speed. The ability of the flow sensorto providea solutionwith high
accuracywhere a calibrationwith the actual fluid may not be possibleafter being
fluid hasbeeninvestigated.Hencethe flow sensor
calibratedin a safeandeasy-to-handle
has proved itself as an ideal sensorwhich is simpleand of low cost and compatibility
with almost any fluid is possible.The next chapterdiscussesthe continuationof the
experimentalwork to determinethe performancecharacteristicsof the flow sensor,
therebymakingthe sensorsuitablefor commercialexploitation.
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CHAPTER 5
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ELECTRICAL
STRAIN GAUGE FLOW SENSOR

5.1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of a measuring instrument is to obtain the true value of the measured
ideal
in
but
ideal
instrument
do
The
this
this
practice,
variable.
measuring
exactly,
would
is never achieved. There is always some uncertainty in the measurementof a variable.
There is even someuncertainty in the standardsused to calibrate a measuringinstrument.
For this reasonthis chapter commenceswith a brief review of statistics, the subject that
dealswith uncertainty, from point of view of the experimentson the flow sensor.

into
Thenextthreesectionsdividethe characteristics
flow
threecategories:
the
sensor
of
operatingcharacteristics,static characteristics,and dynamiccharacteristics.Operating
characteristicsinclude measurementdetails, operational details, and environmental
effects.Staticcharacteristicsdealwith accuracywhenthe valueof the measured
variable
is constantor changingvery slowly. In contrast,dynamiccharacteristicsdeal with the
measurement
of a variablewhosevalueis changingratherquickly.
Knowledgeof the type of dataexpectedis the utmostimportancein the selectionof test
equipmentand in the determinationof test methods.Extremeerrors are possibleif the
nature of the data and the abilities of the measurementequipmentare not properly
dynamic
In
dynamic.
There
data:
two
matched.
addition,
are
generalclassesof
staticand
datacanbe further subclassified
into transient,periodicand randomstudies.Instrument
durability,
choiceis a compromisebetweenperformancecharacteristics,
and
ruggedness
maintenance
requirementsand purchasecost. The resultsfrom the presentwork on the
electrical strain gauge flow sensor are presentedin each section to determineits
performancecharacteristics.
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5.2 STATISTICS FROM THE FLOW SENSOREXPERIMENTS
5.2.1 Brief introduction
The statistics most commonly used to represent the properties of a distribution are the
mean,median, mode, standarddeviation and standarderror. This section summarisesthe
discussionsof Davies and Goldsmith (1972). [5.1] There is an uncertainty when we
measurethe value of a variable. This uncertainty occurs when repeated measurements
under identical conditions give different results. The individual measurementsof a
variable are called observations, and the entire collection of observations is called a
sample. The simplest statistical measureof the sampleis the arithmetic averageor mean.
The samplemean is an estimateof the expectedvalue of the next observation. The mean
is computed by summing the observations and dividing by the number of observations.
The meanof a sampleof n observationsis given by the following equation:

Samplemean=x=

XI + X2 + X3 .........

XM

(5.1)

n

Medianis the centralnumberof the seriesif the dataare arrangedin order of magnitude.
If n is an odd number,this definitionis complete.If n is evenit is ambiguous,andin this
caseit is usualto take the meanof the two centralvaluesas the median.Mode is the
valueof the variatewhich occursmostfrequently.
The meangivesus an estimateof the expectedvalue of an observation,but it gives no
ideaof the dispersionor variability of the observations.For a measureof variability,we
beginby computingthe deviationbetweeneachobservationandthe mean.
Deviationof observationxi = di = xi
-Y

(5.2)

The standarddeviationis, S.is a measureof variability.
Id"+d
Sx=

22

'.
+d
+....
+d,,
2
3
n-I

(5.3)

The standarddeviation gives us an idea of the variability of the observationsin the
sample.If the errors in measurement
are truly randomand we take a large numberof
observations,68% of all observationswill be within I standarddeviationof the mean.
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Over 95% of all observationswill be within 2 standarddeviationsof the mean,and
almostall sampleswill bewithin 3 standarddeviationsof the mean.
The variance of a population is the mean squareddeviation of the individual values from
the population mean.

The rang is the simplestof all measuresof dispersion.It is the differencebetweenthe
highestandlowestvaluesof the variatein a sample.
Standarderror is the error in the meanof a finite datasetof measurements.
5.2.2 Results from the present work on the flow sensor
In order to analysethe stability of the responseof the flow sensor,Labview was used to
block
from
5.1
Figure
the
the
the sensor.
acquire and record
shows
voltage signals
diagram of the VI used in this analysis.This VI was also able to write to a spreadsheet
file for storage and analysis of the data. The VI was programmed to acquire one data
point every secondand hence 1800 data points in 30 minutes. The wind speedwas set at
14 m/s for about 30 minutes and the data was acquired and written to a spreadsheetfile.
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Figure 5.2: Data acquired in 30 minutes

Figure 5.2 showsthe plots of the data in root strainfor the period of 30 minutes.The
summaryof the statisticsperformedon this set of readingsis given in Table 5.1. Figure
5.3 showsthe histogramobtainedfor this experiment.
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Figure 5.1: Block diagram of the virtual instrument program created with Labview used
for the statistical analysis of theflow sensor
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Table5.1: Statisticalanalysisof thesensor
Mean

0.002168

StandardError

1.82E-05

Median

0.002441

Mode

0.002441

StandardDeviation 0.000773
Count

1800
1
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Figure 5.3. Histogram of Figure 5.1

From the histogramandthe table,it canbe observedthat the meanvalue is 0.002volts
has
have
indicated
1.8E-05.
These
that
the
a
with a standarderror of
sensor
readings
very stableresponse,within the limits of quantizationerror. The value of 0.0024occurs
taken), and hencethat is the
most frequently(1597 times of the 1800 measurements
valueof the medianand mode.This experimentwas repeatedfor differentwind speeds
andeachtime the sensorindicateda stableresponse.
5.3 OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FLOW SENSOR

Operating characteristicsincludedetailsabout the measurement
by, operationof, and
environmental
effectson the measuringinstrument.
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5.3.1 Measurement
A measuring instrument can measure any value of a variable within its range of
limit.
is
defined
by
limit
The
lower
the
the
range
measurement.
range
and
upper
range
The range consistsof all valuesbetween the lower range limit and the upper range limit.
The span is the differencebetween the upper range limit and the lower range limit.
Span= upper range limit - lower range limit

Resolutionor discriminationis the smallestincrementof the measurandwhich can be
detectedwith certaintyby the instrument.Yhresholdof an instrumentis a particularcase
of discriminationand is the minimuminput which is necessaryto causea detectable
changefrom zero output. Obviously,a measuringinstrumentcannotmeasurechangesin
the measuredvariablethat aresmallerthanits threshold.
Dead band is the largestchangeof the measurandto which the instrumentdoes not
respond,and is producedby friction, backlash,or hysteresisin the instrument.The
sensitivityof a measuringinstrumentis the ratio of the changein output dividedby the
changein input that causedthe changein output. For the flow sensorreportedin this
thesis,the sensitivityis given asroot strainper (m/s).The sensitivityis a function of the
thicknessof the elasticbeamandthe gaugefactor of the strain gauges.
Range,resolution,threshold,deadband and sensitivityare different characteristics
that
in
relate different ways to an increment of measurement.
5.3.2 Operation
The reliability of a measuring instrument is the probability that it will do its job for a
specifiedperiod of time under a specified set of conditions. The conditions include limits
on the operating environment, the amount of overrange, and the amount of drift of the
output. Strain gauge force sensorssuch as load cells and pressuretransducershave been
manufactured for many decades.The technology used for these sensorsis the same as
that for the strain gauge target flowmeter. Shapiro [5.2], in his paper has spelt out the
excellent long term stability and reliability of such sensors."Over the 33 month period
that the unit was out in the field, all performance parameters showed outstanding
stability. The full scale sensitivity showed an average change of -0.055% in 6 months.
The combined error (linearity, hysteresis,and repeatability), zero balanceand non-return
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Y4
"
2
to zero showed no measurablechanges over the
time
span.
year

This clearly

demonstratesthe outstandingstability and accuracyachievableby the bonded strain
gauge sensor.
Overrange is any excessin the value of the measuredvariable above the upper range
limit or below the lower range limit. When an instrument is subjectedto an overrange,it
does not immediately return to operation within specifications when the overload is
removed. A period of time called the recovery time is required to overcome the
saturation effect of the overload. The overrangelimit is the maximum overrangethat can
be applied to a measuring instrument without causing damage or permanent change in
the performance of the device. Thus one reliability condition is that the measured
variable does not exceedthe overrangelimit.

Drift is an unspecifiedchangeover a specifiedperiodof time. Zero drift is the variation
in an instrumentoutput which is not causedby any changeof input, whenthe measured
variableis held constantat its lower limit; it may be causedby internal temperature
changesand componentinstability.Sensitivitydrift is a changein the sensitivityof the
instrumentover the specifiedperiod. Zero drift raisesor lowers the entire calibration
curveof the instrument.Sensitivitydrift changesthe slopeof the calibrationcurve.The
reliabilityconditionsspecifyan allowableamountof zero drift andsensitivitydrift.
5.3.3 Environmental effects

The environmentof a measuringinstrumentincludes ambienttemperature,ambient
fields,acceleration,vibration
pressure,fluid temperature,fluid pressure,electromagnetic
and mounting position. The operatingconditionsdefine the environmentto which a
measuringinstrumentis subjected.The operative limits are the range of operating
conditionsthat will not causepermanentimpairmentof an instrument.
5.3.4 Operating characteristics of the flow sensor:

Table 5.2 gives the operatingcharacteristicsof the electricalstrain gaugeflow sensor
describedin Chapter4 with particularreferencesto the experimentalprototypes1,4 and
5.
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Table 5.2 : Operating characteristics of the resistive strain gaugeflow sensor
Characteristics

Experimental

Experimental

Experimental

prototype I

prototype 4

prototype 5

Lower Rangelimit

0.8 m/s

I m/s

I m/s

Upper range limit

23 m/s

40 m/s

30 m/s

Span

22.2 m/s

39 m/s

29 m/s

Resolution

0.4 m/s

1.9 m/s

0.8 m/s

Sensitivity

0.0065

0.0001 0.0016

Overrange

5.4

±

0.0001 0.0024 ±6

E-05

root strain/(m/s)

root strain/(m/s)

root strain/(m/s)

50 m/s

50 m/s

50 m/s

STATIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FLOW SENSOR

Accuracy of measurementis one considerationin the choice of

instrument for a

particular application. Other parameters such as sensitivity, linearity, hysteresis are

further considerations.These attributes are collectively known as the static
characteristicsof instruments.The various static characteristicsof the flow sensorare
defined in the following subsections.[5.3,5.4].
5.4.1 Accuracy
Accuracy is the degree of conformity of the output of a measuringinstrument to the true

valueof the measuredvariableas determinedby sometype of standard.A statementof
accuracy may be expressedin terms of uncertainty and a confidence level. The interval
within which the true value of a measured quantity is expected to lie, with a stated

probability,is called uncertainty.The confidencelevel associatedwith the uncertainty
indicatesthe probability that the interval quoted will include the true value of the
quantity being measured. The rated accuracy of the strain

is
flow
sensor
gauge

determinedby the statisticalsummationof all randomandsystematicerrors.
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Random errors, sometimes called precision or experimental errors, are those which
being
in
the
quantity
causea variation repeatedmeasurementseven when the value of
hysteresis
does
Examples
and
not change.
of random errors are repeatability,
measured
linearity. Systematicerrors, sometimescalled bias errors, are temperatureand pressure
be
itself.
flowmeter
These
errors can generally
effects and the calibration of the
data
is,
if
That
are recorded
the
temperature
numerically corrected.
and pressureeffect
for the flowmeter, the data can be used to correct the electrical output. With today's
technology, these characteristicscan be programmed into a real-time computer and the
during
form
immediately.
is
There
third
a measurement
of error
output corrected
a
blunders
Spurious
which
or
called a spurious error.
errors are clearly mistakes
invalidate a result, such as transposing numbers when recording the data. There is no
way of dealing with spurious errors except to discard the results associatedwith them,

but randomandsystematicerrorsgive rise to correspondingkinds of uncertaintyin the
result. Theseconceptsare illustrated in Figure 5.4.

x

SPURIOUS ERROR

RANDOM ERROR
MEAN MEASURED VALUE
OF GUANTITY TO BE----DETERMINED

RANDOM UNCERTAINTY
ASSESSEC WITH SPECIFIC
CONFIDENCE LEVEL

x
xx

SYSTEMATIC ERROR

N,

TRUE VALUE OF
QUANTITY TO BE
DETERMINED

TIMEDURING"ICH A SINGLEVALLIEOF THE -T'
FLOWRATE15 BEINGASSESSED

Figure 5.4: Illustrating error and uncertainty
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Oneway of reducingthe uncertaintyin the flow rate measurement
is by repeatingthe
measurementand reporting the averagevalue as the result. The test is repeateda number
of times, and the accuracy is given as the maximum positive and negative error
(deviation from the ideal value).[5.5]
5.4.2 Repeatability/Reproducibility
The terms repeatability and reproducibility mean approximately the samebut are applied
in different contexts. Repeatability describesthe closenessof output readings when the

sameinput is appliedrepetitivelyover a shortperiodof time,with the samemeasurement
conditions,sameinstrumentandobserver,samelocationandthe sameconditionsof use
maintainedthroughout.Repeatability(r)hasbeendefinedas[5.6]:
(5.4)

r=2.83 cr,

is
wherecr, the standarddeviationof the measurement
results.For the flow sensor,the
standarddeviationis 0.00077(from Table5.1) andhenceits repeatabilityis 0.022.
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0.04-0.03--
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2
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Figure 5-5: Reproducibility testsfor the experimentalprolotype sensor 5

Reproducibilitydescribesthe closeness
of output readingsfor the sameinput whenthere
location,
instrument,
are changesin the methodof measurement,
observer,measuring
Both terms thus describethe spreadof
conditionsof use and time of measurement.
output readingsfor the sameinput. Figure 5.5 showsthe results of the experiments
performedon the sensordescribedin Section 4.4.4. This sensorhas a very good
reproducibilityof 0.4%.
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5.4.3 Hysteresis
This is the algebraic difference between the average errors at corresponding points of
measurementwhen approachedfrom opposite directions (that is, increasing as opposed
to decreasing values of the input.) It may be caused by backlash, friction or the
characteristicsof magnetic materials[5.7]. For the sensor describedin Section 4.4.4, the
wind speedwas steadily increasedfrom 0 to 35 m/s and then steadily reduced to 0 m/s.
The co-incidence between the loading and unloading curves of Figure 5.6 indicates a
very stable sensorwith negligible hysteresisat higher values of wind speeds.

0.070.06-C 0.05

0

0.04--

* straimincreasing

0.03

0
0
CC 0.02
0.01 jP
0Q
0

0o

strain: decreasing

10

20

30

40

Wind speed (m/s)

Figure 5.6: Testfor hysteresisforthe experimentalprototypesensor5
5.4.4 Linearity
The ideal measuringinstrument would produce a perfectly straight calibration curve. On
a graph of percent input versus percent output, the ideal straight line would passthrough
the points (0,0) and (100,100). The ideal never actually occurs, and the closenessof the
calibration data to a straight line is called the linearity of the measuringinstrument. The
most common types of linearity are independentlinearity, terminal-basedlinearity, zerobasedlinearity, and least-squareslinearity. [5.8] The linearity of the target flowmeter is
usually expressedas the maximum percent deviation of the calibration data from a zerobasedstraight line.
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5.5 DYNAmic CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FLOW SENSOR
Dynamic characteristicsdescribe the performance of a measuring instrument when the

immediate,
do
is
Most
sensors not give an
measuredvariable changing rapidly.
A
in
the
to
measuring
measuredvariable.
complete response a sudden change
instrumentrequiresa certainamountof time beforethe completeresponseis indicated
by the output. The amount of time required dependson the resistance,capacitance,mass
or inertance, and dead time of the measuring instrument. Dynamic characteristics are
stated in terms of the step response,ramp response, and frequency response of the
measuringinstrument.
5.5.1.Step response

1(X)
9.5
90
u
tai
C
m

63. ý
0

10
Time

Figure 5.7.- Typical step response curve for an overdamped or critically damped
measuring instrument. The responseis stated in terms of the responsetime
and the rise time.

The responseof a measuringinstrumentto a step changein the measuredvariableis
The stepresponseof an instrumentcan
often usedto defineits dynamiccharacteristics.
be classifiedas overdamped,critically damped,or underdamped.
The stepresponseof
over or critically dampedinstrumentsis statedin termsof responsetime andrise time.
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The stepresponseof underdamped
instrumentsis statedin termsof rise time, overshoot
and settling time.
A typical over or critically damped step responsecurve is shown in Figure 5.7. In the
graph, the output is normalised by using the percent of output change instead of actual
output values. Terminology applied in terms of the percent of output change can easily
be applied to step changesof any given size. The responsetime is the time required for
the output to reach a designatedpercentageof the total change.The percentageis stated
as a prefix. The 95% responsetime is the time required for the output to reach 95% of
the total change.The 63.2% responsetime is given the special name time constant and
Rise time is the time required for the output to go from a small percent
changeto a large percent change.The two percentagesare stated as a prefix. Thus a 10
symbol

to 90% rise time is the time required for the output to go from 10% to 90% of the total
change.A5 to 95% rise time is the time required for the output to go from 5% to 95%
of the total change. If the percentagesare omitted, they are assumedto be 10% and
90%. The rise time is a function of the speed of the response as well as the natural
frequency of the system.[5.9]

A typical underdamped
is
is
in
The
Figure
5.8.
time
the
stepresponsecurve shown
rise
sameas it was for the over or critically dampedresponse.Overshootis the maximum
height of the curve measuredabovethe 100% changeline. This is a function of the
dampingof the system,and for unstablesystemsexcessiveovershootis an immediate
indicationof an underdamped
andpotentiallyunstablesituation.Shouldthe dampingbe
so great as to preventovershootcompletely,the systemwill be sluggishand contain
excessivelag in the range of its normal response.Transientmeasurements
permit the
completeunderstanding
of the systemresponse,andmakepossiblethe designof systems
with critical damping,which is the proper compromisebetweenzero overshootwith its
attendantlag and the dampedoscillationsassociatedwith excessiveovershoot.The
settlingtime is the time it takesfor the responseto remainwithin a smallbandaboveand
belowthe 100%changeline. The 2% settlingtime is shownin Figure5.8.
Underdamped responsesare also stated in terms of the natural frequencyand the
dampingratio. The natural frequencyis the reciprocalof the periodof the oscillation
(shownin Figure5.8). The damping ratio Q is related to the rate at which the
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Figure 5.8: Typical step responsecurvefor an underdampedmeasuring instrument The
responseis stated in terms of the rise time, overshootand settling time.

Thestandardequationfor a secondordersystemis givenby:
qo
_K /C02
D2
qj
+24D/o) +1

(5.5)

is
whereq. the outputreading,qj is the measuredquantity,D is an operatorandreplaces
d/dt, K is the static sensitivity, co is the undampednatural frequencyand ý is the
dampingratio. Any instrumentwhose responsecan be describedby Equation 5.5 is
knownas a secondorderinstrument.If Equation5.5 is solvedanalytically,the shapeof
the stepresponseobtaineddependson the value of the dampingratio parameterý. The
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in
ý
instrument
for
various values of are shown
output responsesof a second-order
Figure 5.9.
For caseA where

0, there is no damping and the instrument output exhibits constant

amplitude oscillations when disturbed by any changein the physical quantity measured.
For light damping of ý=0.2, representedby case B, the responseto a step change in
input is still oscillatory but the oscillations gradually die down. A further increasein the
D,
C
by
ý
and
curves
value of reducesoscillations and overshoot still more, as shown
finally
E
by
becomes
the
where the
curve
and
response
very overdamped as shown

Output
reading

/*

Time
ý0.0

B

Eý1.0

4E=0.2

iE=1.5

E=0.707

Figure 5.9 : Responsesofsecond order instruments. (Courtesy: Morris A S, 1993)
output reading creeps up slowly towards the correct reading. The extreme response
curves A and E are grossly unsuitable for any measuring instrument. If an instrument
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were to be only ever subjectedto stepinputs,thenthe designstrategywould be to aim
towards a dampingratio of 0.707, which gives the critically dampedresponseC.
Unfortunately,mostof the physicalquantitieswhich instrumentsare requiredto measure
do not changein the mathematically
form
but
in
form
the
of
convenient
of steps, rather
rampsof varyingslopes.As the form of the input variablechanges,so the bestvaluesof
C varies,and the choiceof C becomes a compromisebetweenthose that are best for
eachtype of input variablebehaviouranticipated.Commercialsecond-orderinstruments
in the range0.6-0.8.
aregenerallydesignedto havea dampingratio somewhere
5.5.2 Wind tunnel experiments
An open ended wind tunnel with a maximum wind speed of 33 m/s using a specially
designed shutter arrangementwas used for investigating the transient response of the
sensor. The working section of this wind tunnel dischargesdirect to the atmosphere.
Labview was used to acquire the responseand transfer to a spreadsheetfile. Figure 5.10
shows the block diagram of the VI used for this analysis.Fh is the high cut-off frequency
which was set to 5 Hz. The samplerate (sampling frequency,fs) was set at 100 and the
number of samples,Ns = 1000, so that the actual sampleperiod was I/fs . 0.01 seconds
i. e. data is acquired every 0.01 secondsfor a period of Nslfs = 10 seconds.The sensor
was mounted in the wind tunnel and with the shutter closed, the wind tunnel was set at a
particular wind speed. Since the, shutter was closed, the sensor did not undergo any
deflection. When the shutter was opened, the deflection of the sensor was detected and
analysedusing the VI.
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Figure 5.12: Responseofthe resistive strain gaugeflow sensor at 2 wind speeds.
Figure 5.11a and 5.11b shows the front panel of the VI with the response.This was
different
at
repeated
wind speeds.Figure 5.12 shows the responseat two different wind
speeds. The sensorindicated a 95% responsetime of 4.9 seconds,a 10% to 90% rise
time of 2.8 secondsand a 63.2% time constant of 3.4 seconds.It should be noted that
the operating time of the shutter device and the time for the flow to change also
contribute to the response, rise and fall times procured from these experiments.
However, faster responsetimes were expected with a better experimental arrangement.

The strain gaugemanufacturers'datahave indicatedthat the responsetime of a strain
gaugebridgein a pressuretransducerfor the range20-25000kN/M2is I ms [5.10].The
flow sensorpresentedhere is basically a pressuretransducer. Furthermore, target flow
sensorshave also been used in the past to measurethe thrust and propellant flowrates
for evaluating the performance of rocket thrusters. The quick responseof the flowmeter
it
made possible to throttle a pulse as small as 10 ynilliseconds. [5.11]. Hence, the
experimental arrangementdescribed in Section 5.5.3 was used to detect the responseof
the sensor.

5.5.3 Dropping weight experiments
In this configuration,the flow sensorwas clampedon one end andheld horizontally.A
weight of 50 g was held directly abovethe free end of the sensor.Labview was once
again used to acquirethe response,using the virtual instrumentprogram shown in
Figure 5.10.The samplerate was set at 100 andthe numberof samplesat 500, so that
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data was acquiredevery 0.01 secondfor a period of 5 seconds.Once the acquisition
started,the weight was droppedso that it madecontactwith the edge of the rubber
beamof the sensor,beforefalling into a holderbelow it, andthe deflectionof the sensor
was detectedand analysedusingthe VI. The deflectionthat the sensorunderwentwas
front
high
indicated
by
5.13
V.
Figure
1.6
the
the
shows
sufficiently
as
sensoroutput of
panelof the VI with the responseand Figure 5.14 showsthe sameresponseplotted by
file, Excel.The sensorindicateda 95% responsetime of 50 milliseconds
the spreadsheet
and a time constantof 30 milliseconds.This experimentwas repeatedeleventimes and
similarvalueswereobtainedfor the responsetime.

1.8 0
>

1.4-1.2--

CL
4.0
=
0
L.
0

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2--

Cl) -0.2
-0.4-

0.1

0.2

015

Time (secs)
Figure 5.14: Responsetime determinationby weight-droppingexperiment
However,during three out of theseelevenexperiments,the responsewas obtainedas
indicatedin Figure5.15.This happenedwhenthe weight wasmadeto fall directlyon the
longitudinalface of the rubberbeamof the sensor,insteadof falling on its edge.The
responsetime was again50 milliseconds.But the output was oscillatingabout its final
value with decreasingamplitudesuntil the oscillationscame to rest. This was the
responsedueto both the sensorandthe weight andhenceinertiawas presentandenergy
was being dissipated.However, the purpose of the experimentwas to obtain the
responsetime of the flow sensor.A 95% responsetime of 50 millisecondsindicatesa
flow sensorwith a very fast responsetime.
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5.6 DiSCUSSION
This chapterhas reviewedthe experimentsconductedto determinethe performance
characteristics
of the electricalstrain gaugeflow sensor.From the tests conductedto
has
flow
it
has
been
the
the
that
the
sensor
analyse staticcharacteristics
shown
of
sensor,
a linear and stableresponse,negligiblehysteresisand a repeatabilityof 0.022%. The
experimentsthat were conductedto determinethe responsetime indicatedthat the
sensor has a very fast response time of 50 milliseconds. These performance
characteristics
of the flow sensorhaveindicatedthat the sensorhasthe potentialityfor
in Chapter9.
commercialexploitationasdiscussed
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CHAPTER 6
A REVIEW OF OPTICAL FIBRE SENSORS

6.1 INTRODUCTION TO OPTICAL FIBRE SENSORS
The basis of operation of fibre optic sensorsis the translation of the measurand,into a
changein one or more parametersof a light beam. The physical quantity being measured
can be physical, chemical, biological or biomedical. The light parameters that can be
modulated, include one or more of the following: Intensity, Phase, Polarisation,
Wavelength and Transmissiontime.

Fibreoptic sensorsusuallyincorporateeitherglass/glass,
glass/plasticfibresor all-plastic
fibres.Plasticfibres haveparticularadvantages
for sensorapplicationsbecausethey are
inexpensiveand havea relativelylarge diameterof 0.5-1.0 nun, making connectionto
the sourceand detectoreasy.However,plasticfibres cannotbe usedin certainhostile
environmentswherethey may be severelydamaged,[6.1] Another disadvantage
of this
fibre is that it hasa largeattenuationwhichmaybe a problemwhenremotemeasurement
over largedistancesarerequired.
Opticalmethodsfor sensingapplicationswere well established
beforethe 1970s.These
sensorsexploited a range of mechanismsfrom simple optical switchesbasedupon
interruptingan opticalbeam,to sophisticated
interferometry.A commonfeatureof most
optical instrumentationis that it is delicate,in the sensethat if the optical alignmentis
disturbed,the performancewill rapidly be degraded.Despite the high performance
offeredby conventionaloptical sensors,very few had emergedfrom the optical bench
laboratory.Although it was apparentthat existing optical sensorscould be 'fiberised'
very few componentshadbeendevelopedspecificallyfor optical fibre basedsensors.In
1976 and 1977 respectively,two paperswere publishedwhich may be regardedas
milestonesin the field of fibre optic sensors.Vali and Shorthill[6.2] introduceda Sagnac
Interferometerwith a reciprocal optical path implementedwith an optical fibre and
Rogers [6.3] demonstratedthe remote measurementof current basedupon Faraday
rotation in a coil of very low bireffingencesinglemodefibre. Theseexperimentsshowed
that optical fibres had the potentialto be exploitedin different ways in many sensing
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detected
initial
Subsequent
the
to
these
applications.
experiments, rangeof measurands
by fibre optic sensorshas increasedrapidly, as has the number of transduction
mechanisms
which havebeenexploited.
The main advantagesof fibre optic sensors[6.4,6.5] over conventionalelectronic
sensorsinclude:
" Immunity to electromagneticinterference, which renders fibre optic sensorsideal for
applications such as in switch gear and power stations.
" High reliability and capability of working in many kinds of hostile environment.
" Fibre optic sensorscharacteristicallyenjoy long life. For example,the life expectancy
of reflective fibre optic switches is quoted at 10 million operations [6.1].
" Development of

electrically isolated devices compatible with intrinsic safety

requirements. This enables optical fibre sensors to be used for high voltage and
medical applications.
" Passive operation (all dielectric) ensuring that no power or electrical circuits are
required at the sensingpoint.
" Long transmissiondistancesallowing use for remote or distributed sensingdue to low
lossesachievablein optical fibres
" Chemical immunity to corrosion, enabling use in hostile environments like the
chemicalplant applications and invasive sensorsin the humanbody.
" Small size, low cost and light weight particularly with the advent of integrated optical
techniques.
" Large bandwidth due to inherent high bandwidth of optical fibres.
Capability of electrical and optical multiplexing.
High temperatureperformance.
Component costs driven by large commercial telecommunication and optoelectronic
market.
Optical fibres are used to sensethe changes in a measurandin two distinct ways
which gives rise to two major classes of fibre optic sensor, intrinsic sensors and
extrinsic sensors,illustrated in Figure 6.1.

1. In the case of intrinsic sensors,the measuranddirectly modulatessome physical
property of the fibre. The fibre sensorrelies on the propertiesof the optical fibre
133

itself to convertthe action of the measurandinto a modulationof the light beam
passingthrough it.
2. Extrinsic sensors are sensors in which the light leaves the fibre and enters a
physically separatemodulator, where the characteristicsof the light are changedby
the measurand. The light then enters the same or a different return fibre. The
advantage of extrinsic sensors is that modulators can be specially designed to
maximise the modulation depth, making available a wider range of modulation
mechanismsthan for intrinsic modulators. The disadvantageis that the number of
optical interfaces is increased,with a resultant loss of optical power and the danger
of contamination of optical surfaces.

OPTICAL FIBERS

LIGHT

SENSOR

SOURCE

SYSTEM

INTRINSIC

DETECTOR

EXTRINSIC

1)
fd

Figure 6 1: Extrinsicand intrinsicfibre optic sensors.
( E. Udd,1991)
The next section summarisesthe different transduction mechanismsemployed in optical

fibre sensors.This chapterthen reviews the various optical fibre flow sensorsand
discussestheir working principle.
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6.2 TRANSDUCTION MECHANISMS

Fibreoptic sensorsmayalsobe subdividedby transductionmechanisms
andclassifiedas
intensity modulated, polarisation modulated, wavelength modulated, or

phase

modulated.Intensity sensorstend to be based on multimode fibre, whereasonly
monomodefibres are used to modulatethe other light parameters.In general,the
performance offered by an interferometric or phasesensorfor physical measurements,is
much greater in terms of range to resolution, than an intensity sensor for the same
measurand.A summary of the transduction mechanismswhich can be exploited is given

in Table6.1. Someof thesemechanisms
aredescribedin the sectionsthat follow.
Table 6.1: Summaryoffibre sensingmechanismswhich can be exploited infibre optic

sensors.
Intensitychangesvia

Polarisation

Wavelength and Interferometric

changesvia

frequency

changes

changesvia
Microbendingloss

Faradayrotation

Fluorescence

Breakage

Kerr effect

Phosphorescenceinterferometers

Transmission-

Pockelseffect
Photoelasticeffect

Reflection

Dual

beam

Multiple beam
interferometers

Refractiveindex
Evanescent
fields
Absorption
Molecularscattering
Modified cladding

6.2.1 Intensity modulated Sensors

The sensordevelopedin this projectusesthe intensitymodulationmechanism;
therefore
it is appropriateto describeIntensitymodulatedsensorsand their working principlein
detail. Of the manyindividualfibre sensortypes demonstratedin the lab, fibre intensity
sensorsare most advancedfrom an engineeringand commercial standpoint. Fibre optic

intensitysensorspredominatein industrialapplicationsfor severalreasonswhich include:
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"

Simple to implement.

"

Simple, manufacturable sensor assemblies.

"

Simple, low cost signal processors, such as photodiodes to convert intensity to
be
then
processed.
electrical signal which can

"

Ability

to maximise the power through the sensor as opposed to wavelength

diffraction
filters,
isolated
is
using
modulation where one wavelength or waveband
budget.
the
gratings, etc which reduces
overall power
"

Ability to provide an absolute measurement and being particularly well adapted for
digital measurements.

These advantages of the Intensity modulated sensors gave the author enough reasons to
choose this form of modulation over the others.

6 2.1.1MicrohendingSensors
bending
due
fibre
the
NEcrobending
loss
light
from
to
of
sensorscausesa
a multimode
of
fibre. Figure 6.2 showsthe basic idea of a microbendingsensor.A fibre is mounted
betweena pair of platescontainingparallelgrooves.When pressurepushesthe plates
together, it causesmicrobendsin the fibre, which let some light leak out, reducing
by
by
fibre.
Microbending
transmitted
this
the
opticalpower
phenomenon
sensorsexploit
bendingthe fibre on a scale comparablewith its diameter.Light is coupled from
into
from
the
it
be
the
to
to
transferred
core
propagationmodes radiationmodes,causing
cladding, instead of being internally reflected. The more severe the mechanical
perturbationor bending,the more light is coupledto radiationmodesand is lost. Thus
it
the importantcharacteristics
that
usesa multimodeoptical
sensor
are
of a microbend
fibre, it is a light intensity sensorand the light intensity decreaseswith mechanical
bending.Mcrobending sensorscan thereforebe used to measureforce, pressureor
force
[6.71.
displacement
be
to
andotherparameters
related
which can mechanically
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Figure 6 2: Microbending Sensors(J Hecht: 1993)
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Figure 63: Transmission-Reflectionmodulation sensors-basic shutter modulator
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Figure 6 4: Characteristic of the shutter modulator (Grattan KTV., 1995)
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6 2.1.2 Breakage or crack sensors
NEcrobend sensors are not supposed to strain fibres to the breaking point. However,
for
be
for
break
fibres,
in
that
sensing,
severe strains can
can
useful
and
some cases
exampleto verify the structural integrity of a dam [6.8]. The optical fibres are embedded
in a concrete matrix and the intensity of light transmitted is monitored for sudden
changes.If internal stressescausedthe concrete to crack inside the dam, it could snap
the embedded fibre, causing the light intensity to drop. This could be a vital early
warning of structural problems.
6.2.1.3 Transmission-Reflectionmodulation sensors
The generic form of modulator which represents this family of sensors is the planar
shutter moving across the optical channel transversely, to reduce the channelcrosssection and hence its transmission. (Figure 6.3). The light intensity transmitted is
governed by a reduction in the area of the optical aperture, and hence the spatial
displacement of the shutter. [6.6]. Although the modulation is not rigorously linear
(Figure 6.4), there is an extended midrange over which approximate linearity and hence
resolution is maintained.
A similar analysis applies to a modulator in which the light beam from the addressing

fibre,is expandedby a lensinto a largercross-sectionparallelbeambeforebeingfocused
for collectionby the receivingfibre
The analysis may also be applied to two overlapping gratings (one stationary and the
other movable) consisting of alternate transparent and opaque regions of equal width.
Movement of one grating with respective to the other produces transmission changes
from 50% of the noninterrupted beam value (when the opaque fringes overlap) to zero
(when the opaque and transparent fringes overlap). The resulting light modulation
becomesperiodic as a function of movable grating position. (Figure 6.5).

An importantsubsetof this classof sensorsinvolvesa reflectingelementwhoseposition
determinesthe light intensitydivertedonto a receivingfibre. (Figure6.6)
Although the reflectiveand transmissivemodulatorsprimarily detect displacementthey
may be used in combinationwith other primary transductionmeansfor monitoring
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(Grattan KTV 1995)
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Figure 6.6: Moving reflector monitor (Grattan KTV. 1995)
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otherparameterssuchas pressure(via membranedisplacement)
andelectriccurrent(via
displacement).
electromagnetic
6 2.1.4Sensorsbasedon reftactiveindexchanges
Intrinsic attenuationmodulationis due to changesin the light intensity propagating
through a fibre when the normal processof total internalreflection,which assiststhe
is perturbed.In termsof geometricoptics, the conditionfor modulationis
transmission,
0. < sidl (n2/ ni)
This may be achieved by varying the refractive indices of the core or cladding (ni, n2
respectively), or geometry of the fibre core governed, so that the ray propagation angle
(0. ) is affected. Changes in the refractive index of the cladding may be induced in a
number of ways, each corresponding to the potential for sensinga different parameter.

The claddingmay be madefrom electro-optic,or magneto-opticor photoelastic(e.g.
[6-9]) materialto form electric field, magneticfield or pressuresensitivemodulators.
Liquid leveldetectors(e.g. [6.10]) havebeendemonstrated,
wherebythe presenceof the
liquid adjacentto the fibre causesthe necessaryrefractiveindex changeto reducethe
signalintensityin the fibre core.(Figure6.7).
6 2.1.5Modulation by evanescent
wavecoupling
Refractiveindex changescan also be inducedsimply by the microdisplacement
of two
fibres,so that a thin layerof the surroundingmediumwith its different
index
is
refractive
introduced.This phenomenonof total internalreflectioncalledfrustratedtotal internal
reflection(FTIR) or attenuatedtotal internalreflection(ATR) involvesthe penetrationof
the electromagneticwave into the adjoiningmediumto a depth d (evanescentfield)
which is of the order of the optical wavelength.Thus, displacementof the two fibres
relativeto eachother (Figure6.8) over distancesof this order, changesthe conditionfor
internalreflectionby perturbingthe evanescentfield associatedwith the wave and so
modulatesthe light flux in the fibre. Figure6.9 showsanotherform of sensorwheretwo
fibres are placed side by side and evanescentcoupling takes place dependingon the
separationof the fibres.Displacements
of lessthanthe wavelengthof light used,may be
resolved.[6.11
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6 2.1.6Absorptionand light scatteringsensors
Intensitymodulationby absorptionbandsin chemicalshasbeenusedfor sometypes of
developments
One
for
both
[6.12]
the
of
early
sensors
physicalandchemicalparameters.
in
N02
N204and
the
a capsule
sealed
measured absorptionof an equilibriumn-dxtureof
is
in
light
fibre
bundle
(Figure
Absorption
6.10).
the
the
gas strongly
at
of
end of a
high
This devicewas intendedfor temperaturemeasurement
temperature-dependent.
of
voltagetransformerwindings.
Scatterlossarisesprincipally becauseof random fluctuations in the compositionand
densityof the core of a fibre. In a well-madehigh-silicafibre, the main contributionto
the scatterlossis dueto Rayleighscattering,wherethe materialfluctuationsoccur over
a scale which is short compared to the wavelength, X. Rayleighscattering
V,
characteristically
variesas
so short wavelengthsare scatteredmuch more strongly
thanlong wavelengths.In fibreswith dopedsilicacores,the magnitudeof the scattering
increaseswith the dopinglevel. Sensorsbasedon light scatteringare usedfor turbidity
direct
(i.
The
in
due
loss
to
the
transmission
measurement e. measurement
of
scattering).
measurement
of the scatteredlight level is alsopossible.The presenceof oil in water can
be measuredby monitoringthe transmittedlight andthe level of light scatteredfrom oil
dropletsin the sample.
6.2.1.7Modified cladding
The attenuationin a fibre canbe modifiedby removingthe normal claddingof the fibre
andreplacingby either a liquid or anothersolid claddingmaterial,either of which hasa
refractive index with a high positive or negativetemperaturecoefficient. The most
sensitivefibres are thosein which the indicesof the core and claddingare nearlyequal,
yet have different temperaturecoefficients.If the temperaturerises, the indices may
approachunity, giving riseto a significantlossof light from the core.
A commerciallyavailablesilicone-resincoatedtype of silica fibre can act as a detector
for low temperatures,becausethe coefficientof refractive index with temperatureis
greaterfor the initially lower index siliconecladdingthan it is for silica. However,at a
temperaturebelow -250C,the claddingincreasesin refractiveindexto a valueabovethat
fibre
be
loss
hence
Such
high
losses.
the
can
of
core,with a resulting
a
of guidance,and
usedfor the distributeddetectionof cryogenicliquid leaks.
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A simplelevel detectorcanbe madefrom a loop of uncladfibre as shownin figure 6.11.
Whena liquid coversthe loop, the higher-order guidedlight modesare lost from the
fibre into the liquid. [6.13]
6.2.2 Polarisation modulated sensors
A number of materials,when exposedto electric or magnetic fields, exhibit effects which
light.
beam
The main physical
the
transmitted
can alter
of
state of polarisation of a
interaction mechanismsare the Faraday,Pockels and Kerr effects and photoelastic effect.
Theseeffects can be used for a direct optical measurement of electric or magnetic fields,
fields.
by
for
indirect
the
or
an
measurementof voltage and current which are produced
Fibre optic sensors have been developed using electro-optic

and

magneto-optic

The
Such
sensors.
materials.
polarisation modulation sensors are called polarimetric
polarisation characteristicsof a light signal may also be altered by propagation through a
bireffingent medium.

Oneof the bestknown intrinsicsensorsbasedon polarisationmodulationis the Faraday
helium-neon
device
[6.14].
(Figure
6.12)
In
this
effect current sensor
plane-polarised
laser light is launchedinto a speciallydesignedsingle-modefibre having very low
intrinsicbireffingence.Bireffingencedescribesa materialwhich is optically anisotropic,
two axesof refraction.The fibre is coiled arounda currentcarryingbus-bar.
possessing
The associatedmagneticfield rotatesthe planeof polarisationof the incidentlight and
the polarisationchangeis related to the magnitudeof the current by measuringthe
output of the fibre using a simplepolarisationanalyserconsistingof a Wollastonprism
and two optical detectors.Currentsof typically 10,000ampereshave beenmeasured,
with a resolutionof 30 amperes.Suchlargecurrentsare typical of the electricitysupply
industry.
Another family of polarisation modulation sensorsis that based on photo-elasticity (i. e.
stress-inducedbireffingence in normally isotropic optical materials when subjected to
anisotropic strain). The photoelastic sensor works on an optical principle where the
anisotropic strain is the perturbing influence (rather than electrical voltage).
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6.2.3 Wavelength and frequency modulated sensors
The next category of sensorsare those based on modulation of optical wavelength or
frequency. A modulation of optical frequency inevitably involves equivalent changesin
in
by
Wavelength
optical wavelength.
modulation sensorsoperate measuringchanges the
spectrum,the wavelength distribution of light arriving at the optical receiver. To achieve
this in a readily detectablemanner, relatively large changesin transmitted, fluorescent or
reflected spectra are desirable. Such modulation may be achievedby the use of specially
designedsensingheadsincorporating spectral filters. Alternatively, the use of materials,
such as fluorescent speciesor indicator dyes, which have characteristic change in their
optical emissionor transmissionspectrabrought about by interaction with the measurand
may be used. (e.g. the absorption spectraof various gasesmay be used to determinetheir
concentration). In wavelength-modulation sensor systems, optical receivers generally
tend to be slightly more complex than for simple intensity types. Prior to detection, some
form of wavelength analysis or filtering is required, and this involves the utilisation of
more specialised optical components, such as dichroic beam splitters, optical filters,
diffraction gratings or other dispersive elements, and even complete miniaturised solid
state spectrophotometers.The main advantageof spectral-filtering sensorsover simpler
intensity-basedsensorsis that in the former the required information does not lie in the
,
,
measurementof the absolute intensity, but rather in the distribution of intensity at a
number of selected wavelengths. Therefore these sensorstend to be less sensitive to
overall changes in the attenuation characteristics of components such as fibres,
connectors, cables and optical sources. A range of sensors for measuring physical,
chemical and biomedical parameters have been designed under this category of
transduction. [6.15]

Fluorescenceand phosphorescence
are modulationmechanismsin which the spectral
content of emitted light is altered. The modulatingmaterial emits light at different
wavelengthto the incident light under certain conditions brought about by the
measurand.For example,Luxtron Co. (USA) has developeda medicalthermometer,
based on the temperaturevariation with fluorescencequenching,of a rare earth
phosphormixtureat the endof an opticalfibre probe.[6.16]
Under the frequency modulated sensorsthe most widely implemented sensorsare those

basedon laserDopplervelocimetry.Laserlight reflectedoff a movingobjectundergoes
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is
light
frequency
doppler
frequency
In
the
the
mixed
shifted
simplestcase,where
a
shift.
from
directly
beam
derived
the optical source,an
on a photodetectorwith a reference
intermediatefrequencysignalis equalto the dopplerfrequencyshift. A typical set-upof
is shownin Figure 1.18in Chapter1. Laserlight is passed
the laserDoppleranemometer
througha polarisingbeamsplitterinto a multimodeopticalfibre immersedin the medium
by
fibre
into
is
light
is
backscattered
be
Some
the
the
to
whose velocity
measured.
mediumand transmittedto the detectioncircuitry via the beam splitter. Optical fibre
Doppler probeshave been developedto measureparticle flow in fluids and invasive
blood flow. [6.15]
6.2.4 Phase Modulated sensors

The final modulation mechanism,which applies to fibre optic sensors,utilises the
measurand-induced
phasemodulationof light guidedin optical fibres.Phasemodulated
optical fibre sensorsuse fibres as the two arms of an optical interferometer.Use of
A
optical fibres enablelong optical pathsto be assembled
problems.
alignment
without
fibre basedopticalinterferometerenablesinterferometryto be performedin the field in a
compactandruggedinstrument.Whenmonochromaticlight is travellingalonga singlemode optical fibre waveguide, a phase change ((pi) occurs due to the delay
characteristics
of the optical fibre. The valueof 91 canundergolarge changeswhen the
single-modefibre waveguideis subjectto temperatureor pressurechanges[6.17] or
tensilestrain[6,18].
6 2.4.1 Principle of interferometry
In order to detect a change in optical phase, some form of optical interferometer is
required. In this arrangement,part of the light from the optical source is split off into a
different optical path of length L2, to serve as an optical phase reference when later
recombined. Assuming that the path L2 is in a similar single-mode fibre, then 92 is the
phaseof the light as it emergesfrom the referencefibre. It is arrangedthat, ideally, this
fibre will not be subjected to the effect of the measurand and therefore, (P2remains
constant.The interference of the light emerging from the referenceand sensorfibres can
be treated in the sameway as that from a two-beam interferometer. The output intensity,
I t, is therefore of the form:
...
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Iout

-:

-' Il + 12 +2

TII2

COS {91 +, A(P I- 92)

(6.2)

Here I, and 12are the individual intensitiesfrom each path. The sensitivityof this
functionto smallchangesbecomesa maximumwhen (PI - 92 takeson valuesequalto
7r/2,3n/2,5 7r/2..... At thesepoints(termedthe "quadraturepoints"), a maximumchange
occursin the outputintensityfor a given Ay.
There are severalcommon arrangementsfor fibre interferometers.In general,fibre
interferometers
interferometers.
beam
be
beam
two
can classifiedas
andmultiple
6.2.4.2 Two beam interferometers
The simplestinterferometers divide the light from a source into two beamswhich follow
separatepaths before they are recombined. These are called two-beam interferometers.
The configuration of two types of two-beam interferometers implemented in fibre-optic
form (i. e. the Michelson and Mach Zender) are shown schematicallyin Figure 6.13a an
6.13b respectively.By suitably coating the sensingfibre, the interferometer can be made
particularly sensitiveto a wide range of measurands.There has been considerableinterest
shown in the use of fibre optic Mach Zender interferometer for the measurementof
magneticfields. [6.19] In this method, one arm of the interferometer is either coated with
or bonded to a magnetorestrictive material. Under the influence of a magnetic field, the
magnetorestrictive materials apply a longitudinal strain on the fibre, this causing the
be
field
low
in
fibre.
light
Very
required optical phase change of the
the
can
magnetic
detectedthis way. The final two-beam interferometer to be consideredis the optical fibre
Sagnac interferometer which forms the basis of the optical fibre gyroscope. In this
configuration, the beamstravel through the sameclosed path, but in opposite directions
as shown in Figure 6.14. Phasedifferencesbetween the counter-propagating beamsare
createdby nonreciprocity in the optical path. The main application of this interferometer
is to detect rotation, which is one source of such nonreciprocity.

Such interferometricdevicesare extremelysensitiveand are capableof very high
They are intrinsic sensorsas the measurandacts upon the
resolutionmeasurements.
opticalpropertiesof the fibre.
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6.2.4.3Multiple beaminterferometers.
Multiple beaminterferometersdivide the light into manyseparatepathsbeforen-dxing.
Oneway to achievethis is to constructan optical cavity which possesses
a singlepath,
which is traversedmany times by an input beam.If the sensingregion is within the
cavity,the measurand
actson the light on everypass, potentiallygreatlymultiplyingthe
effect on the pathlength.The resulting interferencebetweenthe many progressively
delayedwavesproducesa transmissioncharacteristics
behaviour.
has
a resonant
which
Oneform of this type of interferometeris the Fabry-Perotinterferometerwhich hasbeen
usedto measuretemperature,mechanicalvibration,magneticfields, voltage and strain.
T. Liu et al have demonstratedthe use of a multimode extrinsic Fabry-Perot
interferometricsensorto measurequasi-staticanddynamicstrain in composites.
[6.20]
6.3 REVIEW OF OPTICAL FIBRE FLOW SENSORS
Flow sensingis of particularinterestin this thesis;therefore thereis a needfor a review
on the differentopticalfibre flow sensorsusedin industry.In recentyears,considerable
interesthas been shown in the possibility of using optical sensingtechniquesfor the
measurement
of flow. Severaloptical flowmetershave beenproposedin the last few
years,which havebeenreviewedby Baker andMorris [6.21] andDickinson[6.22]. One
of the conclusionsdrawn by Baker and Morris is that the most successfuloptical
flowmeter design are likely to be those which are based on existing flowmeter
constructions.The optical fibre flow sensordevelopedin this project is basedon an
existingflowmeter- the target flowmeterreviewedin ChaptersI and4. As the different
typesof flow metersin generalhavealreadybeendiscussedin Chapter1, the following
sectionassessesthe suitability of optical sensingtechniques for the varioustypes of
flowmetersreviewedin that chapter.
6.3.1 Variable area optical flowmeters
Rotameter

have
been
type
traditionally
variable
area
meters
used to give a visual
indication of flowrate [Chapter 1.3.1.1]. This limits their use to areas to which the
operator has a direct line of sight to the meter. The application of a suitable meansfor
sensingthe float position would allow them to be interrogated remotely. Several such
devices have been proposed which are based on optical sensing mechanisms. The
in
fluid.
However,
devices
light
the
these
that
the
through
majority of
should pass
require
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manycases,this doesnot provideany great obstaclesince'rotameters'are often made
from glassor clearplasticandareusedto monitorclearliquid andgasflows.
In the device describedby Smart [6.23 ], which is now commercially available,arrays of

semiconductorsourcesand detectors are located vertically on opposite sides of a
rotameter-type variable area meter. Nine equally spaced sources are used with eight
detectors, which are similarly equally spaced,but are shifted by half a pitch with respect
to the source array, as shown schematically in Figure 6.15. A coarse estimate of the
position of the float is obtained, by sequentiallyactivating the sources and scanningthe
detectors electronically. This indicates which pair of detectors are closest to a
prescribed
edge of the float. The analog outputs from these detectors are then simply processedin
order to yield an accuratemeasurementof float position.

In anotherdesignproposedby Norgate [6.24], an electro-optictechniqueis used, in
which the resistanceof a wedge-shaped
photoconductivefilm variesas the shadowof
the rotameterfloat movesalongits length.
6.3.2 Fibre optic Impeller devices

Turbinemetersare often usedfor highly accurateflow measurement
in the smallerpipe
diametersandfor relativelycleanfluids. [Chapter1.3.3.3].It is
relativelysimpleto pass
light acrossthe pipe from a fibre-optic
emitter such that the exposedlight beam is
'chopped'by the impellerblades.At presentthe read-outis
often via magneticlinkage
from a coded disc attachedto the impeller shaft. There
are obvious advantagesto a
purely optical passivedetection system,and the use of a coded disc is not novel.
Different approachesare found in the mode of detection from the coded disc, i.e.
reflectiveand transmissive.The former hasthe advantageof havingonly one fibre lead
to the sensor.In the deviceproposedby PlaceandMaurer [6.25], the optical sensoris in
the form of a reflective devicein which the reflector is attachedto a spring. On the
undersideof the springis a smallmagnet.As shownin Figure 6.16, in operation,this
magnetis attractedto the passingturbineblades,which arealsomagnetised.
Hence,each
blade passageresults in a slight tilting of the
reflector and hencea decreasein the
amount of light collected by the return fibre. Since the intensity variations thus
producedcanbe readilyresolved at a remotedetectionpoint (severalhundred meters),
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hazardous
in
for
is
the
the authorsclaimthat this type of pick-up particularlysuited use
both
industry
difficult
in
the
on andoff-shore.
and
oil andgas
environments
encountered
This form of detectionhas severaldisadvantages.
Theseincludethe drag producedby
the detector,the setting up of eddy currentsin the pipe walls by the motion of the
bladesandthe strict alignmenttolerancesimposedon the sensormechanism.
magnetised
6.3.3 Vortex shedding optical flow sensors
Vortex sheddingflowmeters [Chapter 1.3.3.4] rely on the regular generation of a series
of vortices

downstream of a bluff-body inserted in the flow line. Vortex sensing

techniques used in

include
instruments
capacitive and
commercially available

piezoelectric pressure sensor and strain dependent vortex sensors. One of the main
problems with present designs is the difficulty in detecting vortices at low flowrates.
Several optical techniques have been proposed which are claimed to overcome this
problem. Theseinclude the monitoring of variations in pressureand straining of the bluff
body which are describedin the following sections.
6.3.3.1 Pressure basedvortex sensors

The sensordescribedby Bamard [6.26] is a hybrid electro-opticvortex detectorbased
on a piezoelectricpressuresensingdiaphragmanda liquid crystallight modulator.The
is shownschematically
in Figure6.17. The modulatorconsistsof a layer of
arrangement
a liquid crystalon a reflectivebase.Whena voltageis appliedacrossthe modulator,the
liquid crystalbecomesopaque.In Bamard'sdevice,this modulatorforms the reflectorin
a fibre optic reflectivesensorhousedin the bluff body of a vortex meter.Whenvortices
are shed, the oscillatory differential pressure across the bluff body causes the
piezoelectricelementto flex and relax. With the output voltage from the piezoelectric
elementconnectedacrossthe modulator,the intensityof the reflectedlight is modulated
at the vortex sheddingfrequency.The advantagesof this sensoris that it has a built-in
power supplywhich respondsreadilyto the desiredmeasurandandthat the flowmeteris
electricallyisolated from both the processfluid and the outside world. The major
problemsare likely to be the temperaturestability of the deviceand the ageingof the
liquid crystal. A sensordesign which has the advantagethat the optical sensingis
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[6.27].
In
Nfiyoshi
by
has
been
Tsuruoka
their
the
and
performedoutside pipe
proposed
design, a pair of pressureports within the bluff body transmitthe pressurefrom either
in
is
bluff
body
the
to
the
to
the sensingmechanism
sideof
pipe as shown
which external
Figure 6.18. The sensingmechanismconsistsof a thin plate which is causedto flap in
responseto the oscillatorydifferentialpressureacrossthe body. This plate is centred
magnetically.The fact that the sensoris locatedoutsidethe confinesof the pipe implies
that it may be possibleto replacethe sensorwithout havingto shut down the process.
The remoteness
of the sensorfrom the processfluid alsoimpliesthat sucha construction
couldbe usedin the meteringof hightemperaturefluids.
6 3.3.2 Strain basedvortex sensors

In the designdescribedby Sovik [6.28], the flowmeteris of a dual body construction.
The first bluff body is fixed and acts merely as a vortex generatorwhile the second,
which is only fixed at one end, acts as a transducingelement.The transducingelement
forms one arm of a leverwhosepivot is a sealin the wall of the pipe. The other arm of
the lever is connectedto a pinch plate as shownin Figure 6.19. This pinch plate forms
half of a fibre optic microbendsensor.The pinchplatewhich formsthe other half of the
sensoris fixed to the flowmeter housing.The sheddingof vortices by the first body
causesthe transducingelementto oscillate transverselyto the flow direction. This
oscillatory strainingis transmittedvia the levering action to the microbendsensor.
Hence,the intensityof the detectedlight from the sensoris modulatedat the vortex
shedding frequency.This is the configurationused in the only currently available
opticallysensedvortex flowmeter.
6.3.4 Thermal flowmeters

The principle of the two major thermal flow sensors the hot wire and hot film
anemometershave been reviewedin Chapter 1.3.4.1. Optical sensingtechniquesare
presentlymore expensiveto implement than electronicmethodsand it is therefore
envisagedthat they will not be developedto any great extent in this area.The only
possibleexceptionis the developmentof an accurate,low-cost optical temperature
sensorfor usein somethermalflowmetersas proposedby Theoderescuet al [6.29]. In
their device,a short section of a metalpipeis electricallyheatedat constantpower as
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heat
awaywith
shownin Figure 6.20.The fluid passesthroughthe sectionand convects
it. The amountby which the sectionis cooledis dependenton the fluid flowrate.A layer
of cholestericliquid crystal, in good thermalcontactwith the pipe section,is usedto
indicateits temperature.The temperatureof the sectionis derivedfrom the colour of the
liquid crystal.Hence,after calibration,the colour of the liquid crystal may be usedto
infer the fluid flowrate.
This design has the advantagethat no obstruction is presentedto the flow. In addition,
by using fibre optic transmission,it is possibleto interrogate it remotely. However, it has
severaldisadvantages.In common with all thermal flowmeters, it is sensitiveto changes
in thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity which may result from variations in the
fluid composition. Also, in addition to its dependenceon flowrate, the amount by which
the pipe section is cooled dependson the temperature of the fluid itself The technique
used by the authors to minimise this effect is to operate the heater at a very high
temperature.This can reduce the effect but may result in overheating of the equipment.
6.3.5 Ultrasonic optical flowmeters

Of the devices included under the category of the ultrasonic flowmeters [Chapter
1.3.3.5], only the cross-correlationand related transit time techniquesare likely to
undergofurther developmentfrom the point of view of optical sensing.Cross-correlation
flowmetersoperateby measuringthe transit time of a tagging signal(from turbulence,
particles,etc.) in the flow betweento axiallyseparatedsensors.The signalsproducedby
the detectorsboth vary randomlyasa functionof time. However,the transittime maybe
readily obtainedas the value at which their temporalcross-correlationis a maximum.
The flowrateis inverselyproportionalto this transittime.
The optical cross-correlationflowmeter describedby Nord [6,30] is used in the
metering of paper pulp stock. In this device, which is now commerciallyavailable,
reflection of light from particlesin. the fluid is used. In the currently availablemodel,
shownin Figure 6.21, short fibres are usedto connectthe sourcesand detectorsin the
body of the flowmeterto windowsin the pipe wall. The correlationis performedwithin
the flowmeteritself andthe transittime betweenthe two sensorsis thus obtained.
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6.4 DisCUSSION
This chapterhas reviewedthe different modulatingmechanismsusing optical fibres
in
in
different
be
fibres
have
that
the
to
showing
ways many
potential
exploited
optical
detail
in
have
been
Intensity
greater
sensingapplications.
reviewed
modulatedsensors
has
in
developed
thanthe othermechanisms
this
the
that
usedthis
project
as
sensor
was
principle.Last but not the least,the different flow measuringtechniquesusing optical
fibres havebeendiscussedin order to have an overall understandingof the different
waysin which fibre opticshasinfluencedthis importantpart of the industry- fluid flow
measurement.
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CHAPTER7
THE FIBRE OPTIC STRAIN GAUGE

Althoughattenuationin optical fibresis a disadvantage
it hasproven
in communications,
itself usefulasa transductionmechanism
in fibre optic intensitysensors.For applications
wherethe sensitivityis the primaryconsideration,optical interferometricsensorshaveno
equal.On the other hand,multimodefibre sensorsare preferredin applicationswhere
simplicityand robustnessare of paramountimportance.Many existingmultimodefibre
strain sensorsrequire the use of external structures to induce perturbationson
fibres.[7.1-7.3].Presentedin this chapteris a new classof optical fibre strainsensorthat
do not requirethe use of externalstructuresto imposeperturbationson fibres.Instead,
groovesare formed directly into the fibre claddingand extendinginto the core. Such
groovedfibre sensingelementshavebeenfabricatedand testedas strain sensors.These
grooved fibre sensingelementsmay be used as the basis for simple and reasonably
sensitivesensors,one applicationof which is the optical fibreflow sensordescribedin
Chapter8.
7.1 THE POLYMER FIBRE STRAIN SENSOR FABRICATION

The strainsensorcomprisesa single1 mm diametermultimodeplasticoptical fibre. The
fibre has a core diameter of 0.980 mm, and is formed from pure Poly-MethylMethacrylate(PMMA), and this is surroundedby a thin claddinglayer (approximately
20 gm) of fluorinatedPMMA. Goodfibre endfaceterminationwasachievedusinga wet
(water)polishtechnique.
Optical fibres can be categorisedinto two main groups: multimode and single mode
fibres. There are a large variety of optical fibres availabletoday. They have different
characteristicswhich usually dependupon the materialand the techniqueused in the
fabricationprocess.Thenwhy wasmultimodeplasticfibreschosenfor this project?
7.1.1 Why Plastic Fibres?
All-plastic fibres have some important attractions. The large core diameter, and large
NA, typically 0.47, of plastic optical fibres (POF) make connection particularly easy and
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reliable.Thereis no needfor connectorswith tight mechanicaltolerancesas with glass
fibres and most connection techniquesutilise simple and cheap plastic moulded
connectors.Plastic fibres do not require expensiveequipmentsuch as cleaversand
mechanicalpolishingjig to achievea good couplingwith someother elementsof the
sensorlike photodetectorsor the light source.Due to the mechanicalpropertiesof the
plastic,the fibre is not as brittle as silica fibres giving it a better flexibility and easeof
handling. Furthermore,POF are less susceptibleto transmissionvariations due to
vibrationswhich is important in industrial environments.Plastic fibres are very cheap
(10.50/ m) andits low cost is an advantagewhen consideringthe cost of the sensorfor
commercialexploitation.Silicafibres,on the otherhand,tendto be stiff andexpensive.
Sincecommercialfibresare manufacturedas defect-freeaspossible,constructionof this
strain gaugerequiresthe introductionof groovesin a separateprocess.For this, the
fibre mustbe heatedto its softeningpoint (describedin Section7.1.2) and then cooled.
Becauseof the high softeningpoint of glassfibres (on the order of 10000C,depending
on their impurity content)andtheir brittle character,it was found that plasticfibreswere
vastlysimplerto work with. In additionto their ductility andlow softeningpoint, plastic
fibres havethe advantageof low rigidity, with a Young's modulusmore than twenty
times smaller than that of glass. Thus the POF are more sensitive when used in
transducersand hence more closely approach the ideal strain gauge. On the negative
side, all-plastic fibres have much higher attenuation comparedto their glass counterparts,

which may be a problemwhen remotemeasurement
over large distancesare required.
But for the envisagedapplicationof this flow sensor,this shouldnot be a problemas
their transmissionis completelyadequatein the visible and nearinfrared over the short
length required for the gauge and its leads, typically less than 3 m. The other
disadvantage
of plasticfibresarethat they havelessresistanceto high temperaturesthan
glasstypes.Low glasstransitiontemperatureslimit most plasticsto temperaturesbelow
about 850C.New types can operateup to 1250Cbut have higher losses(6.8]. These
temperaturelimits havebeenan importantproblemin automobileapplicationsbut for the

I

this shouldagainnot
measurement
of fluid flow in this projectbelow thesetemperatures,
be a problem.Table7.1 givesthe specificationsof the fibre usedin this project.
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Table7.1: 7hecharacteristicsof the plasticfibre (Supplier:Toraymanufacturers)
core material

(PMMA)
methacrylate
polymethyl.

cladding material

fluorinated polymer

core/claddingdiameter

I mm

Optical construction

step index

Attenuation at 665 nm

200 dB/km

Core refractive index

1.492

Cladding refractive index

1.417

Numerical Aperture

0.47

Acceptanceangle

560

Minimum bend radius

15 nim

Tensile strength

5 kg

Operating temperaturerange

C
850
to
-300

Maximum temperature

100, C

7.1.2 The Fibre Groove

The optical fibre strain sensorusesIrmn diameterPMMA fibre as the sensingelement.
This is sensitisedto deformationby buildingmultiplegroovesextendingto the centreof
the fibre. The grooves were formed using a hot scalpel, and a V-groove template

designedby the author and manufacturedin the departmentworkshop to ensure
uniformity of grooves. This was then allowed to cool for a few minutes before being put
to the test. The dimensions of the groove were measuredin situ using a microscope

which allowedthe groove apexangleto be determined.Thesedimensionsare discussed
in Section 7.3.
7.2 PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION OF THE OPTICAL FIBRE STRAIN GAUGE

As the optical fibre with the groovesis bent as in a cantilever,the angleof the grooves
intensity
The
These
light
be
to
vary.
changesof anglecause
attenuatedat eachgroove.
bending
by
be
the
to
the
the
the
variationcan related
changeof
angleof
groove,caused
of the cantilever.In order to derive a mathematicalmodel of the performanceof this
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has
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first
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afterwards
that
and
one
groove,
only
sensor
sensor,
assumed
relationderivedis extendedto differentnumberof grooves.
Figure 7.1 a shows a schematicof the groove before the sensoris subjectedto any strain.
The depth of the groove has been denoted by 'a' For this sensor,the depth is 0.5 mm
.
for
So
depth
0.5
V-groove
has
been
the
all our
template
mm.
as
of
manufacturedwith a
calculations,it shall be assumedthat 'a' is 0.5 mm. The width of the groove is assumed
to be 2zo and the apex angle of the groove is assumedto be 20o. Figure 7.1 b shows the
schematic of the same groove when subjected to strain. Here, the apex angle of the
groove has increasedto 20. and the width of the groove has increasedto a value of 2z
by a factor 2zI.

zo

2;
D

zo

zo

z

pth of the groove

Figure 7.]a: Grooveat zerostrain

Figure 7.Ih: Grooveafter strain

The very presence of the groove induces a loss of light (PLO)in the fibre which is
2.
by
the area 7czo After the application of the force, the fibre groove
characterised
undergoesan extension and therefore more light is attenuated.This light lost due to the
2.
(Pu)
is
strain
given by the area 7c[zo+zj] Experimental observation showed that the
light emergingfrom the groove formed a solid cone perpendicularto the axis of the fibre.

Fromtrigonometricequationsof Figure7.1 a and7.1 b:
(7.1)

zo=a Tan(Oo)
z=a

)
Tan(O.,

(7.2)

zl= z-zo=a [Tan(O.) - Tan(Oo)]

(7.3)

Henceit canbe derivedthat:
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2
PLO-= 7CZO= 7c2 [Tan(O O)f
PLX-=

2=

7c[zo+zll

2=
7CZ

(7.4)
2

(7.5)

7ca [Tan(Ox)]2

7.2.1 Definition of strain sensitivity
The gauge factor is a measureof the sensor sensitivity. Supposethe gauge output V
factor
the
is
is
by
AV
ALAL
the
of
then
gauge
volts changed
applied,
volts when a strain
resistancestrain gauge is defined as:

AV/AL
VL

(7.6)

For optical fibre strain gauges under consideration, the output signal of the power

meteror the photodetectoris proportionalto the optical power transmittedthroughthe
plastic optical fibre (POF). For our application, strain sensitivity (So) is defined as :

AP
So=Poe

(7.7)

whereAP is the strain-inducedchangein optical power in watts transmittedthroughthe
gaugeundergoingstrain,F,is the value of that strain and Pois the optical fibre gauge
transmissionat zero strain.Pois the differencebetweenthe power transmittedbeforethe
(PLo).
The power
due
light
lost
to
the
the
groovewas cut(Pi) and
groove at zero strain
transmittedafter a strain Y, denotedas P., is the differencebetweenPi and the light
lost from the groovedueto that strain(Pu). Hence:
(7.8)

POý--Pi - PLO; Px "--Pi - PU

Figures 7.2a, b and c have been included to understandmore clearly the theory
mentionedin the previousparagraph.Figure 7.2a showsthe POF prior to the grooving.
Pi. is the light intensityinjectedinto the POF by the laser.The output power from the
POF, detectedby the power meter is Pi which was measuredexperimentally(Section
7.3.3).
p=P
inI-C

--*PC
it

ý--Plastic

Figure 7.2a:POF beforegrooving
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Figure 7.2 b showsthe POF after a groovewas insertedbut before strainwas applied.
The light lost at the groove iS PLoand hencethe output power from the POF iSPi - PLO.
p

LO

pP=P0=
in

Ott

pi- PLO

Flasfic opfical fibre

Figure 7.2b: POF after grooving but at zero strain

Figure 7.2c showsthe POF after the strainwas induced.The light attenuatedfrom the
groove in this caseis PL.and hencethe output power from the POF is Pi - PL..
p

Lx
p

P= p=P.
Ott xi

in

p
Lx

Plasfic opical fibre

Figure 7.2c: POF after the application of strain

Assumingthat the power meter output signal is proportional to the optical power
incident on its detector,the changein optical power, AP, is proportional to applied
strain.Providedthat the only optical power lossmechanismthat changeswhen strainis
appliedis within the gaugeitself andnot in externalconnectorfeedandreturn fibres,the
changein detectoroutput will alsobe proportionalto AP. The performanceof the sensor
is describedby the couplingfactor (CF) which is definedas the ratio of the changein
opticalpowertransmittedby the fibre after a strainis induced,to the power transmitted
at zero strain. CF is defined in Equation 7.9, derived from consideration of the
trigonometry of Figure 7.1.

CF

O-px_p
p
Ll P,Po

PLO
LX pi - PLO

(7.9a)

Pi hasbeenexperimentallydeterminedto havea value of 0.1948mW (Section7.3.3).
Substituting Equations 7.4 and 7.5 in Equation 7.9a, it is shown that:
(TanO
(Tano0)
x)2CF k- (Tan0o)2

2
(7.9b)
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where k-0.1948mW

= 248.027 mW/m2. (as a=0.5

X10,3

M)

7t a2

Strain (e) hastraditionallybeendefinedas the changein length, AL, over the original
length,L, andso from Figures7.1 a and7.1 b it canbe observedthat:
AUL = 2z,/2zo= zl/zo

(7.10)

SubstitutingEquations7.1 and7.3 in the aboveequation,it canbe shownthat:
(Tan0

(Tan0
0)
x) (Tan00)

(7.11)

Figure 7-3: Couplingfactor versusstrainfor I groove (Mathematical model)
Having theoretically derived the strain and coupling factor (CF) for a single groove,
these parametersare plotted in Figure 7.3 for different values of groove angles(0,,) from
2(ýto 200, assumingthat the initial groove angle (0o), before application of strain is 10.
From these plots, the strain sensitivity for a single groove, which forms the gauge factor
for the optical fibre strain gaugewas calculatedaccording to Equation 7.7.
7.2.2 Gauge factor for multiple grooves.
Section 7.2.1 derives expressionsfor the optical fibre strain sensorwith a single groove.
However, it was predicted that the strain sensitivity could be increasedby increasingthe
number of grooves. So, in order to mathematically model the effect of increasing the
grooves, the coupling factor for 'n' grooves (CF),,was calculated. The light intensity lost
due to the presenceof 'n' grooves is (n PLO) at zero strain and (n PLx) after a strain 'x',
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in
Equation
Replacing
terms
these
that
assuming eachgrooveundergoesequalextension.
7.9 a the coupling factor for 'n' grooves was obtained:

(CF)

nPLX -nPLO
ný

(7.12)

ý- - nPLO

SubstitutingEquations7.4 and7.5 in 7.12:
(CF)n -z

(TanOx)2 -(Tan00)2
(k / n) - (Tan0

0)

(7.13)

2

andthe strainfor 'n' grooveswascalculatedusingthe equation:
[n(TanOx)-n(Tan00)]

en =

n(Tan00)

[(TanOx)-(Tan00)]

(Tan00)

(7.14)

From Equations7.13 and 7.14, the valuesof the strain sensitivitiesfor differentnumber
of groovesvaryingfrom I to 8 was calculatedaccordingto Equation7.7. As expected
therewas anincreasein the strainsensitivitiesasthe numberof groovesincreased.
Figure 7.4 shows the values of strain sensitivity plotted againstthe number of grooves.

The strainsensitivityincreases
by a factor of 2.7 E-05 asthe groovenumberincreases
for the mathematical
model.

Figure 7.4: Strain sensitivitiesfordifferentnumberof grooves
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7.2.3 The effect of groove closing
In the mathematicalmodel described in Sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.3, it has been assumed

that the strainis appliedso that the grooveundergoesextensionand is opened(Figure
7.1b). It hasbeenshownthat the light lost from the grooveafter a strain'x', referredto
in
(PLo).
However,
is
light
Pu,
actual
as
greater than the
attenuatedat zero strain
(compression).
in
the
the
the
groove
practise, appliedstraincould also result
closingof
In this case,Pu, the light attenuatedafter a strainwould be lessthanPLO.Hencethe CF
and strain due to the groove closing would be the negative of Equations 7.9 and 7.11,

describedin Equations7.15 and7.16 respectively.
CF

(Tan0n)2 _ (ranOx)2
k- (Tan0o)2

(7.15)

(Tan00)-(Tan0)
s-

(Tan00)

As the groove closes,the groove angle(O.
) decreases,and the power transmitted
throughthe POF would increase.However the magnitudeof the couplingfactor (CF)
just asin the caseof the grooveopening(that is 0.,increasing).
andthe strainincreases,
So the effect of the closingof the groove on the CF and strain is the sameas for the
groove opening.This effect was observedexperimentallyas well, therebyvalidatingthe
mathematicalmodel.Therefore,duringthe experimentalobservation,it doesnot matter
whetherthe grooveis openingor closing.The changein opticalpower alwayscausesthe
magnitudeof CF and strainto increaseboth for the mathematicalmodel and during the
experimentalprocessdescribedin Section7.3.
7.3 EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE THEORY
7.3.1 Experimental arrangement
A specially designed optical arrangement was used to confirm the theoretical model
describedin the above section. Figure 7.5 illustrates the experimental arrangementthat
for
factor
to
the
was used measure
multiple number of grooves.
and strain
coupling
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grooved fibre

Power ri-leterl
e Ne
clt all I

cia ti ori pr

Fixed poýitioner

Figure 7.5.- A'xI)erimental arratigemem. for measuring 1he.virtun. yellsifilily
Referring to that figure, a straight fibre was connected to the light source (the I le-Ne
Laser) and the power meter. One end of the fibre was secured onto a fixed positioner
and the other end was connected to the power meter. The fibre was threaded through a
precision translator equipped with a micrometer

which when rotated, would generate

tension in the fibre causing the groove angle to change and the strain to increase. The
fibre was fixed to the two positioners
laser
Since
tile
and
using a small amount of epoxy.
the power meter were also secured to their respective positioners, all fibre straill
occurred in the fibre length between the

positioner (stationary) and thc translator

(movable). Thus the fibre connections to the source and detector were undisturbed
during the straining process and could, therefore, be
eliminated as a contribution to the
strain-induced signal.
7.3.2 Thermal effects
Another observed effect during this measurement process, were the negligible changes
produced by ambient temperature fluctuations

fibre's
the
in

power

output

when

compared to the change in output caused by strain The stability at room temperature is
.
probably due to the insensitivity of the laser output to temperature and the fact that the
numerical aperture of this fibre changes less around 200C than it does at certain higher
temperatures. [7.4] Furthermore, since the refractive index of PMMA

changes less

around room temperature than at elevated temperatures[7.41, we can Intel- that its
coefficient of thermal expansion behaves in a similar manner. Thus tile errors caused by
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the thermal effects on mechanicalstrain would probablybe more severeat elevated
But no testswereconductedto verify this hypothesis.
temperatures.
7.3.3The measurementprocess
Beforegroovingthe fibre, the output of the power meterwasnotedas 0.1948mW- This
The
Pi.
is
to
is
fibre
quantity the optical power enteringthe
optic gaugeand referred as
differencebetweenPi and P0 is simply the loss introducedby the groove. When the
ungroovedfibre was subjectedto strainby the translator,the changeof the output signal
had
fibre
the
if
hand,
be
output
On
the
too
to
the
grooves,
was
small
other
observed.
signalwas reducedsignificantly.Thereforegroovinggreatly enhancesthe sensitivityof
this fibre optic strain gauge.

A travellingmicroscopewas positionedperpendicularto the groovedfibre in order to
monitor the dimensionsof the groovesusingthe vernierscalein the x andy-axis of the
depth
hot
fibre
to
into
Initially
inserted
of
a
the
scalpel
microscope.
usinga
a groovewas
0.5 mm. The power intensitytransmittedthroughthe fibre reduced to 0.165 MW (P.).
The width of the groove and hencethe initial lengthof the groovewas measuredusing
the travelling microscope.Then the movablepositionerwas rotated till there was an
observablereductionin the power intensity(P.). Again the dimensionsof the groove
were measuredby the travelling microscope,and the strain was calculated.This was
repeatedfor severalrotations of the movable positioner. The experimentwas also
conductedby moving the micrometerin the oppositedirection causingthe groove to
close and P. to increase. The coupling factor was calculatedas:
CF =

±(Px - PO)

(7.17)

PO

In Equation7.17, the '+' sign was usedwhen the groove closedand the '-' sign was
increased
data
CF
both
For
the
the
taken,
usedwhen
and strain
groove opened.
setsof
as predictedby the mathematicalmodel (Section7.2). Figure 7.6 showsthe plot of the
fibre.
into
built
factor
the
experimentalcoupling
versusstrainafter a singlegroovewas
A secondgroove was cut into the fibre to a depth of 0.5 mm. The power intensity
transnýttedthroughthe fibre wasfurther reduced(P.).
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Figure 7.6.- Couplingfactor versusstrainfor I groove(experimental)

The width of eachgroove and hencethe initial length of eachgroove was measured
usingthe travellingmicroscope.Then the movablepositionerwas rotatedtill therewas
an observablereductionin the power intensity(P.), Again the dimensionsof the grooves
were measuredby the travelling microscope.Strainwas measuredby finding the ratio
betweenthe sum of the changein length of eachgroove and the sum of the original
length of eachof the two grooves.The couplingfactor was again calculatedfor two
grooves.The couplingfactor andthe strainwereplotted againsteachother andagainthe
strainsensitivitywasobserved.This wasrepeatedfor up to 8 grooves.

Figure 7.7: Comparisonbetweenthe experimentaland theoreticalstrain sensitivities
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Figure7.7 showsthe chartobtainedby plotting the experimentalstrainsensitivityandthe
theoreticalstrainsensitivityfor multiplegroovesfrom 1 to 8. Considerationof the 95%
confidencelimits showedthat the two plots arecoincidentandthat that thereexistsgood
theoryderivedandthe experimentalobservations.
correlationbetweenthe mathematical
The measuredstrain sensitivitiesare higher than the values predictedby the simple
This is probablydue to the assumptionmadeearlieron in the
theoreticalconsiderations.
theoreticalcalculationin Section7.2.1, in which a groove angleof 10was assumed,at
zero strain.During the lab testsconducted,the grooveanglewas480,this accountingfor
betweenthe theoreticaland experimentalvalues.But the fact that the
the discrepancies
plots do correlate(Figure7.7) and that the gaugefactor, which is the strain sensitivity,
increaseswith the number of grooves, proves the theory associatedwith the
mathematicalmodel.The most importantfactor limiting the accuracyof the resistance
strain gaugesis their low gaugefactor,typicallyabout2.0. From Figure7.7, we observe
that thereis an increasein the gaugefactor of the optical fibre strain sensorwith groove
number.Experimentallywe haveobtainedgaugefactorsup to 4.3 for 8 grooves.This is
an advantageover the commerciallyavailableresistancestrain gauge.
7.3.4 The effect of continuous bonding
The optical fibre strain gauge was developed to replace the resistive strain gaugesused
in the flow sensordescribedin Chapter 4. Resistive strain gaugesare generally bonded
over their entire area to the substrate.In order to study the effect of continuous bonding
on the optical fibre strain gauge, the fibre was coated with epoxy on the diametrically
opposite side of the fibre to where the grooves were present, and bonded to one of the
longitudinal faces of the rubber beam, thus bonding the gauge to the beam over its entire
length. This imposed restriction on the movement of the fibre optic strain gauge, thereby
virtually eliminating the gauge's sensitivity to strain, although power was transmitted
through the fibre. Hence an alternate approachwas used to attach the fibre to the rubber
beam using plastic rings and only bonding the fibre to the beam with the epoxy at the
two ends of the fibre optic strain gauge and the rubber beam. [7.5] This is described in
detail in Chapter 8. This method retained the strain sensitivity of the fibre optic gauge as
the fibre was free to slide within the rings without friction.
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7.4 OPTIMISATION

OF THE NUMBER OF GROOVES

In order to maximise the sensitivity of the flow sensor, the induced intensity loss as a
ftinction of the fibre bending must be optImIsed.Increasingthe number of grooves in the
fibre strain sensorincreasesthe strain sensitivity of the sensor (Section 7.3) but this will
also increase the insertion loss of the sensitised region of the fibre, which affects the
intensity of the light measuredat the output of the optical fibre strain gauge. Figure 7.8
shows the measuredlight intensity transmitted for different numbers of grooves at zero
strain. Transmitted power is plotted as a function of groove number 'n'. The plot
indicatesthe reduction in light intensity as the grooves increase.

Figure 7.8.- Plot showing the reduction in light intensity as the number (?f grooves
increases (experimenial)
A compromise must be reached between the number of grooves and the output signal
intensity. There must be sufficient grooves to achieve adequate sensitivity, but tile
number of grooves is limited by the insertion loss and the resultant effect on signal to
noise ratio. Figure 7.9 shows a plot of the coupling factor versus displacement of the
translator inducing the strain, for different number of grooves. These results were
obtained during laboratory experiments. The increase in sensitivity of the fibre optic
be
It
be
the
can
also
graph.
strain gauge with the number of grooves can
seen in
observedfrom the plots that although there is an increasein the sensitivity of the sensor
for the tests performed for six, sevenand eight grooves, this variation in sensitivity is not
light
from
the
Figure
7.8,
Moreover,
intensity
the
in
reduction
very significant.
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transmitted through the strain sensoras the number of grooves increaseswas discussed.
Hence the optimum number of grooves was chosenas six where the number of grooves
light
for
the
to
the
was sufficient
strain sensor and yet
achieve adequate sensitivity
intensity transmitted was larger than for sevenor eight grooves.
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Figure 7.10 shows the power output plotted along with the experimental strain
sensitivity as a function of groove number. The increase in strain sensitivity and the
decreasein the transmitted power through the strain sensor,
with the groove number can
be observedin Figure 7.10.
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Having observed and confirmed that the optimum groove number is six, further
the
the
strain
of
to
times
repeatability
three
verify
experiments were performed
more
four
for
tests
the
Figure
7.10
of
each
the
obtained
plots
sensorwith six grooves.
shows
conducted indicating fairly good repeatability.
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7.5

COMPARISON
ELECTRICAL

OF THE

OPTICAL

FIBRE

STRAIN

GAUGE

WIT11 Till':

RESISTANCE STRAIN GAUGE

The fibre optic strain gauge reported In this chapter has many similarities with the
electrical strain gauge. In Section 7.2.3, it has been shown that as the groove opens
when a strain is applied, the groove angle increases,reducing the transmitted power
through the optical fibre. Groove opening in the fibre optic strain gauge is analogous to
the extension that a resistive strain gauge undergoes. When subjected to extension, the
voltage of the resistive strain gauge reduces, which is similar to the reduction in the
power intensity transmitted by the fibre optic strain gauge, under extension. Similarly,
the closing of the groove, which results in an increasein the transmitted power through
the fibre optic strain gauge, is analogousto the compressionthat a resistive strain gauge
undergoes,resulting in an increasein the voltage. Likewise, it has been shown that tile
opening and the closing of the groove results in the CF and strain always increasing III
the fibre optic strain gauge. The coupling factor (CF) of the fibre optic strain gauge is
analogousto the ratio of the change in voltage to original voltage of the resistive strain
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increases
the
(Equations
This
7.7).
7.6
resistive strain
whether
always
ratio
gauge
and
gauge undergoescompressionor extension.

The fibre optic straingaugehasadvantagesover the resistanceor semiconductorstrain
indicated
is
to
factor
The
the
experimentally
gauges.
gauge
of
sensingelements,which
be 4.3, is larger than those of the resistancestrain gauges. Resistancestrain gauges
havea gaugefactor of abouttwo. The changein resistanceof a typical resistancestrain
by
followed
bridge
is
Wheatstone
f),
120
an
that
gaugewith a resistanceof
a
so small
is
is
disadvantage
Another
typically
amplifier
of resistancestrain gauges their nonused.
linear responseto ambient temperaturechange. This not only limits their useful
temperaturechange,but alsosetsan upperlin-fiton the voltageandcurrentappliedto the
Wheatstonebridge and the detectingcircuit. If the applied signal is too large, heat
dissipationin the straingaugecould causea changein the gaugeresistanceevenin the
absenceof appliedstrain(Chapter2). On the otherhand,the responseof the opticalfibre
fibre
is
less
Furthermore,
the
to
temperature
optical
strain gauge
susceptible
changes.
doesnot needan inert atmosphereto be sensitiveand their responseis not affectedby
moisturein air. [7.6]. Other noteworthyfeatures,from the laboratoryexperiments,are
their linearityand repeatability.All theseadvantagesmakethe optical fibre strain gauge
idealfor manyapplications,oneof which hasbeenthe optical fibre flow sensor(Chapter
8) developedasa continuationof this project.
However, the fibre optic strain gaugehas a few disadvantages.
The fibre integrity is
violatedby cutting into the fibre. Thereis alsothe possibilityof dirt collectingin the fibre
groove which might affect the life of the sensor.Furthermore,the changesin the
refractiveindex of the surroundingmediumwill affect the responseof the strain sensor.
One method of solving this problem is by sleeving the fibre. This needs further
investigation.

7.6 DISCUSSION
This chapterhasexaminedthe developmentof an optical fibre straingaugeby inserting
developed
been
has
in
fibre.
A
which
grooves a plastic optical
mathematicalmodel
factor
the
coupling
predicts the effect of the closingandthe openingof the grooveson
in
described
the
is
The
factor,
model
theory
the
and the gauge
strain
sensitivity.
which
The
hasbeenexperimentallyverifiedby conductinglab testson an optical arrangement.
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number of grooveshas been optimised,in order to achievea compromisebetween
sensitivityand the loss in transmittedpower. Finally the similaritiesbetweenthe fibre
optic straingaugeandthe resistivestraingaugeandthe advantagesand disadvantages
of the opticalfibre straingaugewerediscussed.
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CHAPTER8
THE OPTICAL FIBRE STRAIN GAUGE FLOW SENSOR

Optical fibre sensorspreviously used for flow measurement,have generally been
This
the
flowmeters.
that
devices
to
means
retrofitted existing
suchas vortex shedding
fibre often hasto be cut with a resultinggapbetweentransmittingandreceivingfibre or
Light
they are point sensorswith a probe like structureat the point of measurement.
detected.
being
before
fibre
leave
back
into
fibre
be
therefore
the
the
must
and coupled
Such sensorshave high attenuationand thereforeare unlikely to be optimisedfor the
measurement
application,unlike the sensorpresentedin this thesis.A few of the various
typesof opticalflowmetersthat havebeenproposedin the last few yearswere discussed
in Chapter6. It was emphasised
that the most successfuloptical flowmeter designsare
likely to be thosebasedon existingflowmeterconstructions.Two typesof optical fibre
flow sensorshavebeendevelopedwhich are basedon the principleof operationof the
resistancestrain gaugetarget flow sensordescribedin Chapters4 and 5. This chapter
gives an accountof the developmentand results of the original work performedto
developthe two optical fibre target flow sensorsusing the optical fibre strain gauge
describedin Chapter7. Both thesenovel sensorsare ideally suitedfor environmental
flow measurement.
8.1 THE OPTICAL FIBRE FLOW SENSORWITH RUBBER CANTILEVER
8.1.1 Construction of the optical fiber flow sensor in one dimension
The flow sensor comprises a square sectioned rubber cantilever (supplied by the
Malaysian Rubber company) which has a drag element attached to its free end. A
multimode plastic fibre of lnun diameter was attachedto one of the longitudinal surfaces
of the rubber beam. Figure 8.1 shows a schematicof the optical fibre flow sensor. Great
beam
fibre
in
to
the
taken
the
care was
strain gauge
ensuring good attachment of
optical
bonding.
Plastic
is
the
rings were
as
case with conventional resistance strain gauge
attachedto the surface of the cantilever using epoxy. It was important to ensurethat the
beam.
The
did
rings were
the
the
rubber
epoxy used
material properties of
not affect
fibre
fibre,
the
that
(0
larger
in
diameter
1.1
was
so
mm) than the polymer
slightly
--
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free to slide within the rings without friction or snagging.This ensured that no
restrictionwasplacedon the deflectionof the beam.
Looped fibre
Drag element
Groo es

10
jf
00
0

PlasticOptical
fibre
0.165M

P,ubber beam------>
0 D24m

Ring

s

Hfin

Iii
Power meter

Laser

Figure 8.1: Schematic of the opticalflow sensor in one dimension (Courtesy:N Schmitt)
However, the rings were small enough to enable the fibre to faithfully track the
deflection of the cantilever. The transmitting end of the fibre was connected to a He-Ne
Laser and the receiving end to an optical power meter. These could be replaced by a
visible LED emitting at peak wavelength of 670 nm and a photodetector respectively to
enable portability of the set-up. The fibre was looped at the free end of the cantilever
inside the drag element. This enhanced the sensitivity of the device since the force
exerted by the fluid flow on the drag element was transferred more effectively to the
grooved fibre.

A numberof grooveswere formed radiallyinto the fibre which extendinto the core as
shownin Figure 8.1. Six grooveswere determinedas the optimumnumberto achievea
in
The
Chapter
7.4.
between
insertion
losses
discussed
compromise
and sensitivityas
depthto which the groovesextendinto the coreof the fibre is alsoan importantfactor in
determiningthe sensitivityof the device,and this depth is also ultimatelylimited by its
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effect on insertionloss and on the inherentstrengthof the plastic optical fibres (POF).
The depthof eachgroovewas 0.5 mm. In order to maximisethe fibre sensorsensitivity,
the grooves were located where the beam exhibits its maximum deflection, i.e.
approximatelyat one half of the width of the beamfrom its base,just as in the caseof
conventionalresistancestrain gaugelocation. Table 8.1 gives the dimensionsof the
squaresectionedrubber beam and the drag elementwith particular referenceto the
location of the grooves.
Table 8.1: Specifications of the dimensionsof theflow sensor
Length of the rubber cantilever

0.165 m

Width of the rubber cantilever

0.0135 m

Diameter of the drag element

0.06 m

Total length occupied by all the grooves on the fibre

0.024 m

Distance of the lowest groove from the base
of the 0.06 m
cantilever

8.1.2 Principle of operation of the optical fiber flow sensor

As the cantileverbendsin the presenceof the airflow, the angleof the groovesvary. The
groove angle increaseswhen the airflow is facing the sensorand vice versa. These
changesof groove anglecausean intensitymodulationof the light transmittedthrough
the fibre becauselight is lost at eachgroove. Changesin intensity can be related to
changesin the angle causedby the force inducing the bendingof the cantilever,and
thereforeto the velocity of the fluid. This effect of the variationof the groove angleon
the light transmittedthroughthe fibre wasdiscussedin Chapter7.2.
8.1.3 Referencing of the optical sensor system

In measurementapplicationsof optical fibre sensorsthere is the requirementthat the
output from a systemshould be related to the measurandalone. In practice, this
condition cannot be easily satisfied due to the variable losses within the optical
componentslike the optical fibres, couplersand connectors.Measurementunreliability
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impossible
is
it
detectors.
to
light
from
instability
the
the
and
sources
can also arise
of
be
but
design
fibre
in
may
compensation
eliminatethesevariations any optical
system
done
by
is
This
losses.
[8.1].
by
usually
applied monitoringthe undesirableopticalsignal
the
(reference)
least
with
along
may,
generatingat
signal which
one additional
from
is
free
the
be
that
so-called
to
measurand
measurement
relative
signal, used makea
is
distinction
identified,
be
Both
a
common-modevariations.
separately
signalsneedto
normally achieved by employing either spatial separation, temporal separation,
wavelength separationor frequency separation.[8.1]

The schemethat wasusedto generatethe referencesignalfor the opticalfibre flow
sensordevelopedin this PhD projectis shownin Figure8.2.

Flow sensor
Sensirtgfibre I-------

-m'A

He-Ne Laser

Reference
fibre

Y-Coupler

Powermeter

Fýgure 8.2: Configuration of a spatial referencing schemeusedfor referencing in the
grooved opticalfibreflow sensor.

Light from a He-He Laser (S) was passedthrough a Y-coupler (Y) and transmittedto
two opticalfibres.The light that was propagatedin the first fibre (Fm)with grooveswas
intensitymodulatedby the measurand
while the reference(FR)fibre was left unperturbed
at this point. The signalsfrom both the fibreswere sentto the channelsof a power meter
(D). The two fibres were sleevedtogether up to the modulation point. This configuration
fulfilled most of the requirements for providing reliable and accurate referencing as
discussedby Murtaza and Senior [8.1] which are,

*

The sensingandreferencefibre were separated
just beforethe modulationpoint. This
ensuredthat only the sensingfibre was modulatedby the fluid flow and both signals
were subjectedequallyto all the remainingenvironmentaleffects,the samecommon
modevariationsandotherconstraintsactingon the system.
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differential
the
9 The singlesource-based
of
effects
configurationremoved possibility
likely to arise from source-to-sourcevariations.

The singlephotodetector-based
differential
the
effect that
configurationeliminated
couldbe significantwhentwo signalsare detectedby separatephotodetectors.
The expressionsfor the two signalscan be written by following their optical path
through the systemso that
Im= S YFmMD

(8.1)

IRý

(8.2)

S YFRD

Therefore,the ratiornetricoutput is:
Im
IR

=

FMM

(8.3)

Fp

It can be observedfrom Equation8.3 that the
sourceand detectorfluctuationsandthe
effect of the Y-coupler were cancelled.But Equation 8.3 showsthat the systemwas
sensitiveto the loss variation within the optical fibres as separatemeasurandand
referencefibreswereused.However,duringthe measurement
process,this lossvariation
within the optical fibres was insignificant and, therefore, negligible. Hence, this
referencingschemewas not adoptedduring the experimentsconductedto measuretwo
dimensionalfluid velocity using the
optical fibre flow sensor(Section 8.2). Another
reasonfor not usingthe referencingschemefor the two dimensionalflow measurement
was that the configuration would require two sources and two power meters if
referencingwasused.This configurationwith an additionallight sourceandpower meter
would havebeentoo expensiveandcumbersome.
8.2 PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION OF THE FLOW SENSOR IN TWO DIMENSIONS

Section8.1 discussedthe constructionand principleof the optical fibre flow sensorin
onedimension.In order to measurethe magnitudeanddirectionof the fluid flow, that is
to measurethe flow in two dimensions,the principleof operationof the resistivestrain
gaugeflow sensorthat was describedin Chapter4, was appliedto the optical fibre flow
that vectorialadditionof flow components
sensor.In that chapter,it was demonstrated
canbe usedto measurethe magnitudeandphaseof fluid flow, by sensingthe deflection
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The
directions.
strain
of
beam
in
components
two
orthogonal
of an elastic
orthogonal
were measuredby placing strain gaugeson all four sidesof a squarecross-sectioned
beam.In the caseof the optical fibre flow sensor,the orthogonalcomponentsof strain
were measuredby attachingtwo groovedoptical fibres on adjacentsidesof the rubber
beam,orthogonalto eachother, as illustratedin Figure 8.3. Thesetwo fibres measured
the x andy componentsof optical strain.
Front view

Topview
Fibmax

Tibis

riloow

To Powei
To La3 er

Figure 8.3: Front and top viewsof a sectionof the fibre oplicflow sensorusedto
dimensionalfluidflow
the
two
measure
Light from aI

into
helium
laser
633
Neon
equal
nm
split
of wavelength
was
mW
componentsusing a cubic beam splitter, and coupled into each fibre by meansof
microscopeobjectives.The transmittedintensity through each of the two fibres was

monitoredusing a power meter.The signalsfrom the power meterwere sent to a 486
DX2 laptop computervia a data acquisitioncard - the DAQ card 1200to be acquired
and processedby Labview, the data acquisitionand analysingpackagesuppliedby the
National Instruments.Figure 8.4 showsthe experimentalconfigurationand Figure 8.5
showsa photographof this configurationnearthe wind tunnel where the experiments
wereconducted.
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Figure 8.4: Experimental set-upfor two dimensionalflow measurement

The light intensitytransn*ted throughthe two fibres and detectedby the two channels
of the power meter gave intensities P. and Py. From incompressiblefluid dynamics and
theory of elasticity, it has been shown in Chapter 4 (Equation 4.9) that the strain is a
function offluid velocity squared. In order to develop an analogy between the optical

strain (units havingbeendefinedfor this project) and the resistivestrain (conventional
units),the opticalstrainwascalculatedusingthe formula:
changein power output
original power output

Strain,
v=

'&P
P

Hence

Strain

APY
AP.
ý'
and Strain YP.
Py

(8.4)

Thereforethe magnitudeof the wind velocity, IUI is givenby
lul

==

VStrainx + Strainy

Substituting Equation (8.4) in IUI,

lul

the optical root strain magnitude is:

(8.5)

=

andthe directionof wind velocity, 0
IStrainv
I
] = TanTan *1 [U
o
y/U,,
Strainx

Substituting Equation (8.4) in 0, the optical strain direction is:
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Co
fy
p

(8.6)

Tan-'
AP
x
p
0

The power losswas calculatedin optical root strainby measuringthe maximumpower
Po at zero deflection,and AP = Po - Pv where Pv is the power measuredat wind
velocity, V m/s. Optical strain was therefore calculatedfor the x and y fibres and
combinedvectoriallyto give the magnitudeanddirectionof wind velocity in opticalroot
strain(Equations8.5 and8.6)
Figure 8.6 shows a photograph of the optical fibre flow sensorwhen the sensorwas in a

working condition.The visibility of the groovesin that photographindicatesthat light
intensitywaslost at the grooveregion.
8.3 WIND TUNNEL ExPERIMENTS

The sensorwas mountedin a 460 x 460 mm closedcircuit wind tunnel (Figure 4.10),
with a maximumfan speedof 1700revolutionsper minute.The airflow was calibratedin
m1s,using an anemometerand stop watch. The beamwas equippedwith both optical
and resistivestrain gaugesto comparethe two responses.The beam with both the
optical and resistivestrain gaugeelements,was clampedon a turn table and rotated
round its longitudinalaxis from 0 to 900.At variousangles, P.,and Py were measured
from the optical strain gauges, and V,, and Vy measured from the conventional strain
gauges,as a function of wind velocity over a range of 0 to 30 m/s.
8.3.1 Flow sensing and display
Labview was programmed to acquire these signals and to calculate the wind magnitude
and direction according to Equations 8.5 and 8.6 respectively. The voltage signals of P.
and Py from the power meter, along with the calculated values of the magnitude and
direction of the wind velocity were sent to a spreadsheetfile for storage and further
analysisof data again by pre-programming Labview (Figure 8.7).
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Figure 8.6: Photograph of the oplicalfibre flow sensor taken during its operation
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8.3.2 Magnitude of wind speed: First prototype of the optical fibre flow sensor
Initial experimental work was performed on a flow sensor made of a circular rubber
beam (as describedin Section 4.4.3). For increasingwind speeds,the readings from the
for
the two
the
two channelsof the power meter were recorded each time,
optical strain
fibres were calculated and thereafter the magnitude of optical root strain was calculated
direction
in
beam
the
Equation
As
8.5.
to
the
wind
according
was circular cross section,
could not be obtained as described in Section 4.4.3. Figure 8.8 shows the plots of the
magnitude of wind speedin optical root strain values when the sensorwas positioned at
0 and 45 degreesto the wind flow.
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Figure 8.8 : Plots showingthe optical root strain versusmagnitudeof wind speedfor
thefirst prototypeof the sensor.
This first prototypeof the sensorgavevery promisingresults,in terms of linearity and
sensitivity,for two dimensionalflow measurement
using optical strain gaugesbut since
the wind direction could not be generatedusing this sensor,the next prototype of the
flow sensorwhich had a squaresectionedrubberbeam(as describedin Section4.4.4
was developed.
8.3.3Magnitude of wind speed:Secondprototype of the optical fibre flow sensor
The constructionand dimensionsof this sensorusing a squaresectionedrubber beam
8.9
Figure
in
Table
8.1
Section
8.1
showsthe plot of
respectively.
were specified
and
beam
the
was
optical root strain and resistive root strain, versuswind speed,when
indicating
that
have
linear
flow.
Both
450
wind speed
to
gradients
oriented
graphs
wind
is proportionalto optical strain.A linear regressionanalysisfor eachgraph indicatesa
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(optical)
1.3
/
(m/s)
0.005±0.0004
of
a
resolution
and
sensitivity of
optical root strain
/
(ni/s),
0.0065
±0.0001
and a resolution
strain
ni/s, and a sensitivity of
resistive root
(resistive) of 0.4 nVsfor wind speedsup to 30 m/s.
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Figure 8.9: Comparisonof the resistiveand optical root strain versuswind speedfor
orientationof 450to windflow.
Figure 8.10 showsthe top view of the optical fibre flow sensorwith the two fibres to
illustratethe orientationof the sensorto differentwind directionsfrom 00to 3600.
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Figure 8.10: Topviewof the oplicalf7hreflow sensorshowingits orientationto
differentwind directions
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Figure 8.11 : Plots showing the optical root strain versusmagnitude of wind speedfor
various orientation angles.

Figure8.11 showsa plot of optical root strainversuswind speedwhenthe elasticbeam
was orientedat different anglesto the airflow. The sensoris independentof angle of
orientationof the beamto the direction of airflow. Thereforeall the data presentedin
Figure8.11 can be usedto obtaina calibrationcurvefor the sensorthat will be valid for
multi-directionalairflow. Whena linearregressionwas performedon all the datafor the
opticalstraingauges,the sensitivitywasfoundto be 0.0050± 0.0002 opticalroot strain
s/m andthe resolutionto be 1.4 m/s. This analysishas alreadybeenperformedfor the
conventionalstraingaugesset-up[Chapter4.3.4].
Figures 8.12 (a), (b) and (c) shows the plots for 900 (positive axis) and 2700 (negative
axis) positions of the sensor when the direction of wind velocity was reversed (or the
sensor rotated through 180") causing the sensor to deflect with the grooved area first
facing towards the airflow, and then facing away from the airflow. These three plots
indicate the need for vectorial addition of the x and y-components of strain. Figure
8.12(a) shows the plot of the optical strain in the x-direction (strain.) versus wind speed,
for the forward and reverse airflows. The plots have a Rý value of 0.8965, which does
not indicate very good linearity.
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Figure 8.12(a): Optical strainft-component) versuswind speedforforward and reverse
airflow (900and 2 700)
Figure 8.12(b) shows the plot of optical strain in the y-direction (strainy) versus wind
speed,for the above mentioned forward and reverse airflows. The Rý value of 0.9623 is
much better compared to that of Figure 8.12(a) as the optical fibre generating this ycomponentof the optical strain is Perpendicularto the airflow. In Figure 8.12(a) the fibre
is parallel to the airflow and gives a non-linear plot. Figure 8.12(c) is the
plot obtained
by combining the x- and y-components of the optical strain vectorially (vector strain)
versus wind speed. There is an improvement in the linearity (le value of 0.9784)
comparedto the previous two values, thereby proving the importance of measuringwind
speedin two dimensionsrather than in one.
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Figure 8.12 b: Optical strain(Y-component)
versuswind speedforforward and reverse
airflow (900and 2700)
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Figure 8.12 c: Optical root strain(vectorialstrain) versuswind speedforforward and
reverseairflow (900and 2700)
Figure8.13 showsthe plotswhenthe sensorwasorientedat 450(negativeaxis)and2250
(positiveaxis)to the wind flow. Whenthe sensorwasorientedat 2250to the wind flow,
the fibres were facing the wind flow, causingthe groovesto open as the wind speed
increased.At 45' to the wind flow, the flow was reversedcausingthe groovesto close.
The effect of the closingand openingof the grooveson the light intensitytransmitted
through the fibre was discussedin Chapter7. The plots of Figures 8,12(c) and 8.13
indicatesthat the sensorbehavessimilarlyin forward and reversedirectionsand so is
ableto cope with multi-directionalairflow. The rangeof operationof the optical fibre
flow sensoris limited by the bendingof the sensorwhich in turn is limited by the
Young'smodulusof the rubberbeamandthe inherentstrengthof the POF.
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Figure 8.13: Optical root strain versuswind speedforforward and reverseairflow
(450and 2250)
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8.3.4 Direction of wind velocity

The directionof wind velocity for variouswind speedswas calculatedusing Equation
8.6 for the differentsensorpositionsin a planeperpendicularto the longitudinalaxis of
the rubbersensorfrom 0 to 1800.Figure 8.14 showsthe plots obtainedfrom II m/s to
30 m/s. Severalauthorshave statedthat it is difficult to calculatethe wind direction
accuratelyat low wind speeds.The situation is similar in this caseand the readings
becamemoreaccurateasthe wind speedincreases(in this caseII m/s andabove).The
wind directionrepeatsitself in cyclesof 900rotation and a similar curve was obtained
for the 180to 3600sensorpositions.
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Figure 8.14: Direction of wind velocilyfor differentwind speeds.
The wind direction sensitivitywas found to be 0.81 ± 0.05 degreesand the resolution
wasfoundto be 5.9 degreesby performinga linearregressionon all the data.
One important conclusionwas obtainedfrom experimentsconductedto measurethe
wind direction.Initially, for the sakeof convenience,the two optical fibres were each
placedon the two edgesand on the samesideof the rubberbeam,as shownin Figure
8.15(a). This was an improper alignmentas the componentsof the wind velocity
generatedby the two fibres were parallelto eachother. This arrangementwas able to
indicatethe wind speedbut gave no indication of the wind direction. When the two
fibres were moved to the two adjacentlongitudinal faces of the rubber beam (as
illustratedin Figure 8.15(b)), the x and y-componentsof the wind velocity that were
direction
from
detection
as well as
this
generated
of wind
alignment enabledthe
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indicatedin Figure 8.14. Hence the position and alignmentof the fibres on theflow
direction.
beam
is
indication
importantfor
the
the
wind
of
sensing
r beam
)p view of rW%e
ýýý
j
Tibm
Rho
Fibm x

(a) Improperalignment

(h) Proper alignment

Figure 8.15: Improperandproper alignmentof thefibres on the rubber beam
8.4 STATIC CHARACTERISTICS

OF THE OPTICAL FIBRE FLOW SENSOR

In the design of any instrument,it is essentialto considerthe parameterssuch as
sensitivity,resolution,linearity,hysteresisand repeatability(definedin Sections5.3 and
5.4) which are collectivelyknown as the static characteristicsof the instrument.This
the resultsof the experimentsconductedin the wind tunnel to explore
sectiondiscusses
for the opticalfibre flow sensor.
theseparameters
Sensitivitvandresolutionhavebeendiscussedearlierin Section8.3. The linearityof this
flow sensoris derivedfrom Figure 8.12(c). For the plots discussedin this figure, the
correlationco-efficientwas 0.9784,therebyindicatinga linearit of ± 2.2 %.
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Figure 8.16: Testfor hysteresisof thefibre optic airflow sensor
In order to conductexperimentsto demonstratethe hysigm-li-s
of the flow sensor,the
0
to
from
0
30
increased
reduced
then
m/s.
to
steadily
m/s and
wind speedwas steadily
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indicates
8.16
Figure
a
The co-incidencebetweenthe loadingandunloadingcurves of
very stablesensorwhich hasnegligiblehysteresis.
Repeatabilitydescribesthe closenessof output readingswhen the sameinput is applied
same
conditions,
the
time,
measurement
same
repetitivelyover a short period of
with
instrumentand observer,samelocation and the sameconditions of use maintained
throughout.In order to test the repeatabilityof the opticalfibre flow sensor,the sensor
Figure
in
from
30
times.
increase
0
to
to
m/s several
was subjected repeated
wind speeds
8.17 showsthe plots obtainedduring three such tests. From these results,this flow
sensorhad a repeatability of 0.36%.
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Figure 8.17., Testsfor repeatability of thefihre optic airflow sensor

In orderto test the stabilityof the response,the wind speedin the wind tunnelwas setto
a constantvalue (14 m/s) and the voltage output from the power meter, which was
equivalentto the optical power from the optical fibre flow sensorwere acquiredby
file every second.
Labviewusing the VI shownin Figure 5.1 and sentto a spreadsheet
Figure8.18indicatesthe responseobtainedfor the first 300 seconds.
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Figure 8.18: Testingthestability of the response
Table8.2 indicatesthe resultsof descriptivestatisticalanalysisperformedon this plot.
The meanand standarddeviationwere 0.7128and 0.0017respectively.The testswere
performedat differentwind speedsandonly smallvariationswere observed.
Table 8.2: Descriptive statistical analysis offigure 8.18
Mean

0.712819

StandardError

4.03E-05

Median

0.712891

Mode

0.712891

StandardDeviation

0.001708

Range

0.01709

Minimum

0.703125

Maximum

0.720215

Sum

1282.361

Count

1799

ConfidenceLevel(95 %)

8.89E-05

rhe histogramof the plot of Figure 8.18 is shownin Figure 8.19. From Table 8.2 and
the Ilistogram. (Figure 8.19), for a mean value of 0.713 volts, the minimum and
maximum values were 0.703 volts and 0.72 volts respectively indicating a standard error
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Figure 8.19: Histogramobtainedfromthe stability tests
8.5 DYNAmic CHARACTERISTICS OF THE OPTICAL FIBRE FLOW SENSOR

Dynamiccharacteristicsdescribethe performanceof a measuringinstrumentwhen the
measured
variableis changingrapidly.An openendedwind tunnelwith a maximumwind
speedof 33 m/s was used for the investigationof the transientresponseof the sensor.
A shuttermechanismwas speciallydesignedto provide a step input to the flow sensor.
Theresponseof the sensorwasacquiredby the 12bit DAQ-card 1200andtransferredto
file usingLabview.The block diagramof the VI usedfor this purposeis
a spreadsheet
the sameasthat usedfor the resistancestrain gaugeflow sensorshownin Figure S.10.
Datawas acquiredevery0.01 secondsfor a periodof 10 secondsby settingthe sampling
frequencyto 100Hz (fs) andthe numberof samplesto 1000.
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Figure 8.20: Responseof the optical fibre flow sensor at two wind speeds
The optical fibre flow sensor was mounted in the wind tunnel and with the shutter
mechanism closed, the wind tunnel was set at a particular wind speed.Since the shutter
door was closed, the sensor did not undergo any deflection. When the shutter was
opened, the deflection and hence the responseof the sensor was detected and analysed
using Labview. Figure 8.20 shows the responseobtained at two different wind speeds.
The sensorindicated a 95% responsetime of 5.4 seconds,a 10% to 90% rise time of 4.6
secondsand a 63.2% time constant of 3.6 seconds. The sensorresponsecould probably
be much faster than what was obtained here. The
shutter mechanism was by itself quite
slow (about 2 seconds) and this could be the reason for the response time that was
obtained. If an alternative experimental arrangement, similar to the one described in
Section 5.5.3, could be designed and set up, the sensor could indicate faster
response
a
time, probably in terms of milliseconds.
8.6 AN OPTICAL

FIBRE FLOW SENSOR WITHOUT RUBBER CANTILEVER

The work presentedin this section shows how an optical fibre strain gauge by itself can
be used to measurefluid flow in two dimensions. Previous work used a rubber beam as
the deflected device with conventional [8.2] or optical fibre strain gauges [8.3] attached
to the deflected beam, but it was found in Section 8.3.3 that the performance
characteristics of the resistance strain gauge flow sensor was better than the optical
fibre flow sensorwith the rubber cantilever. Hence to improve the characteristics of the
diameter
fibre
fibre
flow
I
plastic
optical
optical
sensor,an unsupported sensitised mm
flow.
fluid
the
the
to
without
rubber cantilever was used measure
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8.6.1 Development of the flow sensor
This version of the optical fibre flow sensor used the I mm diameter grooved polymer
fibre as the deflection element, with a core diameter of 0.980 mm, and a thin cladding
layer of approximately 20 ýtm. (Figure 8.21). Again, 6 grooves were inserted into the
fibre as that was determined as the optimum number to achieve a compromise between
insertion losses and strain sensitivity (Chapter 7). These grooves were spaced 04 cm
apart, over a length of 2.5 cm.

fibre loop

air flow

rooves

0010.

I receiving fibres

transmittinq fibres

to detector

from laser

Figure N. 2 1: Oplicalfibre deflectionflow sensor.
In order to measurestrain in two orthogonal directions, perpendicular to tile longitudinal
axis of the fibre, two fibres were used, as shown in Figure 8.21, with the grooves
oriented at 900 to each other. This was achieved by positioning the fibres on two
adjacent faces of

a beam of square cross-section. This beam was short enough to

long
hold
deflection
to
to
the
enough
prevent any restriction
and support the
and yet
optical fibres. The fibres were looped round so that the looped ends acted as drag
free
deflect
fibre
to
The
the
and
in the air
was unsupported
elements.
grooved portion of
50ý
50
laser
633
helium
from
Light
split
using a cubic
nm,
was
at
neon
stream.
aI mW
beam splitter, and coupled into each fibre using microscope objectives. (Figure 8 4) The
transmitted intensity through each fibre, was monitored using a power meter, giving
AP/P,,
by
loss
strain,
root
was calculated in optical
intensities P, and Py. The power
Al'
deflection,
P,,
and
at zero
measuring maximum power,
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for
Optical
therefore
V
calculated
root strain was
power measuredat wind velocity, m/s.
the x and y fibres and combined vectorially to give magnitude and direction of optical
strain, using Equations 8.5 and 8.6 respectively.
8.6.2. Experiments in the Wind Tunnel
The sensor was mounted in the 460 x 460 mm closed circuit wind tunnel. The optcal
fibre flowmeter was clamped on a turn table and rotated around its longitudinal axis froni
0' to 360'. At various angles, APx and APy were measured as a function of wind velocity
over a range of up to 35 m/s.
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Figure 8.22: Plot of optical root s1rain versus windspeed. for orientation (?f 60

Figure 8.22 shows a plot of optical root strain versus wind speed,when the optical fibre
flowmeter was oriented at an angle of 60'. The graph has a linear gradient indicating that
optical strain is proportional to the squareof the wind speed.A linear regressionanalysis
indicates a sensitivity of 0.01 ± 0.0005 optical root strain s/m, and a resolution of () 96
m/s for windspeedsup to 35 m/s. Preliminary experiments indicate that the sensor will
operate up to 50 ni/s.
Figure 8.23 shows a plot of optical root strain versus wind speedwhen the elastic beam
was oriented at different anglesfrom 00to 900 to the airflow.
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Figure 8.23: Plot of optical root strain versuswindspeed.for various orientahon
angles.
Although there is some difference between the plots, the results are within the 95%
confidence limits for each plot. They can, therefore, be said to be coincident within
statistical limits of 95% consideration. (Appendic A-4). Therefore all the data presented
in Figure 8.23 can be used to obtain a calibration curve for the sensor which will be valid

for multi-directional airflow.
8.7 DiscussiON

OF THE RESULTS

A novel technique for the measurementof two dimensional fluid velocity, using two
versionsof an optical fibre flow sensorhave been demonstrated.
The first version used a rubber beam with two grooved plastic optical fibres
on the two
adjacent sides of the rubber beam. The sensorhad a sensitivity of 0 00510.0004 optical
root strain and a resolution (optical) of 1.3 m/s while measuringthe wind speedflor wind
speedsup to 30 m/s. While measuring the wind direction, the sensitivity of' the sellsolwas found to be 0.81 ± 0.05 ()/degreeand the resolution was found to be 5.9". A similar
sensor was developed and discussed in Chapter 4 to measure fluid flow using
conventional electrical strain gauges. The electrical flow sensor had a sensitivity of'
0.0065 ±0.0001 resistive root strain s/m, and a resolution (resistive) of 0.4 in/s.
To improve the performance characteristics of the optical fibre flow sensor, an all-optical
fibre sensor has been demonstrated for wind velocity, over a range of 0111/sto 35,11/s,
.
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with a sensitivityof 0.01 ± 0.0005 optical root strains/mand a resolutionof 0.96 M/s.
This method of using the unsupportedoptical fibre itself to undergo deflection has
in termsof resolutionand sensitivitywhen
resultedin betterperformancecharacteristics
comparedto the optical fibre flow sensorwith a rubber cantilever.But

a major

drawbackof this techniqueis that the sensorcould not give an indicationof the wind
direction.This was probablydue to the fact that the two optical fibres, althoughin the
undeflectedpositionshad their groovesorthogonalto eachother, could not retain the
orthogonalityof the grooves.If this flow sensorhasto be utilisedto measurethe wind
direction,a suitableremedyto this problemhas to be implemented.Nevertheless,this
type of the opticalfibre flow metercanbe usedto sensethe two dimensionalfluid speed
with good accuracy.The secondversionof the optical fibre flow sensor could be used
for measuringflow in smallpipes(as smallas 15 mm diameter),which could be useful
for the water industrywherethe directionof flow is not of anyconsequence.
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CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSION: SENSOR FEATURES AND APPLICATION

AREAS

This thesishasdescribedthe design,developmentand calibrationof three flow sensors,
flow
first
The
deflection.
beam
based
sensor
all of which are
on the principleof elastic
hasusedconventionalresistancestrain gaugeswhile the latter two haveused optical
fibre straingaugesto sensethe deflection.The development,optimisationandcalibration
Seven.
in
Chapter
in
discussed
fibre
has
been
thesis
the
this
of
optical
straingauge
also
ChapterOne hasgiven an accountof the flow sensorsthat havebeendevelopedin the
pastwhile opticalfibre flow sensorsin particularwerereviewedin ChapterSix.
9.1

NOVEL FEATURES OF THE FLOW SENSORS

Theseflow sensorscome under the general category of target flow sensorsor the dragforce flowmeters. This is becausethe moving fluid exerts a force on the drag element of
the sensorcausing the sensingbeam to deflect. The compressionand extension resulting
from the deflection is measuredby strain gauges,both electrical and optical, attachedto
the surfaceof the beam.Hence the nametarget or drag-force flow meters.

9.1.1The novelty of the researchundertaken to developthe target flow sensors
The three target flow sensorsthat have been developedin this project measuretwo
dimensionalwind and water flow. Successfulcalibrationhas beenperformed for two
dimensionalair flow measurement
and preliminarycalibrationhas been performedfor
onedimensionalwater flow measurement.
A further advantageof the instrumentis that it canbe madeto generatea measurement
of flow direction in two dimensions,or even in three dimensions.Provided that the
deflectingforcesare independentin the sensingdirections,the resultingoutputs can be
fluid
flow
direction
for
to
and
of
addedvectorially generatevalues
speed
which are
independentof eachother. This approachof vectoriallYaddingthe fluid componentsto
drag-force
is
fluid
flow
direction
both
the
sensing
the speedand
a novel
generate
of
techniquewhen comparedto the existing techniques[1.14-1.191used in target flow
sensors.
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A literaturesurveyhasindicatedthat noneof the opticalfibre flow sensorsdevelopedto
date haveusedplastic multimodeoptical fibres to measuretwo dimensionalflow. The
methodof measuringthe strainby insertingradial groovesinto the fibre to makethe
fibre lossyis yet anothernovelanduniqueapproach.
Theremovalof the rubberbeamfor the third flow sensor,resultingin betterperformance
characteristics,has enabledthe use of the optical fibre itself as the drag element.A
similar approachhas been used to develop a vortex sheddingflowmeter. But the
in the techniqueadoptedin this projectis that the bareoptical fibre hasbeen
uniqueness
usedto detectthe drag-forceexertedby the fluid, and hencethe velocity of the fluid,
without the problemsassociatedwith oscillations.There are no known publicationsas
yet usingthis technique.
9.1.2 Improved features of these flow sensors over others
There are many different techniquesof measuringflowrate and none will offer a solution
to every flowmetering problem. The target flow sensorsdeveloped in this Ph.D project
are very versatile and reliable flow measurementdevices. The flowmeters are compact,
and requires no infrastructure, other than a rigid support. The advantages of these
devices over rotating flowmeters, are lower inertia
enabling measurementsof gusts and
rapid changesin windspeed, absenceof mechanicalparts, and robustness.They are easy
to maintain and simple in operation, thereby reducing the maintenanceand operational
costs. They can cope with fluids containing solid matter, such as sludge or slurries.
Compared with vortex shedding and Doppler devices based
on ultra-sonics, the
proposed instruments are cheaper, allowing multiple-headed sensing. Hot wire
anemometers are affected by raindrops, but these instruments are rugged and less
susceptibleto moisture. The compactnessof the device, and the fact that both speedand
direction are measured by the same transducer
at the same place and time, offers
advantagesfor the measurementof flow which varies over small distances,such as winds
close to the ground.

The flow sensors have no rotating parts and this makes the

instrument suitable for conditions where abrasion, contamination or corrosion make
more conventional instruments unsuitable. Finally, the optical fibre flow sensors
developedhave the advantagesof being immune to electromagneticinterference and can
be used in hazardousenvironments.
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9.2 APPLICATION AREAS
The sensorswere primarily intended for environmental applications, but could be used

for industrialapplicationsaswell. The mainareasof applicationenvisagedare:
9.2.1. Meteorology
Measurement of short term gusts and turbulence close to the surf,ace and to obstacles
(natural and artificial) is an important matter in understandingwind loads on structures
such as buildings and wind turbines, and can also be significant in introducing or
replacing vegetation in windy areas for amenity, erosion control or economic forestry.
The proposed instrument has very small inertia, and would possibly be able to follow the
profile of gusts, although tests have not beenconducted to prove this.
9.2.2. Hydrology

The flow of water in rivers is affectedby the topographyof the river bed, and it is
thoughtthat fish are ableto makeuse of regionsof fast or slow flow, as appropriateto
their activity and directionof travel. Artificial drainagework on naturalrivers, to make
them into arterial drains,reducesthe roughnessof the river bed and banksand this is
thoughtto lessenthe rangeof habitatsavailableto fish. Thereis a need,therefore,for a
simple,robustandinexpensivetransducerwhich can be placedat a seriesof depthsand
positionsacrossa river, or as a matrix of severaltransducersat different sites for
simultaneousmeasurementsof velocity and flow direction. Measurement of flow
directioncloseto river channelbedsor of
velocity gradientsin the channelcross-section
are also important in studies of sediment movementin channels,undertakenby
engineeringgeologistsandgeomorphologists.
9.2.3. Marine studies
There is considerableinterest in the post-breaking movement of waves horizontally
at
right angles to the shore. Conventional instruments are often insufficiently robust for
this purpose, especially when abrasionby sandor gravel is likely. In addition, submarine
cablesand pipelines can be abradedand damagedby current-bome sand particles. Thus
the measurementof movementof sea-water,especiallyclose to the sea-bed,is important
to an understanding of the coastal environment and its interaction with man-made
structures. The proposed instrument would be suitable for such measurements.
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9.2.4 Oil and gas industry
The production of oil and gas provides a classic examplewhere metering accuracy can
be related directly to income and perhapsfor this reasona wide range of problems have
been identified which need to be tackled. With proper selection and design of the
sensing beam material (Chapter 3) and calibration, the target flow sensor developed
could probably be used to measurethe oil flow rate due to its ease of installation and
high reliability.
9.2.5 Automobile Industry
Single- and multi-point injection systems offer the possibility of improving engine
parameterssuch as torque, power, emissions,fuel economy and driveability. To do this
the air/fuel ratio must be carefully controlled and this control is achieved by
measurementof the air flow rate; the appropriate petrol flow rate is then provided. The
air flow rate is measuredin most systemsby the Bosch air vanemeter (Chapter 1.4.2)
which again belongs to the category of target flowmeters. There is a need for the
responsetime of the meter to be fast enough to follow the engine speedbut not so fast
as to follow 'noise' in the flow. Also, turn-down ratio of 40: 1 is required to cover the
range between idling and full throttle. Overall, therefore, for a two-litre engine, air
flowrates in the range of 2.5-100 g/s have to be
measuredover periods as short as 0.01
secondin a 500 mm pipe.
There is thus a tremendous potential for a successful fuel
air
meter, which is also cheap
and the solution could possibly be one of the flow sensorsdescribed in this thesis. Flow
of diesel fuel, gasoline and transmission fluid could also be measured. Turbine
flowmeters have previously been used, but they do
not have the response and viscous
immunity at low flows as does the target flowmeter.
9.2.6 Domestic water metering
Of all the changesand innovations taking place in flowmetering in the UK at the present
time, one of the most important and challengingarea arises from the likely introduction
of widespread domestic water metering. Greater demands are being placed on water
meters. The water industry have showed interest in both the resistive and optical flow
sensorsdeveloped. They are looking for a cheapbut low - accuracy network of meters
to get an overall idea of water flow on domestic mains and they consider that the sensors
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for further
developedcouldmeettheir requirements.
Section9.3 outlinesthe suggestions
work to be undertakento meettheseneedsof the water industry.
Another challengeis in meter reading.Accessfor meter readerscan be difficult and
both
is
Remote
manualreadingof meters costly.
meterreadingsystemsoffer advantages
for centraliseddatacollectionandcustomerbilling andfor control of water consumption
throughthe applicationof variabletariffs. The resistancestrain gaugeshavethe option
be
this
the
of using remote measurements
another area of
could
of
signalsand so
applicationfor this flow sensor.
9.2.7 Steam measurement

Measurementof saturatedor superheated
steam is critical in today's energyconscious
environment.Conventionalflowmeters,arc not practicaldue to the damagingeffectsof
that canoccurin saturatedsteam.The designof the target flowmeterpermits
condensate
the addition of an overrangestop to limit the possibility of damageto the primary
sensingelement.
9.2.8 Multi-phase flow

Multi-phaseflow coversa variety of situationsbut the widest current interestis in the
flowrate of gas/liquid mixtures. I-Estoricallythis has been a problem only in power
generationwith smallboreboiler tubescarryingsteam/watermixturesbut is now a major
concernof the oil andgasindustry.The key requirementto achievesuccessfulmetering
of multi-phaseflow would be to condition the flow so that the phasesare either
separatedor the flow is homogeneousi.e. the various phasesflow with the same
velocity. The target flowmeterwould appearcapableof handlingmulti-phaseflow, but
hasnot beentestedundertheseconditions.
Advancein resistanceand optical fibre straingaugetechnologyand proceduresand the
use of new materials with improved physical properties offer future application
opportunities.It shouldbe noted, however,that the applicationpotential of the target
flowmeterasit is presentlyconfiguredhasnot beenfully explored.
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9.3 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
The most important area to pursue would be to continue with the calibration of the
Preliminary
flow.
fibre
flow
to
measure water
sensors
resistance and optical
the
in
using
to
have
been
tank
water
measure
a water
measurements
performed
0.02
0.4
of
M/s with a resolution
resistancestrain gauge flow sensorin the range of 0 to
be
have
to
Further
23:
1.
down
calibration runs
m/s, thereby providing a turn
ratio of
Once
down
hence
flow
turn
the
ratio.
sensorand
performed to extend the range of the
this has been successfullyundertaken for one dimensionalflow measurement,this could
be extended by using two pairs of resistance strain gauges for two dimensional flow
direction
both
thereby
the
of water velocity.
measurement,
magnitude and
generating
The water industry have specified particular needs relevant to them where they would
like to see if this sensor could measurewater flow in a 15 mm pipe. This would mean
that the sensor would have to be designed accordingly by reducing overall dimensions
then
drag
beam
flow
and
the
the
element
and
of
sensing
drag
build
in
dirt
the
in
15
If
calibrated the water rig
up on
a
mm pipe. the problem of
(both length and width)

The
drag
be
the
to redesign
element.
elementoccurs, the solution to the problem would
drag element could probably be a circular disk supported in the centre of the pipe or
conduit so that it forms an annulus between the drag element and the pipe wall. The
annulusprovides a spacefor the dirt to passfreely beneaththe disk and gas bubbles over
it.

Another possibleareato work on would be to calibratethe optical fibre flow sensor
without the rubbercantilever to measurewater flow. Optical systemspresentproblems
of contaminationand of refractiveindex variation.Theseissuesneedto be investigated
thoroughly.If this sensorprovidespromisingresultswhile measuringwater flow, a series
This
be
instrumented
to
sensorcould
performed.
of carefully
calibrationruns will need
be redesignedto improvethe performancecharacteristics
of the sensorby replacingthe
fibre loop with a singleplasticfibre havinga reflectivecoatingor mirror at the free end
This
detector.
modification
back
to the power meteror a
which could reflect the signals
flow.
One
fluid
the
be
of
to
fibre
flow
then
measure
used
of the optical
sensorcould
fibres
is
present
optical
the
disadvantages
that
fibre
grooved
the
gauge
strain
optic
of
is
fibre
the
to
replace
this
to
problem
problemsof contamination.One possiblesolution
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be
fibre
into
then
tested
]
inserted
bragg
[9.1
as a
the
can
which
groove with
gratings
flow sensor.A simpleralternativeis to sheaththe groovedareaof the fibre.
A major advantageof the target flow meteris that it canbe extendedto measurethe
flow of other fluids like oil, steam,hydrocarbons,etc. By having a knowledgeof the
fluid to be meteredand the temperaturerange that would be encounteredduring a
in
(reviewed
be
flow
beam
the sensing
particular
materialcould selected
measurement,
Chapter3) andusedto redesignthe sensor.Havingperformedsuccessfulcalibrationruns
to measurewind and water flow, the measurementof other fluids should not be a
problem.Equation4.23 showsthe methodof theoreticallycalculatingthe speedof an
unknownfluid using the resultsof the calibrationruns in a known fluid. The ability to
calibratethe target flowmeter in a safe and easy-to-handlefluid like water and to
provide a solution with high accuracyfor hazardousapplications,where a calibration
with the actualfluid maynot be possible,is oneof the majorbenefitsof this flowmeter.
The data acquisition and analysis package Labview, supplied by National Instruments
has been invaluable during the calibration runs that were performed. This sophisticated
packageis very expensiveand it would be a good idea to replace it with a battery driven
microcontroller. This would reduce the overall cost of the sensorand furthermore would
facilitate in its usage as a stand alone instrument. Thereafter a series of these sensors
could be used as in a quasi-distributed system. Preliminary programming has been
performed on a microcontroller, the C-Port 552 basedaround the Philips 80C552, by the
author, to convert the two analog signals from the sensorinto digital form and then to
add them and to take the squareroot of the sum. Further work could not be pursued on
this as the microcontroller was not capableof generating the floating point value of the
squareroot of a number. Work is being done on a PIC - microcontroller (16C71) as an
undergraduateproject to do the necessaryacquisition and analysis of the signals. (9.2].
Once that is completed, a stand alone, portable and low cost flow sensor would be
availablefor commercial exploitation.
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APPENDICES

Derivation ofd41A
The term dA representsthe changein cross-sectionalarea of the conductorresulting
from the applied load. For the caseof a uniaxial tensile stressstate,
dL

(A-i)

L

dL
-V Baý---V L

(A-2)

is the axial strainin the conductor
where Pa.
et is the transversestrainin the conductor
v is Poisson'sratio of the materialusedfor the conductor.
If the diameterof the conductoris dobeforeapplicationof the axial strain,the diameter
of the conductordf after it is strainedis
dL
df = do(1-v
L

(A-3)

FromEquationA-3 it is clearthat
dA

)2

=_ 2vL

+ V2

LL
L

dL

(A-4)
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Table A-P

Table showing the agggired strain gauge signals and the calculated
flbw
for
Lilude
sensor set at
the electrical strain 9-aug-e
mgg!
of wind vpeed
45" to-flow direction.

Fan speed

Wind speed

strain.

strain,

(strain,,+strainy)"2

(rpm)

(M/S)

(strain)

(strain)

root strain)

0

0

0

0

0.00127

100

1

-0.00008
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0.01344
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0.00063

0.03502

300

7

-0.00156

0.00131

0.0535
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11
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14
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0.00437

0.0937
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17

-0.00617

0.00753

0.11708

700

20

-0.00817

0.01138

0.13982

800

23

-0.01019

0.01361

0.15427

A-2
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Table A-2: (strain,,+strainj"2 at difLerent gp les to wind flow for the electrical strain
gaggeflow sensor.
Wind speed

(Strain,, +strainy)"2 ( root strain)

(M/S)
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Methods-for statistical anaksis of Merimental data

Two variablesx andy canbe relatedby a linearequationof the form:
(A-5)

mx +c
wherem is the slopeand c is the interceptof the y axis.

Oncea linear relationshiphasbeenestablished
betweentwo variables,the variabilityof
the data about the fitted line can be describedin terms of the confidencelimits placed
around the line. Typically, 95% confidencelimits [3.7] are used where
L96cr
95% confidence interval is 'R±
Fn
,

(A-6)

is the samplemean,a is the standarddeviation,n is the total numberof
observationsin the sample.The confidenceintervalis a rangeon either sideof a sample

where i

mean.
For the tests conducted in this PhD project, the 95% confidence limits were used to

ascertainif a set of n samplesof datawere co-incident.Describedbelow is an illustration
of how this was done. For the data presentedin Table A-2 in the Appendix, (the
correspondingplots are shownin Figure4.12) the datafor the 750and 900 positionsof
the sensorare taken and a regressionanalysisis performed separatelyfor each of the two

positionswherex is the wind speed(ni/s) andy is root strain.The following valueswere
obtainedfor the lower 95%, m andupper95% for both the setsof data.
Regressionanalysis
Position of the sensor

750

goo

Lower 95%

0.004

0.0053

m

0.005

0.0057

Upper 95%

0.006

0.0061

It can be observedthat the value of m at 75' (which is 0.005) lies betweenthe Lower
95%-750and Upper 95%-750and also betweenLower 95%-900and Upper 95%-900.
Likewise, the value of m at 900 (which is 0.0057) lies betweenLower 95%-900and
Upper95%-900andalsobetweenthe Lower 95%-750andUpper95%-750Bence it can
be saidthat the plots at 750and 900are coincident[5.3]. Sitnilaranalysiswas perfonned
for all the other positionsof the sensorand all the plots were found to be coincident.

APPENDIX

Table A-3 : Yheoretical strain vs. Experimental strain
Wind
(m/s)
0

speed Theoretical strain

Experimental strain

0

0

1

3. IE-06

1.9E-06

4

4.9E-05

1AE-05

7

0.0001

0.0002

11

0.0003

0.0004

14

0.0006

0.0007

17

0.0009

0.001

20

0.0012

0.0013

23

0.0016

0.0016

26

0.0021

0.002

29

0.0026

0.0025

32

0.0031

0.003

35

0.0037

0.0039

38

---10.0044

0.005
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TahleA-4: Tahleshowingthe veloci& of waterpredicledfiromair flow measurements
Sensor output

Air speed (m/s)

Water speed (m/s):

(root of microstrain)

Equation 4.24
0

0

0

3.46

1

0.03

714

0.126

11.8317

(

0.2

16.18

11

1
0.347'

20.07

14

0.44

24.08

17

0.531

29.40

20

0.63

33.12

23

0.727

35.93

26

0.82

39.17

29

0.91

42.92

32

1.01

46.46

35

1.10

49.47

38

1.20

51.96

41

1.29

54.68

44

1.39

56.56

47

1.48

57.84

50

1.58
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